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ABSTRACT 

Uncertainty is an inevitable challenge in species conservation. For rare and elusive 

species, data related to spatial distribution and abundance, both past and present, are often 

incomplete. The growing field of historical ecology has recently emerged as a powerful tool for 

reducing uncertainty in conservation planning. I carried out three investigations to illustrate how 

historical ecology can be employed to enhance our understanding of regional-scale declines in 

the Eastern Hellbender ( Cryptobranchus alleganiensis), an elusive aquatic amphibian. First, I 

used historical information sources, including newspapers, periodicals, natural history texts, and 

museum specimens to examine changes to hellbender distribution in New York, Pennsylvania, 

and Maryland over the past 200 years, and explore how human attitudes and human interactions 

with hellbenders may have influenced their decline in this region. Next, I integrated historical 

occurrence data with a species distribution model, environmental DNA ( eDNA), and traditional 

field survey methods to assess the current distribution ofhellbenders and their habitat across 

poorly-studied areas of the species ' range in New York State. Finally, I examined the pattern of 

historical, archaeological, and paleontological accounts of hellbender presence over space and 

time to investigate the hypothesis that hellbenders are a relatively recent arrival to the 

Susquehanna River watershed. 

Examination of historical documents and specimens dating from the late 1700s through 

1999 indicate a pattern of decline throughout the northeastern portion of the hellbender's range, 

driven by several key mortality factors , including pollution and overharvesting. Additionally, 

this investigation suggests the importance of human attitudes in the conservation ofhellbenders 

and other historically-persecuted species. The combination of Maxent modeling, eDNA, and 

field surveys provided strong evidence that hellbenders have decline considerably in the Upper 

Susquehanna River region ofNew York State, and confirmed the presence of remnant 
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populations in several streams where they were previously believed to have extirpated. This 

approach also identified a previously unstudied population in the upstream reaches of the French 

Creek watershed, and added to the growing body of evidence supporting the use of eDNA as an 

effective method for locating low-density hellbender populations. The use of historical, 

archaeological, and paleontological records to examine changes in hellbender distribution 

demonstrates a relatively recent range expansion ofhellbenders from the Allegheny to the 

Susquehanna River basin, with potential implications for hellbender conservation and 

management in that watershed. Taken together, these three studies provide a framework for 

using non-traditional historical sources to fill major data gaps affecting conservation planning for 

species lacking strong scientific evidence of past conditions. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Let the Past Be Our Guide: The Importance of History in Conservation Science 

1.1.1 Temporal Gaps in Ecological Data are a Source of Uncertainty 

Dealing with uncertainty is an unavoidable challenge in conservation biology. For rare and 

elusive species, data related to spatial distribution and abundance, both past and present, are 

often incomplete. Of the more than 85 ,000 species assessed by the International Union for 

Conservation ofNature (IUCN) Red List of Threatened Species (RLTS), nearly one-sixth are 

classified as data deficient (IUCN 2016). For many species of conservation concern, temporal 

data gaps are prevalent, creating significant uncertainty about the nature and extent of changes in 

populations and habitats over time (Thurstan et al. 2015 , Mihoub et al. 2017). Knowledge of 

past distribution is often limited to what can be gleaned from museum specimens, which may 

lack precise geographic data and rarely were collected in a systematic manner (Ponder et al. 

2001 , Roberts et al. 2016). In addition, information about the effects of specific mortality factors 

generally lack detail, if available at all (Niel and Lebreton 2005). 

Perhaps the best-studied aspect of temporal data deficiency is the notion of "shifting 

baseline syndrome," first identified by Pauly (1995) in the context of fisheries management. 

When historic data on a species of interest are lacking, no baseline can be established that truly 

reflects the condition of the resource prior to the onset of environmental impacts. This makes it 

extremely difficult to determine the magnitude of change, or even to demonstrate change at all. 

Such deficiencies in historic data may lead to a shift in perceived baselines, in which human 

perceptions of ecological systems are influenced by lack of knowledge and experience with past 

conditions (Papworth et al. 2009). Shifting baseline syndrome has been cited as a concern in 

many facets of conservation, including fisheries management (Pauly 1995), coral reef (Knowlton 
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and Jackson 2008, Bender et al. 2013) and marine science (McClenachan et al. 2012), 

mammalian community ecology (Bilney 2014), and management of non-native species (Clavero 

2014). Ultimately, the problem of shifting baselines may result in the underestimation of 

resource loss (McClenachan et al. 2006), poorly-informed conservation goals, and reduced 

ability to evaluate success of conservation projects (Mihoub et al. 2017). 

As challenging as the establishment of meaningful historical baselines may be, 

identifying specific factors driving species declines is even more difficult. In many cases, 

substantial losses occurred long before populations were scientifically documented (Bonebrake 

et al. 2010, Thurstan et al. 2014). With little data available about the initial drivers of these 

declines, resource managers must often initiate action without knowing the underlying causes -

treating the "symptoms" rather than the "disease" (Lindenmayer and Hunter 2010). This issue 

has been ofparticular importance for species reintroductions, which are less likely to succeed if 

the causes of decline are not addressed (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2000). In fact, restocking 

programs, such as those often used to repopulate dwindling fisheries , may actually mask the 

underlying issues affecting populations (Meffe 1995). The challenge of unraveling the factors 

responsible for decreasing populations is often compounded by the presence of multiple 

interacting causal mechanisms (Collins and Storfer 2003). 

These gaps in historical understanding are compounded by deficits in our knowledge of 

present-day distribution and abundance for many organisms. Declining species may be rare or 

found at inaccessible localities, and those with cryptic lifestyles are particularly challenging to 

locate when present in low numbers. Wildlife managers often must make decisions without all 

the necessary demographic information (Chades et al. 2008) and face the daunting task of 
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restoring populations of uncertain abundance to a reference condition fraught with even greater 

uncertainty. 

1.1.2 Integrating Historical Information into Conservation Planning 

The growing field of historical ecology is emerging as a powerful mechanism for reducing 

uncertainty in conservation planning. Historical information is often applied to determine how 

the condition of a species, community or landscape has changed over time, but the past also may 

provide clues to the causes of those changes (Swetnam et al. 1999). By providing a historical 

context for species declines and introducing a variety of information sources that have typically 

fallen outside the scope of scientific research, this approach has the potential to fill many of the 

data gaps that so often plague conservation practice. 

1.1.2.1 Data Sources for Historical Ecology 

Historical ecology draws upon many types of sources to reconstruct the past of a species or 

ecological system. "History" may be viewed on time scales ranging from decades to millennia 

(Swetnam et al. 1999). Since it is impossible to see into the past, historical ecology must 

opportunistically utilize any source that may relate to the periods and ecological phenomena of 

interest (Vellend et al. 2013). Paleoecology (McLachlan and Clark 2004), archaeology 

(Erickson 2008), historical maps, photos, and surveys (Bromberg and Bertness 2005 , Van Dyke 

and Wasson 2005), instrument-based data series, such as weather records and stream gauges 

(Jennings and Jarnagin 2002), satellite remote sensing (Barnes et al, 2014), museum and 

herbarium specimens (Tingley and Beissinger 2009), historic books (Worthington et al. 2011), 

journals and logs (Luiz and Edwards 2011), newspapers and periodicals (Vuorisalo et al. 2001), 

and even oral accounts (Fogerty 2001) may all yield vital information about the history of a 
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resource. The key feature of any historical data source is that it contains a sufficiently long 

chronology of observations to illustrate change over time (Swetnam et al. 1999). 

Despite their inherent usefulness, these historical data sources have limitations. Historical 

population records may be of questionable quality, if available at all (Balmford and Bond 2005). 

For many species, scientific census data were not collected until population declines were 

already evident (Bonebrake et al. 2010), necessitating the use of alternative data sources. 

However, proxy and archival sources are typically fragmentary in their temporal coverage, 

providing snapshots of the past rather than continuous time series (Swetnam et al. 1999, Vellend 

et al. 2013). Many of these sources contain errors or biases due to outdated methodologies (Shoo 

et al. 2006) or observer inexperience (Tingley and Beissinger 2009). Image quality of historic 

photos is often poor, and specimens may be misidentified (Graham et al. 2008) or lack precise 

location information (Peterson et al. 2004). Biases may result from the political, social, 

economic, or cultural conditions at the time of data collection, or from the data collection 

technique itself (Velland et al. 2013). Information is more likely to have been obtained from 

easily accessible areas and may be focused on locations or species of economic importance or 

other special interest (Loiselle et al. 2008). In addition, historic data sources generally provide 

presence-only information (Ponder et al. 2001 , Zaniewski et al. 2002) and rarely include 

measures of search effort (Vellend et al. 2013). 

Although these limitations require that historical data be interpreted cautiously, the 

challenges are outweighed by the unique nature of the information they provide (Liu et al. 2011). 

In many instances, archival or proxy data sources are the only means available of investigating 

past conditions. Cross-validation using multiple lines of evidence, including experimental 

approaches and comparisons with present-day observations, is important for increasing 
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objectivity and confidence in the interpretation of historical data (Swetnam et al. 1999). 

Knowledge of the past is critical in conservation planning, and careful application of historical 

data, despite their potential shortcomings, can provide the context that resource managers require 

to make informed decisions. 

1.1.2.2 Overcoming Temporal Data Gaps Using Historical Sources 

The use of historical sources, including anecdotal reports, specimen records, and "gray 

literature," to gather information about the ecological past has become increasingly common 

over the past few decades. As understanding past conditions and historical context for 

conservation is increasingly emphasized, unconventional data sources are emerging as an 

important tool for setting population baselines, determining ecological reference conditions, and 

providing insight into the changing relationship between humans and the natural environment 

over time (Swetnam et al. 1999, Lunt and Spooner 2005 , Velland et al. 2013). Examples of 

successful application of historical data to conservation issues are becoming more prevalent, 

particularly in the areas of ecological restoration (Jackson and Hobbs 2009) and marine science 

(Kittinger et al. 2015). 

Ecological restoration efforts have long relied on information about past conditions. A 

wide variety of historical sources have been applied to identify restoration targets, assess 

mechanisms of ecosystem damage, and define measures of success (Jackson and Hobbs 2009). 

Historical records have provided valuable insights for understanding the natural range of 

variability in ecological parameters, including climate, hydrology, successional trends, plant 

communities, and species distributions (White and Walker 1997). 

More recently, the use of these sources for understanding population declines and changes 

in community composition has become increasingly common. Historical information has been 
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used to identify areas in which species have suffered significant losses or disappeared entirely 

(Zielinski et al. 2005) or to delineate the extent of a species ' historical range (Hamilton et al. 

2005). In some cases, relative abundance may be inferred from historical sources across multiple 

time periods, providing valuable information about the pattern or timing of declines. 

Worthington et al. (2010), for example, evaluated changes in the relative abundance ofburbot 

(Lota Iota) in 42 streams in the United Kingdom, where it was recorded prior to its extirpation 

from that region the 1970s. Information gleaned from natural history texts, fishing guides, 

angler magazines, and newspapers indicated that the timing of the burbot's loss varied between 

regions. This implies that the causes of decline may have differed spatially or acted over 

different time periods in different locations. 

When applied across large geographic regions and deep time scales, historical ecology can 

provide insights into long-term, widespread patterns of change in communities or ecosystems. 

Pandolfi et al. (2003) used a combination of paleontological, archaeological, historical, fisheries , 

and ecological sources to reconstruct the histories of 14 coral reef systems worldwide. They 

discovered similar patterns in the trajectory of degradation across reefs and found that all reefs 

were substantially degraded long before impacts from coral bleaching and disease were 

prevalent. Similarly, an analysis combining paleoecological, archaeological, ecological, and 

archival records was used to investigate the long-term effects of overfishing on coastal 

ecosystems. This approach revealed that the effects of overfishing were often delayed by 

decades or even centuries - an insight that has practical implications for fisheries restoration 

(Jackson et al. 2001). 
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1.1.2.3 Using Historical Information to Improve Current Ecological Knowledge 

In addition to its usefulness for setting baselines and understanding ecological change over 

time, historical information may be valuable for enhancing our knowledge of current conditions. 

Combined with modem tools such as species distribution modeling, environmental DNA 

(eDNA) and genetic techniques, historical data can facilitate the identification of previously 

unknown populations or habitat patches. Examining changes in estimated distributions or 

genetic profiles over large time scales may offer a detailed picture of a population's past. 

Natural history collections provide valuable insights into historic distribution, population 

vulnerability, and conservation needs - especially when combined with species distribution 

modeling (Loiselle et al. 2003). Predictions generated from these spatial models may help to 

identify key aspects of geographic range, such as dispersal barriers (Ingberman et al. 2016), and 

may increase efficiency of survey efforts for rare species (Guisan et al. 2006). In biodiversity

rich, poorly-studied regions, species distribution models developed using specimen data may be 

used to facilitate the cataloging of newly-described or poorly understood species. For example, 

Sarkinen et al. (2013) successfully employed Maxent modeling to identify potential habitat areas 

for Solanum pseudoamericanum, a recently described plant species in the Peruvian Andes. 

Despite the usefulness of specimen data and other historical sources for the development of 

distribution models, the high potential for errors and inaccuracies in these data must be 

considered. Misidentifications or poorly-resolved location information can lead to both type I 

and type II errors in the resulting model. It is important to apply these models carefully and 

critically to minimize false results (Loiselle et al. 2003). Even low rates of false presence reports 

in the historical dataset can bias estimated distributions (Royle at al. 2006). Additionally, the 
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lack ofverifiable absence data in specimen records generally limits their use to presence-only 

modeling methods, such as Maxent or GARP (Graham et al. 2004, Phillips et al. 2006). 

The use of environmental DNA has become increasingly common for detecting rare or 

secretive species, particularly in freshwater aquatic environments (Goldberg et al. 2011 , Jerde et 

al. 2011 , Thomsen et al. 2012, Bohmann et al. 2014), and has been successfully used to detect 

species in snow (Dalen et al. 2007), feces (Zhu et al. 2011), soil (Andersen et al. 2012), seawater 

(Foote et al. 2012), and even from saliva left on browsed twigs (Nichols et al. 2012). 

Environmental DNA has recently been integrated with historical ecology methods as an 

effective, non-invasive survey technique for assessing species presence across historic ranges. 

For example, Boothroyd et al. (2016) sampled for spotted gar (Lepisosteus oculatus) at sites 

based on historic catch records in southern Ontario, Canada. The fish were detected in all but one 

location sampled. In this case, eDNA was more effective than traditional netting techniques for 

detecting spotted gar presence. 

In some situations, DNA may survive in the environment for very long periods of time. 

With recent advances in DNA technology, the analysis of ancient DNA has become common in 

archaeological studies and has been shown to be valuable for understanding past interactions 

between humans and the natural environment (Hofman et al. 2015). Moss et al. (2016) examined 

the historical ecology of Pacific herring across a period spanning more than two millennia. Their 

approach combined traditional ecological knowledge (TEK), historical and archaeological data 

with DNA analysis from archaeological specimens to reconstruct the history of the Pacific 

herring in Alaska. Ancient DNA may even persist in sediments, especially in cold, dry 

permafrost conditions, providing a window into historic landscapes (Willerslev et al. 2003 , 

Pederson et al. 2014). As technology for processing ancient DNA improves further, it may 
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become possible to detect changes in size and diversity of past populations from eDNA obtained 

from sediment cores, glacial ice, and other ancient sources. 

1.2 Study Species: The Eastern Hellbender 

1.2.1 The Need for Historical Ecology in Herpetological Conservation 

Historical ecology methods rarely have been applied in herpetological studies; however, 

conservation efforts for reptiles and amphibians are often limited by data deficiencies, especially 

regarding past conditions (Whitfield et al. 2007; Mendelson 2011). Most herpetofauna are non

game species, so early estimates of abundance based on catch records are not generally available. 

Often seen as dangerous, ugly, or useless, many reptiles and amphibians have been historically 

feared and persecuted (Ceriaco 2012, Pontes-da-Silva et al. 2016). Those that were seen as 

particularly frightening or offensive were often destroyed in large numbers, with eradication 

efforts sometimes fueled by government-sponsored bounties or drives to control "undesirable" 

organisms (Klauber 1972, Breisch 2011). Although rarely quantified, these actions likely 

resulted in significant population declines for these species. For example, rattlesnake round-ups, 

which began in the United States in 1939 (Klauber 1972) and persist today in some areas, may 

collectively remove as many as 300,000-500,000 snakes per year (Warwick et al. 2009). A lack 

of scientific data makes it difficult to demonstrate the impact of these hunts on rattlesnake 

populations (Weir 1992). However, an analysis of the number and size of eastern diamondback 

rattlesnakes (Crotalus adamanteus) taken during four annual rattlesnake round-ups over 50 years 

indicated decreasing captures and reductions in maximum snake size over the course of the study 

period (Means 2009). 
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Hunting is only one of many pressures that have historically affected herpetofauna 

populations. Worldwide declines of amphibians have attracted considerable attention over the 

past several decades. First observed in the 1980s, these declines began to draw special interest 

due to three prominent features : reports of declines and extinctions were increasing, they seemed 

to be occurring simultaneously and over large distances, and they were occurring even in parks 

where both the animals and habitat were protected (Collins and Storfer 2003). Data from the 

Global Amphibian Assessment, the only comprehensive status assessment of amphibians 

worldwide performed to date, showed that the situation for amphibians was dire, with 32.5% of 

all known amphibian species threatened with extinction, and 7.4% critically endangered (Stuart 

et al. 2004). More recent analysis of amphibian declines in the United States indicated that 

occupancy by amphibians declined by an average 3.7% annually from 2002 to 2011 , and that 

species already listed by the International Union for the Conservation ofNature (IUCN) declined 

an average of 11.6% annually (Adams et al. 2013). 

No clear, simple causal mechanism has been linked to these declines, creating a major 

source of uncertainty in amphibian conservation planning. Complex interactions of multiple 

anthropogenic factors are likely involved. Numerous hypotheses have been proposed, including 

alien species, over-exploitation, land use/land cover change, global change (including UV 

radiation and climate change), contaminants, and emerging diseases (Blaustein and Kiesecker 

2002, Collins and Storfer 2003). The cause of decline remains unknown for one-fifth of the 

species that have been evaluated (Hussain and Pandit 2012). As few scientific datasets on 

amphibian populations extend into the distant past (Houlihan et al. 2000, Skelly et al. 2003), the 

historical ecology approach has the potential to lend significant insights to our understanding of 

amphibian declines. 
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Museum specimens have been used to estimate baseline distributions and identify areas 

where herptofaunal species may have been lost (Fisher and Shaffer 1996, Almy 2015) and to test 

for the presence ofBatrachochytrium dendrobatidis and other pathogens in historic amphibian 

populations (Ouellet et al. 2005 , Burrowes and de la Riva 2017). However, many sources of 

historical information remain largely untapped for herpetological studies. Natural history texts, 

photos, newspapers, bounty records, popular magazines, and even cookbooks may provide 

information about the history of reptile and amphibian populations. A more comprehensive 

approach to the historical ecology ofherpetofauna has great potential for providing valuable 

insights into the patterns and causes ofherpetological biodiversity loss. 

1.2.2. The Hellbender: A Declining Salamander in Need ofHistorical Context 

The hellbender ( Cryptobranchus alleganiensis Daudin) is a unique amphibian facing 

range-wide declines (Mayasich et al. 2003). Hellbenders are one ofNorth America's largest 

amphibians, with average sizes ranging from 29-51 cm total length (Conant and Collins, 1998). 

There are two subspecies of hellbender: the Ozark Hellbender (C. a. bishopi) , found only in 

streams of northern Arkansas and southern Missouri, and the Eastern Hellbender ( C. a. 

alleganiensis), ranging from southern New York through northwestern Georgia, northern 

Alabama, and northern Mississippi and west through Tennessee, Kentucky, southern Indiana, 

and parts of Missouri (Behler and King 1998). Within this range, the species is largely restricted 

to streams of the Susquehanna and Mississippi River basins, including many tributaries of the 

Tennessee, Ohio and Allegheny Rivers (Mayasich et al. 2003). In addition, several individuals 

have been observed in the Mobile River basin in Georgia (Albanese et al. 2011). The Ozark 

subspecies is listed as endangered under the US Endangered Species Act (Federal Register 
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201 la), and both subspecies are protected under the Convention on International Trade in 

Endangered Species of Wildlife Flora and Fauna (CITES) Appendix III (Federal Register, 

201 lb). 

Several characteristics of hellbenders make them particularly interesting from a 

conservation standpoint. They play an important role in the stream ecosystem as major predators 

of crayfish and some fish (Bishop 1941 , Swanson 1948). Young hellbenders are known to feed 

on aquatic macroinvertebrates (Pitt and Nickerson 2006). Although their impact on benthic 

stream communities has not been quantified, it is likely that they play a role in regulating food 

webs by controlling crayfish biomass (Humphries and Pauley 2005). Hellbenders are also 

sensitive to water pollution, sedimentation, and dissolved oxygen levels, making them important 

indicators of water quality (Pugh et al. 2016). Finally, hellbenders engage in a fully aquatic 

lifestyle - something that is relatively rare among adult-stage amphibians (Vences and Kohler 

2008). Groups exhibiting this trait are not well-represented in the literature on amphibian 

declines and may be affected by environmental stressors differently than species with terrestrial 

adult stages. For example, Chatfield et al. (2012) found a high prevalence ofBatrachochytrium 

dendrobatidis in fully aquatic salamander species. They suggest that due to the relative thermal 

stability of aquatic systems, fully aquatic salamanders may be year-round hosts of the pathogen, 

and vectors of infection for semi-aquatic forms. 

The hellbender provides an excellent case study to explore the benefits of employing a 

historical approach in amphibian conservation. There are substantial gaps in data relating to both 

present and past populations that pose a significant challenge for wildlife managers tasked with 

establishing realistic conservation goals for the species. The first baseline studies attempting to 

quantify hellbender population sizes were not conducted until the late 1960s and early 1970s 
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(Hillis and Bellis 1971 , Nickerson and Mays 1973a), and in most parts of the species' range, 

baseline population estimates were not recorded until much later (Bothner and Gottlieb 1991 , 

Humphries and Pauley 2005). In some areas, no baseline data exist at all. Despite many 

unanswered questions about the magnitude and causes of hellbender decline, captive rearing and 

release ("headstarting") has become a common strategy for hellbender conservation (Crane and 

Mathis 2011 , Bodinof et al. 2012), sometimes in combination with habitat enhancement efforts 

(Piecuch et al. 2016). Historical data sources may provide the context necessary for guiding 

restoration efforts and evaluating their success (Alagona et al. 2012, Kittinger et al. 2013). 

Hellbenders are well-represented in historical sources. Due to their aquatic lifestyle and 

opportunistic feeding style, they are occasionally taken by anglers and were historically feared 

and misunderstood. Due to the common misconceptions that these salamanders were venomous, 

aggressive, and a threat to fish stocks and stream health, hellbenders were often killed whenever 

they were encountered (Townsend 1882, Nickerson and Mays 1973b). Given their imposing 

appearance and the rarity with which they are seen, the capture of a hellbender, even now, 

evokes curiosity and is often photographically documented. Over the past 200 years, hellbenders 

have been the subject of numerous articles in newspapers, magazines, travel accounts, and 

books. Its unique features made it an appealing study subject for anatomists, evolutionary 

biologists, and natural historians, leaving an ample supply of scientific texts and museum 

specimens to add to the archival evidence. A comprehensive approach to the historical ecology 

of the hellbender has great potential to resolve unanswered questions about hellbender 

population trends and the factors that have driven them, as well as the role of human attitudes 

and actions in hellbender declines. 
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1.3 Study area: description and reasons for selection 

The area of interest for this study encompasses the entirety of the hellbender's range in 

New York, Pennsylvania, and Maryland. Many studies investigating hellbender populations 

have been limited in scope to a single state (Gates et al. 1985, Pfingsten 1990, Wheeler et al. 

2003 , Humphries and Pauly 2005 , Foster et al. 2009, Burgmeier et al. 2011 , Graham et al. 2011). 

However, as the rivers and streams inhabited by this species cross state boundaries, a regional 

scale may be more appropriate for better understanding overall patterns and causes of decline. 

The study area includes two major regions (Figure 1.1): 1) the entire Susquehanna River 

basin, and 2) portions of the Ohio River watershed, including the Allegheny River basin, parts of 

the Monongahela and Y oughiogheny River drainages, and the confluence of the Allegheny and 

Monongahela Rivers, which forms the Ohio River. Parts of this region have been heavily 

affected by pollution throughout the past 200 years, generating environmental impacts that 

would likely have taken a major toll on hellbender populations. Pennsylvania streams in general 

were heavily damaged by logging, acid mine drainage, and point source pollution (Ortmann 

1909, Shoemaker 1917, Collins et al 2008). The Susquehanna River system is of particular 

concern as it forms the headwaters of Chesapeake Bay, the largest estuary in the United States. 

Environmental conditions in the bay and its tributaries were heavily impacted by toxic pollutants 

and eutrophication (US Environmental Protection Agency 1983). In recent years, restoration 

efforts have been implemented to improve conditions in many of these waterways, potentially 

creating conditions where hellbenders could once again survive (Oxnam and Williams, 2001). 
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Figure 1.1. Map of the study area, including Mississippi River tributaries (brown) and 
Susquehanna River watershed (green) in the states ofNew York, Pennsylvania, and Maryland. 
The portion of the Mississippi River basin found within this region includes the upper reaches of 
the Ohio River and its two major tributary systems, the Allegheny and Monongahela Rivers. 

Another important aspect of the study area is that it includes the northern and eastern 

bounds of the hellbender' s range (Figure 1.2). In the face of an increasingly warming climate, 

many species are showing a trend of range expansion to higher altitudes or latitudes (Heino et al. 

2009, Chen et al. 2011). For hellbenders, like most freshwater species, active dispersal requires 

hydrologic connectivity. The hellbender's distribution is constrained by the limits of these 

watersheds, leaving it no opportunity for expansion to the north or east. Species that are unable 

to shift their range to areas with more favorable climate conditions could suffer substantial 

declines. These range-edge hellbender populations, particularly in New York and Northern 

Pennsylvania, are likely to be isolated from populations in the range core and may face different 
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selective pressures. As a result, they may harbor distinct genetic variations that could be 

significant for future adaptative potential (Lesica and Allendorf 1995, Gibson et al. 2009). 

• Enstcro (C. a. alleganiensis) 

• Ozark (C. a. bishop,) 

Figure 1.2. Range of the hellbender (Cryptobranchus alleganiensis). Black indicates the range 
of the Eastern hellbender subspecies (C. a. alleganiensis) and dark grey indicates the range of the 
Ozark hellbender subspecies (C. a. bishopi). (Adapted from New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation, 1999) 

1.4 Dissertation Structure and Research Questions 

The overall purpose of this dissertation is to illustrate how historical ecology can be 

integrated with field methods, environmental DNA, and spatial modeling techniques to enhance 

our understanding of declining amphibian species on a regional scale. Many streams in both the 
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Ohio and Susquehanna River watersheds cross state boundaries, and hellbenders likely move 

freely across these borders. Disturbances to lotic systems, such as sedimentation or point source 

pollution, often travel considerable distances downstream. As wildlife movements and flowing 

water are not constrained by political boundaries, it is important that we examine population 

trends and their drivers on spatial scales that are relevant to the species of interest. 

Each chapter of this dissertation addresses data gaps in aspects of hellbender ecology that 

are important for conservation efforts. Taken together, they establish a framework for 

integrating historical ecology with species distribution modeling, field methods, and 

environmental DNA to improve conservation planning for rare or elusive amphibian species. 

Chapter 2 investigates changes to hellbender distribution in New York, Pennsylvania, and 

Maryland over the past 200 years, and explores how human attitudes and human interactions 

with hellbenders may have influenced their decline in this region. Chapter 3 integrates historical 

information with a species distribution model to estimate the current distribution of hellbender 

habitat in poorly-studied area of the species ' range within New York State, and employs a 

combination of field surveys and environmental DNA analysis to assess a) the accuracy of the 

model and b) hellbender presence or absence in newly-discovered habitat areas . Chapter 4 

examines the pattern of historical, archaeological, and paleontological accounts of hellbender 

presence over space and time to investigate the hypothesis that hellbenders are a relatively recent 

arrival in the Susquehanna River watershed. Finally, Chapter 5 discusses the implications for 

conservation and management ofhellbender populations, and how this approach can be used as a 

framework for conservation planning in cases where scientific data on past conditions are 

lacking. 
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CHAPTER 2: HISTORICAL INSIGHTS ON REGIONAL DECLINES OF THE 
EASTERN HELLBENDER SALAMANDER IN NEW YORK, PENNSYLVANIA, AND 
MARYLAND 

2.1 Introduction 

Uncertainty is an inevitable challenge in conservation science. Spatial information is 

often discontinuous or biased (Boitani et al. 2011 ), and data deficiencies are prevalent across a 

variety of taxonomic groups (IUCN 2016). Temporal data gaps are especially common, often 

obscuring the nature and extent of changes in populations and habitats over time (Thurstan et al. 

2015 , Mihoub et al. 2017). Knowledge ofhistoric distribution is often limited to what can be 

gleaned from museum specimens, which may lack precise geolocation data, and which were 

rarely collected in a systematic manner (Ponder et al. 2001 , Roberts et al. 2016). Additionally, 

information about the effects of specific mortality factors generally lack detail, if available at all 

(Niel and Lebreton 2005). Management decisions may be made without a strong foundation of 

scientifically-based evidence, either because such evidence is unavailable to practitioners, or 

because personal experience and tradition are more highly valued (Pullin and Knight 2005). 

An additional problem for many species of conservation concern is that baseline data on 

distribution and abundance were not collected until after the onset of decline, leading to a 

problem of shifting baselines (Pauley, 1995). Observations of conditions over relatively short 

and recent time periods are likely to overlook changes that began farther in the species' 

ecological past. Longer-term trends may not be apparent, resulting in underestimation of the 

magnitude of loss. Evidence related to the factors underlying those population trends also may 

be lacking. These processes often began with events that occurred long before scientific study of 

the population began in earnest, leaving their causes difficult to discern. Without an 

understanding of the historic factors driving population losses, management actions are limited 
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to treating only the "symptoms" of a decline, rather than the root problems (Lindenmayer and 

Hunter 2010). 

Historical records provide a valuable tool to fill gaps in baseline knowledge and offer 

unique insights into past events that may have affected modem populations. A wide variety of 

non-traditional sources have been used to investigate ecological histories, including newspapers 

and magazines (Vuorisalo et al. 2001 , Vuorisalo et al. 2014), journals and logs, museum 

specimens (Boundy 2005), maps, photographs, oral and written anecdotes, and archaeological or 

paleoecological data (Swetnam et al. 1999). The use of historical methods to inform 

conservation science has increased in recent years, with a variety of applications, such as 

estimating past distribution and/or abundance of populations (Lackey et al. 2013 , Braulik et al. 

2015), assessing population recovery (Kittinger et al. 2013 ), determining causes of decline 

(Aubry and Lewis 2003 , Braulik et al. 2015), and investigating human-wildlife interactions 

(Vuorisalo et al. 2014, Tan et al. 2015). However, historical sources remain underutilized in 

conservation, particularly for studies ofherpetofauna. 

Herpetological conservation efforts are frequently limited by data deficiencies, especially 

regarding past conditions (Whitfield et al. 2007, Mendelson 2011). Often seen as dangerous, 

ugly or useless, many reptiles and amphibians have been historically feared and persecuted 

(Ceriaco 2012, Pontes-da-Silva et al. 2016). Those that were seen as particularly frightening or 

offensive were often destroyed in large numbers, with eradication efforts sometimes fueled by 

government-sponsored bounties or drives to control "undesirable" organisms (Klauber 1972, 

Breisch 2011). Although rarely quantified, these actions likely resulted in significant population 

declines. 
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Worldwide declines of amphibians, in particular, have attracted considerable attention 

since they were initially detected in the 1980s (Collins and Storfer 2003). According to the 

Global Amphibian Assessment, more than one-third of all known amphibian species are 

threatened (Stuart et al. 2004), and more recent data indicate continuing losses (Adams et al. 

2013). No clear single causal mechanism has been linked to these trends. Instead, complex 

interactions ofmultiple anthropogenic factors , including alien species, over-exploitation, land 

use changes, climate change, contaminants, and emerging diseases are likely involved (Blaustein 

and Kiesecker 2002, Collins and Storfer 2003). The cause of decline remains unknown for one

fifth of the amphibian species that have been evaluated (Hussain and Pandit 2012). As few 

scientific datasets on amphibian populations extend into the distant past (Houlihan et al. 2000, 

Skelly et al. 2003), the historical approach has the potential to lend significant insights to our 

understanding of amphibian declines . 

The Eastern Hellbender (Cryptobranchus alleganiensis), an aquatic salamander endemic 

to the eastern United States (Petranka 1998), is a timely example of the need for improved 

baseline data. Hellbenders are currently being assessed for listing under the U.S. Endangered 

Species Act (J. Applegate, US Fish and Wildlife Service, personal communication). They 

appear to have been declining across their range for several decades (Mayasich et al. 2003 , 

Phillips and Humphries 2005), but long-term population trends are largely unknown. The 

earliest studies to establish baseline population conditions for hellbenders took place in the 1970s 

(Hillis and Bellis 1971 , Nickerson and Mays 1973a), and most research into hellbender 

populations did not begin until the 1980s or later (Kem 1984, Bother and Gottlieb 1991 , Blais 

1996, Humphries and Pauley 2005). Few early studies provided estimates of abundance, making 

it difficult to quantify decline (Phillips and Humphries 2005), and most focused on small spatial 
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areas, limiting information about distributional changes. Although quantifiable decreases have 

been demonstrated from several watersheds (Wheeler et al. 2003 , Foster et al. 2009, Burgmeier 

et al. 2011), much more information is needed to fully assess long-term trends in hellbender 

populations throughout the species ' range. 

Hellbenders are long-lived organisms with delayed sexual maturity and lifespans thought 

to exceed 30 years (Bishop 1941 , Nickerson and Mays 1973b). Age structures heavily skewed 

toward older individuals were evident in some populations by the time baseline investigations 

began (Gates 1983, Pfingsten 1990, Gottlieb 1991 , Blais 1996), illustrating the likelihood that 

long-term changes were well underway before the collection of any scientific data. Using 

conditions recorded after the onset of decline to represent a baseline by which to evaluate today's 

populations may result in an underestimation of loss. Hellbenders have faced numerous threats, 

which vary in their impact both spatially and temporally. In addition to ongoing issues of 

disease (Regester et al. 2012, Souza et al. 2012, Williams and Groves 2014), habitat loss and 

water quality degradation (Mayasich et al. 2003 , Pugh et al. 2016), hellbenders have historically 

been subjected to persecution by the fishing community and over-collection, both for scientific 

study and for the exotic pet trade (Nickerson and Mays 1973b, Nickerson and Briggler 2007). 

The historical approach can provide deeper insight into the hellbender's past, better illustrating 

changes in distribution and abundance over meaningful time scales and highlighting events that 

may have precipitated their decline. 

The goal of this study was to identify population trends in the northeasterly extent of the 

hellbender' s range over the past 200 years, based on a comprehensive search of historical 

records. Through the use of sources not typically included in population studies, I aim to 

illustrate changes in distribution and relative abundance and highlight some of the major causes 
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of hellbender mortality across time periods. Finally, I examine human attitudes toward 

hellbenders throughout the period of study to investigate the relationship between public 

perceptions and the outcomes ofhuman-hellbender interactions over time. 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Study Area 

The study area includes all streams potentially inhabited by hellbenders within New 

York, Pennsylvania and Maryland (Figure 2.1 ). These states encompass the northern and eastern 

boundaries of the hellbender's range and contain the entirety of the Susquehanna and Allegheny 

watersheds, as well as portions of the Ohio and Monongahela River systems. Hellbenders are 

restricted to the Susquehanna and Mississippi River basins (Petranka 1998), so areas outside of 

these were excluded. All three states face significant gaps in their knowledge of hellbender 

abundance and distribution, both past and present. Large portions of the region, particularly 

within the Susquehanna watershed, have few known historical reports of hellbender occurrence 

(New York Natural Heritage Program 2015 , Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program 2015 , E. 

Thompson, Maryland DNR, personal communication). Examining historic sources will help to 

determine whether hellbenders have undergone population changes in the northeastern portion of 

their range over the past 200 years. 

2.2.2. Modern Distribution and Abundance 

Modem distribution data were obtained through the New York, Pennsylvania, and 

Maryland Natural Heritage Programs (New York Natural Heritage Program 2015 , Pennsylvania 

Natural Heritage Program 2015 , E. Thompson, Maryland DNR, personal communication, L. 

Davidson, Maryland DNR, personal communication). Hellbenders were considered to be present 
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within a watershed in the modem time period if at least one individual was observed between 

2000 and present. They were considered to be abundant if ten or more individual hellbenders 

were observed in a single sampling event at one or more locations in the watershed. To protect 

sensitive site locations, current distribution and abundance were visually represented at the 8-

digit hydrologic unit code (HUC8) scale using ArcGIS version 10.2. 
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Figure 2.1. Watersheds within the study area. The study area includes all streams located 
within the Mississippi River (brown) and Susquehanna River (green) watersheds in New York, 
Maryland, and Pennsylvania. Major Mississippi tributaries in this region include the 
Allegheny, Monongahela, and Ohio Rivers. Data are reported at the 8-digit hydrologic unit 
code scale (HUC8). Thirty-eight HUC8 watersheds are included in the study area. 
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2.2.3 Historical Data 

Historic information on location-specific occurrence and relative abundance, hellbender 

mortality, and human attitudes toward hellbenders was located using an extensive search of 

internet-available records. Many types of digitized historical archives have been utilized as 

sources of ecological data, including digital library archives (Clavero et al. 2014), newspaper 

archives (Thurstan et al 2014), and internet databases and bibliographic search engines 

(Worthington et al. 2010, Pitt et al. 2017). For this study, sixteen relevant databases, search 

engines, and bibliographies were identified, including scientific archives, species-specific 

bibliographies, newspaper and magazine archives, ancestry databases, and scientific specimen 

databases. A complete list of archives searched can be found in Appendix A. All databases 

were searched using a list often keywords and their common variant spellings (Appendix B), 

which represented the most frequently-used common and scientific names for the hellbender 

since it was formally described (Daudin 1803). When a search term yielded too many results to 

reasonably process, the search was refined using locational terms, including "New York," 

"Pennsylvania," "Maryland." "Susquehanna," "Allegheny," and the variant spellings "Allegany" 

and "Alleghany." 

Because hellbenders are often misidentified as common mudpuppies (Necturus 

maculosus) or other similarly-sized reptiles and amphibians, each historic source was rated for 

quality based on likelihood of correct identification (modified from evidentiary standards 

suggested by McKelvey et al. 2008). Reports that included a specimen or photograph were 

considered highly reliable. Those that included a detailed description of the animal, were made 

by a reputable natural history expert of the time, or were made by a person who had previously 

documented a high-quality sighting were deemed of moderate quality. Any report that did not 
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include supporting documentation and was not made by a known expert was classified as low 

quality. 

2.2.4 Historic Distribution and Abundance 

For each occurrence record, location was pinpointed to the finest resolution possible 

given the detail of the report. If only a city or county and stream name were provided, the 

location was placed at a central point within the possible range of locations. In addition, an 

estimate of the number of animals involved in the report was determined. Although many 

records provided actual numbers ofhellbenders observed or captured, others indicated relative 

abundance through the use of descriptive words. To facilitate comparisons between reports, 

terms indicating relative numbers were standardized using an estimated count: words indicating 

high abundance, such as "many" or "abundant" were estimated as ten, indicators of intermediate 

numbers, such as "some" or several" were estimated as five, and "a few" was estimated as three. 

In cases of commercial collections where actual counts were not provided, these were estimated 

based on reported sale prices and profits. 

Although these estimated counts cannot be processed as real numbers, representing 

abundances in this way allows for a general comparison between locations and time periods. 

Estimated counts were based both on typical English-language usage of abundance terms, and on 

examples from the historical literature in which counts and abundance terms were available for 

the same location at approximately the same time. In common usage, "couple" generally means 

two, "few" is usually used to mean at least three, and "several" typically indicates more than 

"few" but less than "many" (Merriam-Webster 2018). The designation of "many" or "abundant" 

as ten animals is a highly conservative estimate. For several locations often referred to as having 

"high numbers" or "abundant" hellbender populations, reported catch numbers were as high as 
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100 animals within the span of several months or even days. Other quantitative estimates from 

locations labeled as "abundant" ranged from 11 hellbenders to "thousands" (see Appendix C for 

a list of sources containing abundance indicators). 

To protect sensitive locations and facilitate comparison to the modem dataset, historic 

distribution was mapped at the HUC8 watershed scale using ArcGIS 10.2. A watershed was 

considered to be historically occupied if it contained at least one sighting prior to 2000, and was 

considered to have had high levels of abundance if: 1) ten or more individual hellbenders were 

observed in a single event, or 2) the report included high-abundance indicator words, such as 

"abundant," or "common," or provided descriptors such as "there are thousands of these pests in 

the river" (Appendix C: Pittsburgh Daily Post 1912). For each watershed, the total number of 

reports in each reliability class and the numbers of historically occupied and high-abundance 

stream reaches were determined. A stream reach was defined as the length of the water body 

within the extent of a given HUC8 watershed. Dates of the last sighting and high-abundance 

indicator reported in each watershed were also recorded in order to determine the time period in 

which declines may have begun for each area. 

2.2.5 Outcomes ofHuman-Hellbender Interactions 

Each occurrence record represents an encounter between humans and hellbenders. Based 

on the reports collected, outcomes of these encounters were condensed into eight categories: (1) 

commercial collection: the hellbender was killed or removed from the stream to be sold for 

financial gain, (2) hunted: the hellbender was killed in an organized event aimed at eradicating 

hellbenders or significantly reducing their numbers, (3) scientific collection: the hellbender was 

killed or removed from the stream for the purpose of scientific study, ( 4) killed by finder: the 

hellbender was killed by a human for reasons other than previously specified, (5) pollution: the 
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hellbender was dead at the time of encounter and was believed to be killed as a result of a 

specific point source pollution event, (6) captivity: the hellbender was removed from the stream 

alive and maintained in captivity for some period of time, either for private or public display, (7) 

released: the hellbender was released or escaped at the point of capture, and (8) no outcome was 

specified. For accounts in which the actual number ofhellbenders captured was not provided, 

the estimated counts described in the preceding section were used when descriptive words were 

used. Ifno indicator of the actual or relative number ofhellbenders captured was provided, the 

capture was treated as a single animal. Unless otherwise specified, it was assumed that outcome 

was the same for all animals reported in a single encounter. 

2.2. 6 Human Attitudes toward Hellbenders 

All historic sources were examined for indicators of human attitudes toward hellbenders. 

Attitudes were placed into eight categories, defined as follows : (1) Negative 1: the source uses 

terms that indicate negative attitude towards hellbenders based primarily on their appearance or 

general characteristics ("ugly," "repulsive," "useless"), (2) Negative 2: the source refers to 

hellbenders as dangerous to humans ("poisonous," "nasty bite"), (3) Negative 3: the source 

describes hellbenders as dangerous to fish or a nuisance to fishers ("bait-stealers," "destroyers of 

fish"), ( 4) Negative 4: the source indicates belief that hellbenders are vermin and should be 

eradicated, or describes killing ofhellbenders out of fear, disgust, or dislike, (5) Positive: the 

source indicates that hellbenders are beneficial to stream ecosystems or serve an important 

ecological function, (6) Useful: the source indicates that hellbenders are useful to humans as a 

source of food, pets, or other functional purpose, (7) Conservation: the source expresses a need 

to protect hellbenders, or discusses threats to the species, and (8) No Attitude: the source 

presents factual information but expresses none of the previously described attitudes toward 
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hellbenders. To facilitate comparison with current trends, modem information sources 

(published after 1999) also were evaluated for attitude indicators. Because of the large volume 

of websites in existence, this search was limited to print-available materials, such as books, 

newspapers, and magazines. Because they are not readily available to the general public, 

scientific journal sources, theses, and dissertations were excluded for all time periods. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Changes in Distribution and Abundance 

Historical sources, including newspaper articles, magazines, natural history texts, 

expedition journals, scientific articles, museum specimens, and state natural heritage records 

yielded 294 location-specific accounts of hellbender occurrence between 1750 and 1999. The 

majority of these reports were accompanied by pictures, specimens, or detailed descriptions, with 

145 records ranked as high quality, 52 moderate, and 97 low (Figure 2.2A). Historical 

occurrences were indicated for 32 of the 38 total HUC8 watersheds in the study area, and all but 

four included moderate or high-quality records. Hellbenders have been reported from only 19 of 

the 32 historically-occupied watersheds in the period since 2000 but were also observed in one 

additional watershed not represented in the historical record. The overall number of stream 

reaches in which hellbenders were recorded decreased from 82 historically to 42 in the modem 

time period, including nine streams not known to be occupied in the historical period (Figure 

2.2B). Streams reaches were lost from the recorded distribution in all but six of the historically

occupied HUC8 watersheds, and two additional stream reaches were presumed extirpated or 

significantly diminished during the past several years (Hartle 2006, P. Petokas, Lycoming 

College, personal communication). 

Thirty-three stream reaches within 17 HUC8 watersheds had relatively large populations 
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Figure 2.2 : Past and present hellbender occupancy at the HUC8 level. Brown shading indicates 
the watershed is currently occupied, based on one or more reports since 2000. Gray shading 
indicates no reports ofhellbender occurrence from 2000 to present. (A) Total number of historic 
reports (occurring prior to 2000) is displayed in each HUC8. Pie chart indicates report quality: 
green=high, orange=moderate, and grey=low. (B) Historic (top) and current (bottom) number of 
occupied streams per HUC8. Numbers in parentheses indicate currently occupied streams that 
were also represented in the historic time period. *Stream presumed extirpated in 2006 (Hartle 
2006). **One stream presumed extirpated based on recent surveys (P. Petokas, Lycoming 
College, personal communication) 
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based on historical records (Figure 2.3). Only 21 of those streams in nine watersheds remained 

abundant in the time period after 2000, with no new locations added. One stream reach within 

the Lower West Branch Susquehanna watershed contained high numbers ofhellbenders until 

approximately 2006, but those populations now appear to have been extirpated or greatly 

dimished (P. Petokas, Lycoming College, personal communication). Within six of the eight 

watersheds currently known to support large hellbender populations, extirpation or substantial 

decreases were seen in at least one historically-abundant stream reach. 

Figure 2.3. Past and present hellbender abundance at the HUC8 level. Orange: abundant in the 
past, but not abundant at present, Green: abundant in both past and present time periods, Grey: 
no record of high abundance in any time period. Top number indicates number of streams in 
which hellbenders were abundant historically (top) and from 2000 to present (bottom). *One of 
the two streams with records of high abundance in the present time period has recently been 
reduced in number, and may be extirpated (Peter Petokas, Lycoming College, personal 
communication). 
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Thirteen HUC8 watersheds associated with reports of high abundance during the historic 

period lack any record of current hellbender presence. Three additional watersheds with high 

historic abundance appear to have experienced considerable population losses; hellbenders are 

present, but no reports of large numbers have been made in recent years (Table 2.1). The main 

branches of the Allegheny, Ohio, and Monongahela Rivers in the immediate vicinity of 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, appeared to have suffered losses 15-20 years earlier than the 

surrounding tributaries in the same watersheds. Most areas that experienced substantial 

reductions in abundance appear to have been impacted prior to 1950, although reports of 

Table 2 .1. Dates of last recorded occurrence and last indicator of high abundance for watersheds 
that appear to have suffered hellbender population declines . These include 13 watersheds which 
were reported as occupied in the historical time period, but not since 2000, and three watersheds 
that remain occupied, but no longer appear to support high numbers ofhellbenders. Portions of 
the Lower Allegheny and Upper Ohio watersheds immediately surrounding the city of Pittsburgh 
appear to have suffered declines earlier than other streams in those areas, so are listed separately. 
Dates for all stream reaches for which declines appear to have occurred over the course of the 
study period are found in Appendix D. 

HUC8 Watershed 
Bald Eagle 
Chemung 
Kiskiminetas 
Lower Allegheny ( outside Pittsburgh) 
Lower Allegheny/Upper Ohio (Pittsburgh) 
Lower Juniata 
Lower Monongahela 
Lower Susquehanna 
Lower Susquehanna-Penns 
Lower Susquehanna-Swatara 
Raystown 
Shenango 
Upper Juniata 
Upper Ohio ( outside Pittsburgh) 
Upper Susquehanna 
Upper Susquehanna-Tunkhannock 
Upper West Branch Susquehanna 

Date of Last 
Record 

1974 
1922 

Present 
1935 
1917 
1994 
1963 
1954 
1977 

Present 
1978 
1953 
1932 
1921 

Present 
1958 
1898 

Last Year with Records of 
High Abundance 

NA 
NA 
1882 
1935 
1906 
1874 
NA 
NA 
NA 
1950 
NA 
1912 
1932 
1921 
1964 
NA 
1893 
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hellbender occurrence persisted well beyond the period of initial decline for many of the 

watersheds examined. Most notably, hellbenders in the Kiskiminetas watershed have not been 

reported in large numbers since 1882, at which time reports indicated more than a dozen 

hellbenders caught in only a few minutes (Townsend 1882). Recent scientific surveys have 

produced only a single animal (E. Chapman, Western Pennsylvania Conservancy, personal 

communication). 

2.3.2 Outcomes ofHuman-Hellbender Interactions 

An estimated 4296 hellbender captures were reported in 294 occurrence records between 

1750 and 1999. The outcome of the interaction for the hellbender was specified for 4028, or 

93.8% of these animals (Figure 2.4A). Commercial collection was the most common cause of 

mortality (37 .2% ), even though this was reported only by two sources. These two collectors 

removed an estimated 1600 animals from a small area in western Pennsylvania. The first, a 

college student in the 1920s, reported earning over $5000 selling worms and hellbenders, which 

he priced a $7.50/dozen. At the time the report was written, the student was said to be planning 

an expansion of his operation because it was so profitable (Appendix C: Reptiles and Worms Pay 

College Course for Student of Erie 1921). A second pair of collectors in the 1930s reported 

capturing more than 750 animals over 15 years in a single western Pennsylvania county 

(Swanson 1948). 

Organized hunts aimed at eradicating hellbenders were the second most common source 

of mortality. Hellbenders killed in this way accounted for approximately 982 individuals, or 

22.9% of the total animals reported. Collection for scientific study, which encompassed a 

variety of uses in both research and education, resulted in the taking of 511 animals, or 11.9% of 

the total number reported. An estimated 333 individuals, or 7.8%, were killed by the person that 
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captured them, usually while fishing, and a small number ( approximately 10 animals, or O.23% ) 

were found dead after a point source pollution event. Thirty-seven hellbenders (0.86%) were 

taken alive and displayed in captivity, and 555 (12.9%) were released. 

Outcomes of human-hellbender interactions were considerably different pre-and post-

1940 (Figure 2.4B-C). Of the estimated 3457 hellbenders reported from 1750-1940, nearly half 

(46.3%) were commercially collected, 27% were taken in organized hunts, 10.3% were collected 

for scientific use, and 9 .1 % were killed by anglers or other stream users. Approximately 1 % 

were held in captivity, less than 0.5% killed by pollution, and only 14 animals (0.40%) were 

released. After 1940, commercial collection was no longer reported in any of the sources 

examined, and hellbender eradication efforts were rarely mentioned. Only one report of a 

hellbender hunt was attributed to this time period, in which 52 hellbenders were killed as part of 

a predator control effort in Somerset County, PA between 1955 and 1959 (Appendix C: 

"Somerset Co. Predator Control," 1960). Scientific collection, however, persisted well into the 

1990s, with 155 of the 839 hellbenders reported from1941-1999 (18.5%) taken for scientific 

purposes. Only 18 animals (2.2%) were killed by their finder, and 4 (0.5%) were taken into 

captivity. The most common outcome for hellbenders encountered during this time period was 

release, with 541 (64.5%) of the animals reported released at the point of capture. 

2.3.3 Human Attitudes toward Hellbenders 

Since they were first described by Daudin (1803), hellbenders have been a frequent topic 

in newspapers, natural history texts, science magazines, and other forms of popular media. 

Analysis of 243 modem and historic sources illustrated notable changes over time in the attitudes 

expressed about the species (Table 2.2). Negative attitudes toward hellbenders have been 

common in popular media for as long as they have formally been known to science. Even before 
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Figure 2.4 Outcomes of hellbender encounters. (A) Outcomes for the estimated 4296 
individual hellbenders reported for the time period 1750-1999. (B,C) Comparison of outcomes 
of human-hellbender interactions that took place before and after 1940. *Because of the 
hellbender's habit ofremaining beneath large rocks, dead hellbenders are rarely observed. 
Kills due to pollution events are likely significant underestimates. 
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that, the hellbender had an infamous reputation amongst some native people and early European 

settlers. The Cherokee believed that if a person went into the fields after eating hellbender meat, 

the crops would be ruined (Mooney 1902), and inhabitants of Fort Pitt in the mid-1700s believed 

that the hellbender was a type of alligator (Darlington 1849). A substantial proportion of sources 

in all time periods described hellbenders as ugly, often using stronger terms, such as "grotesque" 

or "disgusting." 

Table 2.2 : Attitudes expressed about hellbenders in media sources, including newspapers, 
magazines, encyclopedias, natural history books, and traveljoumals from 1800-2017. Peer-
reviewed scientific articles were excluded due to their inaccessibility to the general public. 
Attitude codes indicate the following: NI-ugly, N2-harmful to humans, N3-harmful to fish or 
the sport of fishing, N4-advocates killing hellbenders, U-useful to humans (as food or pets), P-
ecologically beneficial, C-advocates conservation ofhellbenders, NAE-no attitude was 
expressed. Number in parentheses indicates percent of sources in each time period expressing 
that particular attitude. Note that totals do not sum to the number of sources, as a single source 
may express multiple attitudes. 

N Nl N2 N3 N4 u p C NAE 
1800-1824 2 1 0.0 1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 

(50.0) (50.0) (50.0) (50.0) 
1825-1849 7 1 1 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3 

(14.3) (14.3) (57 .1) (42 .9) 
1850-1874 8 4 5 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 

(50.0) (62.5) (87 .5) (12 .5) 
1875-1899 54 26 12 19 4 10 0.0 0.0 20 

(48.1) (22.2) (35 .2) (7.4) (18.5) (37 .0) 
1900-1924 47 18 3 17 7 7 0.0 0.0 15 

(38.3) (6.4) (36.2) (14.9) (14.9) (31.9) 
1925-1949 53 20 3 29 21 4 3 0.0 10 

(37.0) (5.7) (54.7) (39.6) (7.5) (5.7) (18.9) 
1950-1974 29 14 2 11 3 2 1 0.0 11 

(48.3) (6.9) (37 .9) (10.3) (6.9) (3.4) (37 .9) 
1975-1999 19 8 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 4 11 5 

(42.1) (10.5) (21.1) (57.9) (26.3) 
2000-2017 24 8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6 12 6 

(33.3) (25.0) (50.0) (25 .0) 
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Belief that hellbenders are harmful to humans, most often represented by statements 

indicating that they have a poisonous or painful bite, was common in the latter half of the 1800s, 

but disappeared from the literature by 1975. The misconception that hellbenders were harmful to 

fish populations, particularly trout, was extremely prevalent until the 1940, but persisted in the 

media until the late 1970s. Largely stemming from these mistaken beliefs was the practice of 

killing hellbenders as a means of protecting fish populations or human stream users . Publicity 

for this practice peaked in the 1930s, particularly in Pennsylvania, where the state 's Fish 

Commission, along with local sportsman' s organizations, sponsored a number of organized hunts 

and vermin-killing contests to reduce hellbender numbers. Of 36 sources published between 

1930 and 1940, 17 advocated killing hellbenders, and 12 of those were either publications of the 

Pennsylvania Fish Commission or news stories covering hellbender reduction efforts directly 

sponsored by that agency. 

During the 1940s, attitudes toward hellbenders began to shift toward a more positive 

perception. Prior to this time, there were several groups promoting hellbenders in a utilitarian 

manner, as a coveted gourmet food source (Appendix C: "The hellbender as a sort of table 

dainty" 1884), a unique pet (Appendix C: Darling 1934), and even a potential source ofmedicine 

(Appendix C: "Use Found for the Hellbender?" 1923). Newspaper stories from the mid-1800s 

until the early 1990s promoted this viewpoint, but the utilitarian view peaked in the late 1800s 

and early 1900s, when demand for hellbenders as a gourmet freshwater dish was at its greatest. 

However, positive, non-consumptive views on hellbenders did not begin to arise until the 1940s, 

as scientific studies demonstrated that hellbenders were not a danger to fish populations 

(Pennsylvania Board of Fish Commissioners 1938, Swanson 1948). Gradually, anti-hellbender 

messages were replaced in popular media sources with information about the positive role of 
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hellbenders in stream ecosystems. Between 1975 and 2017, none of the 43 sources examined 

promoted the earlier misconceptions about hellbenders or advocated for their destruction. 

Instead, 25% of those sources discussed the ecological benefits ofhellbenders for streams or 

fishing, and halfpromoted a conservation ethic. However, despite these more positive messages, 

descriptions ofhellbenders often continued to focus on portraying them as an aesthetically 

displeasing animal. 

2.4. Discussion 

Although the historical data obtained here do not provide us with quantitative information 

on population densities, qualitative analysis is often valuable for identifying general trends when 

more precise data simply are not available (McClenachan et al. 2015 , Thurstan et al. 2015 , 

Vuorisalo et al. 2014). In this case, comparison of historic and modem records suggests that 

both distribution and abundance of hellbender populations in the area studied have declined over 

the past 200 years. In addition, the data provide valuable insights regarding specific mortality 

factors across time periods and highlight the potential importance of public attitudes for 

conservation ofhell benders and other misunderstood wildlife species. 

2.4.1 Long-term Population Trends and Potential Drivers ofDecline 

Forty-nine stream reaches represented in the historical dataset were absent from the 

modem record, and 12 others appear to have reduced abundance, although they continue to 

support some hellbenders . This difference may, in part, reflect a lack of modem survey effort in 

these areas; however, many of the streams affected remain popular fishing locations. Today's 

anglers provide an important source of information about hellbender presence, and many state 

agencies, watershed organizations, and researchers have set up reporting systems to encourage 

the public to send in locations and photos of the hellbenders they encounter. Perhaps of greater 
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note are the reports of large numbers of hell benders seen in the historical literature that no longer 

occur in most parts of the hellbender' s range. In a recent study examining numerous hellbender 

locations throughout the northeast, capture rates of more than 2 hellbenders per hour were rarely 

reported, and most surveys located less than 1 hellbender per hour (Terrell et al. 2016). In the 

historical literature, accounts of tens or even hundreds ofhellbenders captured in a relatively 

short period of time were not uncommon. 

The timing of decline does not appear to have been consistent across the study area 

(Figure 2.5). This may imply that the causes of decline also differed. Several key mortality 

factors were reported in the historic sources we examined. Pollution and logging, although 

rarely observed directly as sources of mortality, were likely among the earliest and perhaps most 

significant drivers of hellbender population losses. Harvesting, including hellbenders killed by 

anglers and other stream users, those collected commercially or scientifically, and those killed in 

organized hunts or vermin-killing contests, was the most commonly reported outcome for 

hellbenders encountered. In addition, hellbenders taken into captivity, although not necessarily 

killed, were functionally removed from the population and are therefore considered here as 

"harvested." 

2.4.1.1 Pollution 

Although only a few reports ofhellbenders directly killed by pollution were found in the 

historical literature, it has long been speculated that pollution may play a major role in hellbender 

declines (Briggler et al. 2007, Hiler et al. 2005 , Mayasich et al. 2003 , Trauth et al. 1992). 

Industrial pollution and acid mine runoff were known to have inflicted serious impacts on 
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Figure 2.5. Timeline of potential drivers of hellbender declines from 1750 to 1950. Green bars 
indicate factors directly addressed by the historical sources used in this study. Brown bars 
indicate the relative timing of other hypothesized causes of hellbender decline. Orange dots 
represent times in which substantial decreases in hellbender abundance appear to have occurred 
within the study area. A: Upper West Branch Susquehanna R., Kiskiminetas R.; B: Pittsburgh 
area; C: Lower Allegheny R., Upper Ohio R., Upper Juniata R.; D. Lower Susquehanna R., 
Upper Susquehanna R. 

freshwater organisms, including hellbenders, throughout Pennsylvania in the late 1800s and early 

1900s (Ortmann 1909), and both agricultural and industrial pollution sources continue to affect 

populations of freshwater species around the world (Dudgeon et al. 2006, Collen et al. 2014). 

Dead hellbenders are occasionally found by researchers or recreational stream users (Graham et 

al. 2011 , T. Bell, NYSDEC, personal communication), but these events are rare and do not 

usually appear to be linked to any specific water quality issue. One notable exception was 

thediscovery of several dead hellbenders after a 2006 train derailment spilled approximately 

42,000 gallons of sodium hydroxide into the headwaters of the Sinnemahoning Creek watershed. 

Although it was estimated that approximately 36 hellbenders were killed in the event, only four 

were found (Hartle 2006). The rarity of hellbender carcasses is likely the result of their habit of 
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remaining under rocks on the stream bottom. Additionally, any carcases that do float to the 

surface may be scavenged by animals from the terrestrial environment. Telemetry studies 

conducted in New York's Allegheny watershed suggested that hellbenders are readily 

conusumed by raccoon and mink (Boemer 2014). Even a small number of hellbender carcasses 

found in conjunction with a pollution event could indicate losses on a much larger scale. 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where the Allegheny and Monongahela Rivers join to form the 

Ohio River, showed some of the earliest indications of hellbender losses. Pittsburgh was well

known as a "hotspot" for hellbenders in the 1800s. The first known references to hellbenders 

came from this area, including a specimen of "river alligator" reported by John Bartram in 1763, 

before the hellbender was formally known to science (Darlington 1849). Harlan (1825) 

describes hellbenders as numerous in the Allegheny River at Pittsburgh, and Maximilian, Prince 

of Wied (1906), mentions large numbers of the salamanders taken from the rivers surrounding 

Pittsburgh during his travels to the region in 1833. However, by the early 1920s sources refer to 

Pittsburgh as a place where hellbenders are no longer found (Appendix C: "The Hellbender 

Vindicated" 1921). This timing corresponds well to the onset of Pittsburgh's industrial 

revolution-era water pollution issues. By the early 1900s, the rivers surrounding Pittsburgh were 

heavily impacted from a combination of sewage discharge, ironworks and industrial wastewater, 

coal mines, and oil refineries, all of which contributed to widespread destruction of freshwater 

fauna in the region (Ortman 1909, Muller 2014). 

Pollution, along with deforestation, was also a likely driver of declines in the Upper West 

Branch Susquehanna and surrounding watersheds. Hellbenders were reported to be abundant in 

some tributaries of the Upper West Branch in the late 1890s. One report describes a fisherman 

setting a 175-hook catfish line and finding 165 hellbenders on it the following morning 
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(Appendix C: "West Branch Alligators" 1893). By 1900, however, no further records of 

hellbender occurrence on the upper or middle reaches of the West Branch Susquehanna, or in 

any Upper West Branch tributaries, could be located. Unprecedented levels of timber harvesting 

had depleted forest resources in the area by the late 1880s, and coal mining became the primary 

occupation of the region thereafter, resulting in the first major source of water pollution in the 

previously pristine headwaters of the West Branch (Cambria County Conservation and 

Recreation Authority 2001). By the early 1920s the waters of the Upper West Branch, 

Sinnemahoning, and Bald Eagle basins were heavily polluted by paper mills, tanneries, acid 

works, dynamite factories , and sewers, seriously impacting aquatic life in the region (Shoemaker 

1917). One particularly notable polluter of the time was a pulp mill in Austin, Pennsylvania, 

near the headwaters of Sinnemahoning Creek. Reports claimed that it blackened the water from 

Austin to Keating, where the creek joins with the Upper West Branch Susquehanna, and that 

"even the lazy river alligators, or water dogs, floated belly up and died in slimy writhings which 

made humane men curse" (Appendix C: "State Propagates Fish to Let Pollution Kill" 1920). 

Pollution was likely affecting hellbender populations in other parts of the study area 

during that time period as well. Historical sources indicate an abundant hellbender population in 

the lower reaches of the Shenango River in the early 1900s, but later accounts report only small 

numbers encountered. Ortmann (1909) describes the Shenango watershed as mostly clear of the 

pollution that affected so many of the surrounding waterways, but also mentions that the lower 

Shenango was impacted by steel mills. The Y oughiogheny, Kiskiminetas, and Conemaugh 

watersheds were all significantly impacted by mine drainage (Ortmann 1909). In 1929, Albert 

Powell, from the Maryland Commission of Fisheries, reported observing numerous dead 

freshwater animals, including hellbenders, in the Y oughiogheny River after concentrated sulfuric 
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acid was released following a coal fire (Feller and Thompson 2011). Portions of the middle 

Allegheny region were affected by runoff from oil refineries (Ortmann 1909), yet several of 

these areas continued to appear in the historical record as having large hellbender populations 

despite their water quality issues. Additionally, areas throughout the Susquehanna basin were 

affected by waste from industries such as coal mining and slaughterhouses along the North 

Branch, steel mills in the lower reaches near Harrisburg, and nonpoint source pollution from 

agriculture across the region (Stranahan 1993). 

2.4.1.2 Harvesting: Scientific Collections 

Until the mid-1800s, scientific collection was the most common type of hellbender 

harvesting. Hellbenders were formally recognized by science in 1803, when Daudin published 

his description of a specimen collected by Andre Michaux (Daudin 1803). Shortly thereafter, 

curiosity about hellbenders led to high demand for specimens, which were shipped to museums, 

universities and zoological gardens throughout the United States and Europe (Smithsonian 

Institution 1856, Smithsonian Institution 1868). Hellbenders were considered an important 

transitional evolutionary form, and were in high demand both for research and as specimens to 

be dissected in comparative anatomy courses (Branch 1935). Scientific collection ofhellbenders 

continued well into the 1940s, and likely extended far beyond that in some areas. An 

examination of harvest numbers for the Ozark subspecies of hellbender (Cryptobranchus 

alleganiensis bishopi) in the North Forth of Missouri ' s White River found that between 1969 and 

1989, 272 animals were reportedly collected for scientific purposes (Nickerson and Briggler 

2007). Although most collection in the Allegheny region appears to have slowed down by 1950, 

a few specimens taken in the 1970s and even 1980s can be found in museum collections 

(Appendix C: Centennial Museum #171790, CUMV Amphibian Collection #12388). 
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Large-scale collection of scientific specimens was common during the 1800s and affected 

many species around the world. Zoological and botanical specimens of all sorts were in high 

demand at museums throughout both the United States and Europe. For example, in 1854, the 

Smithsonian Museum's annual report indicates receipt of 85 separate donations of botanical and 

zoological specimens, many of which included numerous individuals of multiple species. In 

addition to a hellbender "just excluded from the egg," the report lists a variety of animals, both 

alive and dead, collected from around the world, including snakes, turtles, fish, birds, and marine 

mammals. In some cases, these include unspecified quantities of various taxa, such as a donation 

of "keg ofreptiles and fishes ," and another including "ten jars ofreptiles and insects, and various 

heads and feet of birds" (Smithsonian Institution 1855). Similarly, in 1865 the Museum of the 

Royal College of Surgeons in London listed a collection containing over 2000 zoological 

specimens collected worldwide (Royal College of Surgeons 1865). 

Despite the historical prevalence of intensive scientific collection of zoological 

specimens, it appears to have been a significant factor in population losses for relatively few 

species. In addition to being suspected as a major contributor to declines of both subspecies of 

hellbender (Trauth et al. 1992, Mayasich et al. 2003 , Nickerson and Briggler 2007), overzealous 

scientific collection has been implicated in losses such as the extinction of the great auk 

(Pinguinus impennis) (Minteer et al. 2014), and the decline of a variety of Turkish amphibian 

species (Kaya et al. 2012). In each of these cases, several other factors were involved, including 

invasive species and overharvesting for the pet trade or other commercial uses. Although 

scientific collection may have played a factor in hellbender declines, particularly in areas where 

pollution was also impacting populations, in general it has been of much less significance than 

commercial harvesting for most herpetological species (Mitchell 1991). 
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2.4.1.3 Harvesting: Commercial Collections 

Although commercial animal collectors often sold their specimens to museums, 

universities, and biological supply houses, this form of collection differs from scientific 

collection because of the financial motives. The scientific collections discussed previously were 

generally conducted or commissioned by scientists for specific research or educational needs . 

For many organisms, commercial collection has been motivated not only by scientific study and 

education, but also by the demand for animals in medicine (Sawyer 1988), folk remedies (Alves 

et al. 2013), culinary interests (Simmonds 1885, Eason et al. 2016), and the pet trade (Van Uhm 

2016). 

Herpetofauna have historically been undervalued in public perception and have lagged 

behind more popular taxa in terms oflegal protections (Czech and Krausman 2001). Even today, 

reptiles and amphibians are among the most commonly traded groups of organisms. Wildlife 

trafficking records for the twelve-year period from July 1996 to October 2008 indicate that 

although mammalian products accounted for 51 % of all items seized, herpetofauna were most 

frequently traded as live specimens, and 69% of live animals reported were reptiles (Rosen and 

Smith 2010). Reptiles and amphibians are strongly represented in the traditional medicine 

market. At least 165 reptile species are known to be used in folk remedies around the world, and 

53% of those are found on lists of threatened or endangered species (Alves et al. 2008). 

Herpetofauna have also long been exploited as a food source, with huge numbers of frogs and 

turtles collected to serve as local dishes or exotic delicacies (Gibbons et al. 2000). Many reptiles 

and amphibians are also extremely popular in the pet trade, and these uses are not mutually 

exclusive. Animals in demand for multiple purposes may be traded in extremely large quantities. 
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For example, between 1998 and 2002, more than 23 million pond slider turtles (Trachemys 

scripta) were exported from the United States for the pet and food trades (Schlaepfer et al. 2005). 

By the late 1800s, the ever-increasing demand for hellbenders as biological specimens, 

along with a growing movement promoting them as a freshwater culinary delicacy (Appendix C: 

The Ichthyophagoi 1881 ), gave rise to a substantial commercial demand for the species 

(Appendix C: A Paper Managerie 1877). Two known commercial collectors removed hundreds, 

if not thousands, ofhellbenders from the French Creek and Middle Allegheny-Tionesta regions 

of Pennsylvania, primarily for sale to scientific and educational institutions (Appendix C: The 

Hellbender Vindicated 1921 , Swanson 1948). Although specific records documenting this type 

of activity could not be located for any other collectors, the practice was likely more widespread. 

Classified ads appeared in newspapers from those seeking to buy or sell hellbenders. One such 

ad, which ran for several months (Appendix C: Indiana Gazette 1906) offered 25 cents per 

specimen. In addition, hellbenders were known to be displayed and sold as a food item at New 

York's Fulton Fish Market, where they sold for 2 dollars each in the 1880s (Appendix C: Kind 

Words for the Hellbenders 1884), and were served as fine cuisine in Washington D. C. 's 

Congressional Restaurant in the 1890s (Appendix C: The Hell-bender 1893). Harvesting for the 

pet trade is also thought to be a significant factor in the decline of some hellbender populations 

(Nickerson and Mays 1973b, Mayasich et al. 2003). In Missouri, illegal pet trade collectors 

removed over 170 animals from the North Fork of the White River in a single weekend in 1980 

(Nickerson and Briggler 2007). 

The earliest hellbender collection hotspots were found in the Upper Allegheny region. 

For some locations, including several tributaries of the Kiskiminetas and Upper Allegheny 

Rivers where large collection events took place in the late 1800s, few animals were reported after 
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1900 (Appendix D: Kikiminetas 2, Upper Allegheny 1). Although commercial harvesting was 

only one of several factors impacting hellbender populations in the area, the timing seems to 

suggest that large collection events may have played a role in the loss of these populations -

particularly in areas already under stress from a history of pollution and scientific collection. 

Interestingly, hellbenders remain quite abundant in several heavily-harvested streams of both the 

Upper Allegheny and French Creek watersheds (Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program 2015 , 

E. Chapman, Western Pennsylvania Conservancy, personal communication), despite enduring 

decades of intensive collection. 

2.4.1.4 Harvesting: Organized Hunts and Kills by Recreational Stream Users 

Persecution of unpopular species, including birds ofprey (Villafuerte et al. 1998, Pohja

Mykra et al 2012), large carnivores (Ripple et al. 2014), and herpetofauna (Wilson and McCranie 

2004, Means 2009), may often result in significant impacts to populations. Hellbenders were 

regularly the target of organized vermin hunts in the early 1900s, and individual animals were 

often killed when caught on fishing hooks. Although the combination of scientific and 

commercial collections accounted for over 50% of the animals reported as killed in this study, 

their impact may not have been as serious as that of organized hunts and mortality caused by 

recreational stream users. Collectors generally targeted areas that were known to have very high 

hellbender populations. One commercial collector, for example, reported capture rates as high as 

15 animals per person-hour, and claimed to have removed 750 hellbenders from a stretch of 

stream only 3 miles long (Swanson 1948). Although hellbender hunts also generally targeted 

areas where locals perceived that hellbenders were very numerous, some populations affected by 

these actions may actually have been relatively small. Reported hunt totals ranged from 10 to 
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250 animals, and many hunts involved large groups of people and extended for several nights to 

achieve those numbers. Many of these events did not occur until the 1930s, after hellbender 

populations were already under stress due to pollution and other forms of habitat degradation. 

The majority of reported hellbender hunts took place in the West Branch Susquehanna region, 

where large-scale scientific and commercial collection was not reported. 

Accounts of kills made by individual stream users , which ranged from one to 165 

hellbenders killed in a single incident and comprised nearly 8% of the hell benders reported, 

occurred in 16 HUC8 watersheds, including areas where hellbenders were not known to be 

abundant. In some cases, the number ofhellbenders affected may have been considerably higher 

than the conservative estimates used in this study when actual numbers were not provided. For 

example, one account from the 1890s describes a particularly dismal scene along the West 

Branch of the Susquehanna River, saying that "so many [hellbenders] thus are thrown upon the 

shore that if it were not for the vultures that come in numbers from some mysterious place and 

devour them the sanitary conditions might be seriously disturbed" (Appendix C: "West Branch 

Alligators" 1893). A similar report from the Juniata River watershed claimed that "the banks of 

the Juniata were covered in the carcasses of the victims [hellbenders]" (Appendix C: Shoemaker 

1842). Because it is impossible to estimate what proportion of people who captured hellbenders 

in the past reported this to a newspaper or other media source, we cannot infer how many 

hellbenders in the study area were actually killed in this way. However, the widespread nature of 

the reports may indicate that this action was considerably more common than is evident from the 

sources we acquired. 
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2.4.1.5 Other Potential Causes ofDecline 

Several additional factors have been suggested as drivers of hellbender decline, including 

siltation, impoundment, predation, and disease (Mayasich et al 2003). Although none of these 

factors were explicitly mentioned as causes of mortality in the historical literature examined 

here, each is associated with well-documented historical events and policies and thus can be 

placed along the timeline of apparent hellbender declines (Figure 2.5). Siltation occurs as a 

result of a variety of riparian activities, and has long been regarded as an important factor in 

stream degradation (Ellis 1936). Improper logging (Tebo 1955, Beschta 1978), deforestation and 

poor agricultural techniques (Brown 1941 ), road and railroad construction, and urbanization 

(Wohl 2006) are all factors that have contributed to siltation in hellbender habitats throughout the 

northeast over the past 200 years. The forests of both the Upper West Branch Susquehanna 

region (Shoemaker 1917, Stranahan 1993) and the Allegheny basin from Pittsburgh to Olean 

(Babbitt 1855, Fox 1902) were logged extensively by 1900, suggesting that siltation may have 

compounded the effect of pollution from tanneries, pulp mills, and early industrialization that 

were likely impacting populations throughout the study area during the mid to late 1800s. 

Impoundment from the damming of rivers and streams has also occurred throughout the 

study area and likely impacted hellbender populations, both by restricting movement and altering 

flow conditions. In the early to mid-1900s, several notable dams were constructed in areas 

known to harbor populations ofhellbenders. These include the Austin Dam on Sinnemahoning 

Creek in Pennsylvania, which failed catastrophically in 1911 (Pennsylvania Water Supply 

Commission 1914), the Conowingo Dam on the Susquehanna River in Maryland (Paulson and 

Paulson 2017), the low-head Dock Street Dam in Harrisburg (Fasick 2015), and the Kinzua Dam 

on the Allegheny River in Pennsylvania - one of the largest dams east of the Mississippi River 
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(Betts 2010). The Kinzua Dam, which created the Allegheny Reservoir in 1965, in known to 

have inundated one of the most well-known hellbender collection sites in New York (New York 

State Natural Heritage Program 2015). 

Predation on hellbenders, primarily from stocked game fish such as non-native trout, has 

been a concern expressed by several state conservation agencies (Mayasich et al. 2003). Brown 

trout were first received in Pennsylvania in 1886, and the first Rainbow trout were stocked in the 

Susquehanna River in 1888. By 1932, Pennsylvania had multiple functional hatcheries and its 

rivers had been stocked with one-million legal-sized trout (Weber et al. 2010). Both Maryland 

and New York also had active fish-stocking programs since the late 1800s (Minkkinen N.D. , 

New York State Commissioners of Fishes 1890). Larval hellbenders have shown low levels of 

antipredator behavior in response to chemical cues from introduced trout, potentially indicting a 

higher level of susceptibility to predation to these fish than to native predators (Gall and Mathis 

2010). 

A number of diseases may affect hellbender populations. In particular, chytridiomycosis, 

caused by the fungal organism Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis , is known to be present in 

hellbender populations in the northeast today (Regester et al. 2012, Piecuch et al. 2016). 

However, this disease did not appear to have been present in the United States until the 1960s 

(Bodinof et al. 2011 , Ouellet et al. 2005), making it unlikely that it was a factor early in the 

process of hellbender decline. Rather it has likely become an additional stressor to populations 

already in a declining state. However, the disease Saprolegniasis ( often called water-mold), 

caused by oomycota of the genus Saprolegnia, was identified in hatchery trout in the early 1940s 

(Davis and Lazar 1941). Stocked fish have been shown to function as a vector capable to 

transmitting the disease to amphibians (Kiesecker et al. 2001). In addition to the known stressors 
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of pollution and over-collection, the introduction of non-native predators and a potentially 

unfamiliar disease may have further impacted hellbender populations in areas of heavy trout 

stocking. 

2.4.2 The Importance ofHuman Attitudes in Hellbender Conservation 

The practice of killing hellbenders when encountered, particularly among the fishing 

community, was reflective of the general attitude of the time toward "vermin," which included 

any animal seen as injurious to game species (Holland 1921). Since the first one-cent bounty 

was levied against wolves by settlers in Plymouth, Massachusetts in 1630 (Matthiessen 1987), 

efforts to control or eliminate predators of all sorts were common across North America. 

Sportsmen of the early 1900s regarded Pennsylvania as a leader in game management by virtue 

of its extensive bounty system. During the 1919 fiscal year alone, the state of Pennsylvania 

spent more than $76,000 on wildlife bounties and related expenses (Holland 1921). Bounties in 

Pennsylvania and elsewhere covered a wide range of terrestrial "vermin," including hawks, owls, 

wildcats, coyotes, foxes , and rattlesnakes (Bildstein 2008, Halma and Oplinger 2001), as well as 

"destroyers of fish," such as water snakes, snapping turtles, and hellbenders (Appendix C: Life 

of the Inland Waters 1934). 

Under this wildlife management mindset, hunts, vermin drives, and outreach programs 

designed to educate sportsmen about the importance of eradicating vermin were common. Based 

on this context it can be inferred that hellbender hunts may have been much more common in the 

study area than the available records revealed. Eleven sources discussing the outcomes of 

hellbender hunts or vermin contests were located. However, advertisements for a number of 

other such events were also found. A planned vermin-killing contest in Venango County, 

Pennsylvania in 1935 offered 15 points per hellbender killed (Appendix C: Club to War on 
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Game Destroyers 1935), while another in the Clarion watershed in 1936 offered contestants two 

points per hellbender tail turned in (Appendix C: Bucktails Open Vermin Contest 1936). These 

drives also occurred in other parts of the hellbender's range. For example, an account of a 

vermin killing contest in West Virginia described the importance of killing hellbenders as 

"second only to copperheads and rattlesnakes." In this event, each hellbender destroyed earned 

contestants 300 points towards the grand prize (Appendix C: War Declared on Foes of Fish 

1933). 

The attitudes toward hellbenders expressed in popular media throughout the 1800s and 

early 1900s are consistent with the general attitude of the time towards predatory species. 

However, hellbenders faced the added issue ofbeing considered "ugly," which may have made 

them an even more reviled target. Numerous accounts highlight the strongly negative feelings 

people had about these salamanders. For example, one source recounts the way in which 

fishermen in the lower reaches of the Susquehanna dealt with hell benders: "Some of the older 

fishermen were 'dead against' river alligators or hellbenders . When they got them on the hooks 

or nets, the punishment was to nail them to a block of wood and send them adrift down the river 

to gradually starve to death" (Appendix C: Shoemaker 1839). Another account describes 

hellbenders as "one of the most revolting creatures in existence, resembling Milton's sin, it's 

sprawling, flabby and almost amorphic outlines suggesting some 'fortuitous concourse of atoms' 

presided over by the genius of deformity and disgust rather than the clearly demarked structure 

of a regularly-organized animal" (Appendix C: Jackson 1860). A third report suggests that the 

only effective way to kill a hellbender is to behead it, burying the head and body separately to 

ensure it remains dead (Appendix C: Pittsburgh Daily Post 1912). 
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By the early 1940s, a major shift is evident in both the attitudes expressed in print media 

and in the outcomes of the human-hellbender interactions reported. This timing also corresponds 

to a change in the policies of the Pennsylvania Fish Commission, which not only played a major 

role in the management of freshwater organisms, but beginning in 1931 , also had a strong 

influence on the fishing community through its publication, Pennsylvania Angler. Throughout 

the 1930s, the Fish Commission promoted the killing ofhellbenders, sponsored hunts, and 

regularly published articles about the negative impact ofhellbenders on trout. However, these 

claims were unsubstantiated, and in the 1930s, brothers David and Paul Swanson, a pair of 

scientists and commercial collectors who had been examining the relationship between 

hellbenders and fish, presented their preliminary results. The Swansons claimed that hellbenders 

may eat fish, but that fish eat hellbender eggs, and the streams in which they had observed the 

greatest abundance and diversity of fish were those with large hellbender populations (Appendix 

C: Salamanders Spawn in Late August" 1933). 

Although policies did not change immediately, this research eventually made an impact, 

and in late 1938 the annual report of the Pennsylvania Fish Commission declared the hellbenders 

are, in fact, not enemies of the fish. By the late 1940s, most of Pennsylvania Angler 's articles 

about hellbenders were more positive in nature, featuring factual information and dispelling 

harmful myths about the species (Appendix C: Casillo 1945). As the information provided in 

this and other publications became more favorable to hellbenders, the treatment they received 

from anglers appears to have followed suit. Only one hunting event is noted in the historical 

records after 1940, and the percentage ofhellbenders released increased from 12.9% of animals 

reported before 1940 to 64.5% of those reported after 1940. It should be noted that hellbenders 

were not afforded any legal protections in the region until at least 1973, when it became listed as 
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an endangered species in Maryland (Gates et al. 1984). In 1979, Pennsylvania outlawed 

commercial sale of all reptiles and amphibians, but general legal protections for hellbenders in 

both New York and Pennsylvania did not come until after 2000 (K. Gipe, Pennsylvania Fish and 

Boat Commission, personal communication, A. Breisch, NYSDEC (retired), personal 

communication). 

It is well-established that human attitudes are often an important factor in conservation 

programs, particularly for herpetofauna (Campbell 2011 , Ceriaco 2012, Christoffel 2007, 

Rosalina and Rosalina 2012). A study of human attitudes specifically addressing hellbenders in 

Indiana showed that although most respondents expressed neutral attitudes toward the 

salamanders, those with prior knowledge of the species were slightly more positive and were less 

likely to believe the more commonly-held misconceptions about them (Reimer et al. 2013). A 

similar study conducted in Missouri and Indiana found those holding more negative attitudes 

toward hellbenders were significantly less likely to remove the hook or release the animals 

caught while fishing (Perry-Hill et al. 2015). These results highlight the vital role of educational 

outreach in conservation programs. 

Although human attitudes toward hellbenders appear to have shifted away from negative 

misconceptions and toward a positive, conservation mindset in the media examined here (Table 

2.2), these sources do not necessarily represent the typical stream user that may encounter 

hellbenders today. Recent conversations with local anglers and landowners indicate a range of 

attitudes, from interest and acceptance to disgust and fear (Foster, unpublished data). More 

research is needed to assess the current level of knowledge and tolerance of the local public 

towards hellbenders in the northeastern portion of the range, particularly in areas where a strong 

perception of hellbenders as vermin may have been passed down between generations of anglers. 
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Community support is often an important factor in the success of conservation strategies (Daley 

et al. 2004, Field et al. 2017), and will likely be a key aspect in the success of attempts to restore 

or augment hellbender populations in the area studied. Hellbender habitat is often found on 

private land or public fishing areas, so the importance of public support cannot be overstated. 

It is notable that even in recent sources, the tendency to present hellbenders as ugly or 

grotesque persists, even while simultaneously promoting their conservation. Of the 24 sources 

evaluated that were published after 1999, seven refer to hellbenders as "ugly" or "scary

looking," but also promote hellbender conservation or discuss their positive role in the stream 

ecosystem. In most cases, the story leads with the negative descriptors or includes them in the 

article title. For many species, positive aesthetic perception is associated with conservation, 

while negative aesthetic perceptions and fear are often associated with support for removing an 

animal from its environment (Liordos et al. 2017, Roque de Pinho et al. 2014). Research aimed 

at evaluating the role of aesthetic descriptors on the effectiveness of species-specific 

conservation messages could assist practitioners in developing successful outreach materials for 

hellbender conservation. 

2.4.3 Uncertainty and the Application ofHistorical Data 

This study highlights the strength of historical data sources to illuminate areas of 

uncertainty for species lacking strong scientific evidence of past population conditions. 

Uncertainty is an inevitable aspect of conservation. It is a rare situation in which scientific 

records tell the complete story in the loss of a species or population. Employing a historical 

approach using non-traditional data sources offers a means of adding vital information to the 

evidence-base available for conservation decision-making. 
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The ecological history reconstructed here provides a timeline for placing hellbender 

declines in the context of their potential historical drivers. The pattern that emerges illustrates a 

regional decline driven first by pollution and habitat degradation, and later by overharvesting 

fueled by economic motivation and intensely negative public opinions. Estimates of relative 

abundance and records of actual numbers of hellbenders captured point to the historical existence 

of hellbender populations much larger than evidenced by modem baseline estimates. The trends 

evident here predate the first scientific studies of hellbender populations in the region and 

highlight the importance of considering past conditions when evaluating current populations, 

particularly in the absence of long-term quantitative data on population trends. 

It is important to recognize that while historical sources may reduce uncertainty by filling 

gaps in our knowledge of a species ' past, these sources introduce uncertainty of their own. 

Although some historical sources have scientific origins and include detailed records and 

voucher specimen, many are anecdotal in nature. Adopting standards for assessing data quality, 

including reliability of species identifications and precision of geolocation data, allows for 

careful interpretation of historical sources and their meaningful application to conservation 

practice (McKelvey et al. 2008). 

Of the 294 location-specific historical accounts used here, 197 (67%) met the criteria 

established for high or moderate identification reliability. As data were analyzed at the HUC8 

watershed scale, most low-reliability accounts were supported by the presence of high-quality 

reports in the same watershed. Only four of the 32 HUC8 watersheds included in the distribution 

were known only from sightings with little to no evidence supporting the identification of 

Cryptobranchus. Two of these HUC8s have been the source ofrecent verified hellbender 

sightings, but neither of those appears to contain large populations. It is likely that areas from 
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which only a single unsubstantiated account has been recorded may represent false positives or 

areas where dispersing animals may occasionally pass through but no population is supported. 

Georeferencing of historical occurrence data is also a major source of uncertainty. 

Geolocations provided by specimen databases are often estimates based on vague descriptions in 

collector notes (Townsend Peterson et al. 2004, Tingley and Beissinger 2009). For this dataset, 

sightings were accepted for use as long as location could be pinpointed to a particular stream and 

HUC8 watershed. However, additional assessment of geolocation data would be necessary to 

apply these occurrence records to applications requiring greater geographical precision, such as 

species distribution modeling. 

Despite the inherent limitations ofhistorical data sources - particularly anecdotal records, 

they have much to offer scientists and conservation practitioners making decisions with limited 

information. Failing to include information on past distribution and abundance, even when that 

information is qualitative in nature, may lead to underestimation of loss and incomplete 

knowledge when considering restoration and management efforts. In many of the stream reaches 

found to be historically occupied by hellbenders in this historical study, little to no modem 

survey effort has been performed. A number of these reaches do not appear in the official state 

databases, indicating that managers may not be aware these areas were ever inhabited. This 

underscores the importance of historical data for guiding modem conservation efforts . 

Quantitative information on historical populations is often difficult, if not impossible, to acquire, 

particularly for species that did not have significant economic importance. The historical 

approach employed here may provide a framework for evaluating long-term population trends in 

other such organisms. 
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CHAPTER 3: FINDING A NEEDLE IN A HAYSTACK: DETERMINING REGIONAL 
DISTRIBUTION OF AN ELUSIVE AQUATIC SALAMANDER 

3.1 Introduction 

Reliable information about the distribution of a species, at both local and regional scales, 

is vital for effective implementation of conservation and management programs. For many 

declining species, however, detection rates may be poor due to low population densities. 

Actively occupied sites may be difficult to locate amidst large areas of potential habitat, and 

capturing live individuals may be particularly challenging (Boonstra et al. 1992, Vine et al. 

2009). These issues are further compounded for species with cryptic lifestyles or that inhabit 

relatively inaccessible locations. Over the past several decades, a variety of methods have been 

proposed to improve detection of rare and elusive species. In this study I combine two of these 

techniques - species distribution and environmental DNA - to improve detection of an elusive 

aquatic salamander in understudied portions of its range. 

Species distribution modeling (SDM) has become a commonly-used method in 

conservation planning, particularly for locating new occurrences of rare species or identifying 

areas of potential habitat (Guisan et al. 2006, Elith and Leathwick 2009, Guisan et al. 2013 , 

Villero et al. 2017). However, many SDM algorithms require reliable information on both 

presence and absence to produce meaningful predictions. For rare species, true absence is often 

difficult, if not impossible, to determine. As a result, presence-only models, such as Maxent and 

GARP, are frequently used for conservation applications (Graham et al. 2004, Phillips et al. 

2006, Tsoar et al. 2007). However, presence-only SDMs require the input ofknown occurrence 

locations - something that is commonly lacking for many species of conservation concern. 
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The integration of historical information into the modeling process may provide a source 

of occurrence records for species about which little modem data are available. Commonly, 

museum specimen records are used for this purpose (Loiselle et al. 2003 , Raxworth et al. 2003 , 

Graham et al. 2004, Phillips et al. 2006, Burgio et al. 2017). However, reliable, location-specific 

occurrence records can be obtained from a variety of historic sources, including newspapers 

(Vuorisalo et al. 2001 , Thurstan et al. 2015), historic books (Worthington et al. 2011 ), journals 

and logs (Luiz and Edwards 2011), and even oral accounts (Fogerty 2001). Such records are 

valuable on their own to guide modem survey efforts. Combined with presence-only modeling 

techniques, historical records have tremendous potential for informing conservation planning. 

Environmental DNA ( eDNA) is another tool that has become widely used in recent years 

to improve detection of low-density populations, particularly in freshwater environments 

(Goldberg et al. 2011 , Jerde et al. 2011 , Thomsen et al. 2012, Bohmann et al. 2014). 

Environmental DNA may be integrated with historical information to provide an effective, non

invasive survey technique for assessing extant species presence across historic ranges (Sigsgaard 

et al. 2015 , Boothroyd et al. 2016). Several studies have demonstrated that eDNA may be more 

effective than traditional field survey methods for detecting rare species and small populations 

(Biggs et al. 2015 , Janosik and Johnston 2015 , Boothroyd et al. 2016). Recently, eDNA results 

have been used to enhance SDM, providing a relatively reliable source of presence/absence data 

(Muha et al. 2017, Renan et al. 2017). Integrating these tools with traditional field methods 

provides a powerful approach to determining fine-scale distribution of rare species. 

The goal of this study was to employ a comprehensive approach to determining regional 

distribution of the Eastern Hellbender (Cryptobranchus alleganiensis), a species of giant 

salamander endemic to the eastern United States. Regional-scale declines in hellbender 
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populations have been demonstrated in portions of their range over the past several decades 

(Gates et al. 1985, Wheeler et al. 2003 , Briggler et al. 2007, Foster et al. 2009, Burgmeier et al. 

201 la, Graham et al. 2011). However, due largely to their secretive nature and benthic lifestyle, 

the present distribution ofhellbenders is uncertain in many areas (Mayasich et al. 2003). The 

most common method of surveying for hellbenders - physically lifting rock substrate and 

capturing animals by hand using a dipnet - yields relatively low detection rates (Kraus 2015 , 

Franklin 2016). Environmental DNA has been shown to increase detectability of hellbender 

presence compared with traditional rock lifting surveys (Spear et al 2015), and several 

researchers have successfully used eDNA to confirm hellbender occurrence in historically

occupied streams (Santas et al. 2013 , Spear et al. 2015 , Pitt et al. 2017, Takahashi et al. 2018). 

However, relying on anecdotal reports or historic occurrence records alone to guide eDNA 

surveys may result in the omission of hellbender populations located in areas where they are less 

accessible and thus less likely to have been reported. The use of presence-only species 

distribution models has been applied to locate new areas of potential hellbender habitat with 

some success (Quinn et al. 2013 , Greathouse 2015). 

This study applied a comprehensive approach, integrating historical information, species 

distribution modeling, eDNA, and traditional field methods, to examine the distribution of 

hellbenders in data-deficient areas ofNew York State. High-quality historical information, 

including museum specimens and image-supported reports from newspapers, periodicals, and 

natural history texts (see Chapter 2) was used to supplement official records ofhellbender 

occurrence for the creation of a Maxent habitat suitability model. The combination of historical 

information with an SDM laid the foundation for the most comprehensive systematic survey of 

hellbender habitat ever conducted in the upper reaches of the Susquehanna and French Creek 
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basins. Through this approach, I will examine the three major questions related to the 

occurrence of hellbenders in New York State and the methods used to locate them: 

1. What is the current distribution of hellbenders in the Upper Susquehanna and French 

Creek regions ofNew York, and how does this compare to the historically known 

distribution currently used as a basis for management of hellbender populations? 

2. Do hellbender populations in the Susquehanna River basin in New York State show 

signs of decline from baseline data collected in the 1990s? 

3. What survey methods are most effective for locating hellbenders in these areas, which 

pose challenges for traditional surveys due to conditions that often include deep 

water, low visibility, and high rock density? 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Study Area 

This study focuses on the potential range of the hellbender salamander within New York 

State, which includes portions of the Allegheny and Susquehanna River basins. Of particular 

interest are three poorly-studied regions of these watersheds: the French Creek and Conewango 

subbasins of the Allegheny watershed and the entire New York portion of the Susquehanna River 

basin. In addition, data on hellbender presence and habitat suitability is also lacking for small 

segments of the Upper Allegheny basin. In total, the study area includes eight watersheds at the 

8-digit hydrologic unit code (HUC8) scale: Upper Susquehanna, Chenango, Owego

Wappansening, Chemung, and Tioga in the Susquehanna basin, along with Upper Allegheny, 

French and Conewango in the Allegheny basin (Figure 3.1). 

The majority ofNew York's portion of the Allegheny River watershed is composed of 

the Upper Allegheny basin. This area was historically known to harbor a substantial hellbender 
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population (Bishop 1941), and has been the focus of the majority of hellbender study in the state 

over the past several decades (Gottlieb 1991 , Foster et al. 2009, Jensen 2013 , Piecuch et al. 2006, 

K. Roblee, NYSDEC, personal communication). Only a few potentially habitable streams 

remain largely unsearched. However, despite the presence of hellbender populations in their 

Pennsylvania sections (Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program 2015), little is known about 

hellbender presence, or even the availability of habitat, in the Conewango and French Creek 

watersheds in New York. 

Figure 3.1. The eight HUC8 watersheds included in the study area. All watersheds continue into 
Pennsylvania, but only New York sections were included in the study. HUC8s shaded in green 
fall in the Susquehanna River watershed and include (from left to right): Tioga River, Chemung 
River, Owego-Wappasening Creek, Chenango River, and Upper Susquehanna River. The 
additional HUC8 watersheds in western New York state fall within the Allegheny River basin. 
The reddish-brown shaded areas are the French Creek watershed (left) and Conewango Creek 
watershed (right). The two areas shaded in gray are both portions of the Upper Allegheny 
watershed. Although hellbenders populations have been well-studied in most of this watershed, 
it was included in the study area due to small sections of potential habitat that have not been 
previously surveyed. 
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The Susquehanna River watershed covers a large area of south-central New York, and 

consists of three large rivers (Susquehanna, Chenango, and Chemung) and their tributaries. 

Although several studies on hellbender distribution have been conducted in this watershed over 

the past few decades, most focused primarily on sites in which the species was previously 

reported or searched only a subset of the potentially available habitat (Breisch 1990, Bothner and 

Gottlieb 1991 , Lindberg and Soule 1991 , Blais 1996, Quinn et al. 2013). Hellbender presence 

has been detected in only a small number of sites on three streams, and population estimates 

were obtained for only two of those sites on a single tributary (Blais 1996). A thorough survey 

to determine the current distribution of the species in this region is essential to inform 

conservation planning for hellbenders in New York State. 

3.2.2 Modeling Potential Habitat Distribution 

To evaluate the potential habitat suitability of streams in the watershed, a species 

distribution model was created using Maxent Version 3.3.3 (Phillips et al. 2006). Maxent was 

selected because reliable absence data is difficult to obtain for hellbenders due to their cryptic 

lifestyle, making a presence-only modeling approach most appropriate. In addition, Maxent has 

been shown to perform well regardless of sample size (Pearson et al. 2007; Wisz et al. 2008). 

Nine environmental data layers thought to be associated with hellbender habitat were 

assembled using ArcGIS version 10.2. To ensure the model encompassed the full range of 

hellbender habitat types likely to be encountered across New York State, the area modeled 

included all HUC8 watersheds within the hellbender's potential range in New York, 

Pennsylvania, and Maryland. Upstream catchment area ( as a measure of stream size), stream 

temperature, geology/buffering capacity, and gradient were selected from the Northeast Aquatic 

Habitat Classification System dataset (Olivero and Anderson 2008). Percent agriculture, percent 
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development, and percent forest cover were developed at the HUC 10 scale from the USGS 

National Land Cover 2006 dataset (Fry et al. 2011). In addition, the USGS National Elevation 

dataset (USGS 1999) and sSURGO soils dataset (USDA 2015) were used in developing the 

model. Environmental data were rasterized, resampled to 30-meter resolution and clipped to the 

extent of the watersheds of interest using the 1 :250,000 scale USGS Hydro logic Unit dataset 

(Steeves and Nebert 1994). A correlation matrix was generated using ArcGIS 10.2 raster band 

statistics to eliminate any data layers that were strongly correlated (Merow et al. 2013). Strong 

correlation was defined as being greater than r = 0.9 (Ward 2007). None of the variables 

selected had a correlation coefficient that exceeded+/- 0.8 (Table 3.1), so all of the 

environmental layers were utilized in the final model. 

Table 3.1. Correlation matrix for environmental layers conducted in ArcGIS 10.2. No strong 
correlations between layers (r > 0.9 or r < -0.9) were found. 

PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT ELEVATION GRADIENT STREAM GEOLOGY STREAM SOI LS 

AG . FO REST DEV. TEMP SIZE 

PERCENT 
1.00000 -0.76331 0.05720 -0.43012 0 .01284 0.03868 0.00986 -0.00250 -0.04072 

AG . 

PERCENT -0 .76331 1.00000 -0.48900 0 .53374 -0.01&34 -0.05&36 -0.02132 -0.00524 0.00 221 
FO REST 

PERCENT 0.05720 -0.4890 0 1 .00000 -0.37375 0.05517 0.12165 0.06344 0.04640 0.06583 
DEV. 

ELEVATION! -0 . .43012 0 .53374 -0.37375 1.00000 -0.03416 -0.06785 -0.02402 -0.03771 0.00400 

GRADIENT 0.01284 -0.01&34 0.05517 -0.03416 1.00000 0.54671 0.36767 0.59014 0.00436 

STREAM 
0.03868 -0.05&36 0.12165 -0.06785 0 .54671 1.00000 0.48493 0.49139 0.02842 

TEMP 

GEOLOGY 0.00986 -0.02132 0.06344 -0.02402 0 .36767 0.48493 1.00000 0.51179 0.01014 

STREAM 
-0.00250 -0.00524 0.04640 -0.03771 0 .59014 0 .49139 0 .51179 1 .00000 0.00237 

SIZE 

SOILS -0 .. 04072 0 .00221 0.06583 0.00400 0 .00436 0 .02842 0.01014 0.00237 1.00000 
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Records of occurrence were obtained from each state 's Natural Heritage Program (New 

York Natural Heritage Program 2015 , Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program 2015 , E. 

Thompson, Maryland DNR, personal communication, L. Davidson, Maryland DNR, personal 

communication). In addition, high-quality, location-specific historic records were included in 

the model-training dataset. Historic sources were considered to be high-quality if they included 

a specimen or photograph sufficient to verify species (see Chapter 2). They were considered to 

be location-specific if they included, at minimum, a stream name and nearby town or landmark. 

When precise coordinates or location descriptions were not available, the portion of the stream 

described in the report was viewed using Google Earth imagery and the point was placed in the 

area most consistent with the topographic features associated with hellbender habitat. Erosional 

zones along river bends have long been known to be associated with the production of hellbender 

habitat (K. Roblee, NYSDEC (retired), unpublished data, Foster et al. 2009), and all of the 

historic reports referenced to a town or landmark could be placed within one of these "rock 

generation zones." 

Historic locations for which there have been no recent hellbender occurrence reports were 

first viewed using Google Earth imagery to ensure that the stream was remained intact and 

appeared hydrologically capable of supporting hellbenders. Sites at which the natural stream 

geomorphology or flow pattern had been significantly altered were omitted. For example, 

historic sites in the Upper Allegheny region that are now flooded by the Allegheny Reservoir 

were not used in the analysis. In addition, spatial filtering was employed to reduce potential bias 

generated by unequal survey effort across the area modeled (Kramer-Schadt et al. 2013). Only 

one record was used within a 10-kilometer reach on any stream. Although hellbenders are 

generally known to exhibit high site fidelity and have extremely small home ranges (Hillis and 
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Bellis 1971 , Peterson 1987, Humphries and Pauley 2005 , Burgmeier et al. 201 lb, Bodinof et al. 

2012), occasional movements of greater than a kilometer have been reported (Gates et al. 1985, 

Foster et al. 2009, Boemer 2014). Additionally, little is known about the dispersal oflarval 

hellbenders, which may move downstream in river currents. Therefore, a 10-km distance was 

selected as a conservative estimate of the maximum dispersal distance ofhellbenders across all 

life stages. If multiple records occurred within that spatial extent, the record with the greatest 

locational precision was retained. In the event that records had similar precision, the one that 

reported the greatest number of individuals was used. Finally, in cases where precision and 

number of animals were equal, the more recent record was selected. 

A total of 118 presence locations were used in building the model: 73 from the 

Allegheny/Ohio River basin and 45 from the Susquehanna River watershed (Figure 3.2). Forty

nine of the points used were modem occurrences associated with precise coordinates. The 

remaining 69 historical records dated from 1877 to 1999 and were obtained from a variety of 

sources, including newspapers, Natural Heritage records, agency documents, natural history 

texts, and direct accounts from people present at the time of the occurrence. Geo location data for 

these records ranged from providing latitude and longitude to mentioning nearby towns or 

landmarks (Table 3.2). Twenty-five percent of training locations were randomly selected during 

the modeling process to be used by the software for model testing. Maximum number of 

iterations was set to 1000. Default options were used for all other settings. Maxent output was 

visually represented using ArcGIS 10.2. 
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Figure 3.2. Distribution of occurrence locations used for model training. Data included recent 
state Natural Heritage records, museum specimens, and other high-quality historical records. A 
total of 118 occurrence records were used: 73 from the Allegheny/Ohio River basin and 45 from 
the Susquehanna River watershed. 

Table 3.2. Source and type of geolocation reference for historical hellbender occcurrences. 
Coordinates: latitude/longitude in decimal degrees. Town, road, water body, and landmark: 
location was given as "near" one of these locations. Town is least precise reference; landmark is 
most precise. Personal account: specific locality information provided by a person present at the 
historical occurrence event. 

Road/ Personal 

N Coordinates Town Water Body Landmark Account 

NHP 10 9 1 0 0 0 

Museum 39 3 22 5 9 0 

Scientific article 4 0 1 0 3 0 

Natural History Text 1 0 1 0 0 0 

Agency Document 3 2 1 0 0 0 

Newspaper 12 0 4 2 4 2 

Total 69 14 30 7 16 2 
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In order to evaluate the predictive ability of the Maxent model, a set of 150 random test 

points was generated using ArcGIS 10.2. Test points were located throughout the study area and 

were generated in proportion to total stream length in each HUC8 watershed (Figure 3.3). A 

buffer with a radius of 50 meters was generated around each point, and these buffered areas were 

overlaid on the Maxent suitability layer. The zonal statistics function in ArcGIS 10.2 was used 

to determine the average suitability index value for all raster cells within the buffer area, 

generating a suitability value for each 100-meter stream reach. 

A ground-truth classification ofhabitat suitability was determined for each stream reach 

using a combination of Google Earth imagery and visual assessment during field site visits. 

Google Earth was used to identify sites with no suitability for the species, such as due to small 

stream size, intense industrial or urban development, impoundment, or major stream alterations. 

The remaining sites were classified as having low, moderate, or high suitability based on the 

presence of rock habitat as determined by visual inspection. These classifications were then 

compared to the Maxent's average estimated suitability index for each 100-meter site using a 

confusion matrix generated with the caret package (Kuhn et al. 2016) in R version 3.2.2. Maxent 

suitability indices from 0.00-0.44 were considered unsuitable, 0.45- 0.64 were considered low 

suitability, and those greater than 0.64 were considered high suitability. A second matrix was 

generated adding a fourth classification of moderate suitability in which Maxent predicted values 

from 0.60 - 0. 7 4 were considered moderate and those greater than 0.7 4 were considered to be 

high suitability. 
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Figure 3.3. Set of 150 test points randomly generated using ArcGIS 10.2. Tests point were 
distributed in proportion to total stream length in each HUC8 watershed. Each point represents a 
100-meter stream reach which was assessed using Google Earth imagery or on-site visual 
inspection. These suitability assessments were then compared to the predicted suitability 
estimates generated by the Maxent model using a confusion matrix generated with the caret 
package (Kuhn et al. 2016) in R version 3.2.2 

3.2.3 Habitat Assessment 

To locate and assess potentially habitable sites within the study area, the Maxent habitat 

suitability map was clipped to the extent of the target HUC8 watersheds using ArcGIS 10.2. 

Since Maxent provides a conservative estimate (West et al. 2016), all areas with a suitability 

index of 0.45 or greater were isolated to identify potentially habitable stream reaches. The 

search area was then further reduced by eliminating any stream reaches with an average width 

less than 10 meters, those immediately adjacent to substantial urban or industrial development, 

and areas with estimated suitability values less than 0.60 that lacked the topographic features 

typically associated with hellbender occupancy (steep terrain likely to produce an erosional 

zone). In addition, one stream, the Tioga River, was eliminated from consideration due its 

history of acid mine pollution (USEPA 2005). The remaining stream reaches were surveyed for 

a variety of habitat characteristics relevant to suitability for hellbenders. When possible, surveys 

were conducted by canoe or kayak. In cases of extremely low water or potential hazards (such as 
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dams or strainers), streams were examined from roadways. When roads were not close enough 

to the stream or views were obscured by buildings or trees, habitat was surveyed by hiking 

upstream from the nearest access point. 

The primary criterion used to identify potential hellbender sites was the presence of large 

rock substrate, which is used by hellbenders for cover and nesting (Smith 1907, Bishop 1941). 

Nickerson and Mays (1973) found that density ofhellbenders related directly to the amount of 

suitable rock cover available. Areas containing patches of rock estimated to be greater than 30 

cm in diameter were mapped, and photographs were taken to depict overall site characteristics, 

typical rock size and shape, and bank stability. To be considered a potential hellbender site, 

appropriately-sized substrate was required to be present for an extent of at least 50 meters. 

Within each site, information was collected on a series of habitat characteristics, 

including riparian land use, estimated stream width, water clarity, surrounding topography, 

estimated percent of stream bed covered by suitable rock, rock source, and presence or absence 

of key habitat features , such as rock with diameter greater than 0.9 m (for nesting), cobble piles 

or gravel beds (for larval habitat needs), and riffles or deep pools. All sites identified through 

this process were mapped using ArcGIS 10.2 with habitat characteristics included as attributes. 

Sites were ranked as high, medium, or low priority based on the following criteria: 1) amount of 

suitable rock cover, 2) presence of rocks greater than 0.9 m, 3) forested riparian zone, 4) the 

presence of a steep hillside on at least one bank, and 5) the presence of habitat features such as 

gravel beds or cobble piles that are known to benefit larval and juvenile hellbenders. Any sites 

that were associated with official or anecdotal records of hellbender presence were not 

prioritized based on their characteristics, but were instead given a distinct ranking of "historic" 

or "anecdotal." These sites were treated as high-priority regardless of their habitat features. The 
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ranking process was conducted separately for each of the two major watersheds in order to avoid 

issues arising from any regional differences in geology. 

3.2.4 Field Surveys 

Physical surveys for hellbender presence were conducted in all accessible high-priority 

and historic or anecdotal sites. Sites were considered accessible if 1) permission to work in the 

stream could be obtained for all properties crossed by the site, 2) safe access points for surveyors 

and gear could be identified and landowner permission for overland access was granted, and 3) a 

majority of the site was "wadeable" ( approximately 1.25 meters or less). Several survey 

techniques were utilized, including rock lifting, baited nocturnal surveys, cobble/gravel searches, 

and camera scoping. Survey methods differed among sites and with time of year, and when 

appropriate, multiple methods were used in a single site. 

3.2.4.1 Rock Lifting 

The lifting of large cover rocks is the most commonly-used and effective method of 

surveying for adult hellbenders (Peterson 1987, Nickerson and Krysko 2003 , Foster et al. 2008). 

From 2012-2015 , rock lifting surveys were conducted at sites with suitable conditions, including 

high water clarity and depth less than 1.25 meters. All substrate items measuring approximately 

30 cm or more on the longest axis were lifted by slowly raising the upstream end in a 

downstream direction. A cant hook or log peavey was used to provide leverage for lifting large 

rocks. In addition to rocks, other in-stream items, including logs, wooden boards, tires, and other 

potential cover objects were also lifted and searched. Dip nets were placed at the downstream 

edge of the opening to catch any fleeing animals. A searcher using a mask and snorkel was 

positioned on the stream bottom to examine the rock cavity with a dive light. In poor visibility, 
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rock cavities were cleared by sweeping any animals present into the dip nets by hand. In 2015 , 

the use of a wooden block to prop up large rocks was added to the survey protocol, allowing for 

a safer, more thorough search process. Rock lifting surveys were generally performed by teams 

of 3 to 6 searchers. Most were performed between May 15 and August 15 to avoid damaging 

nests during the breeding season (Williams et al. 1981 , Foster et al 2008). A limited number of 

rock lifting surveys were conducted from September to early November 2013-2014, with the 

primary goal of locating active hellbender nests. During these late-season surveys, a wire hook 

was used to probe for eggs before any rock was lifted. 

3.2.4.2 Baited Nocturnal Surveys 

Previous studies have demonstrated that searching for hellbenders during their nocturnal 

active period can be an effective survey method (Humphries and Pauley 2000, Foster et al. 

2009). Baited nocturnal surveys were conducted during low water conditions, when water 

clarity was exceptionally high, or when rocks were too large to lift. Bait stations were set at 

several locations throughout the study site at dusk. White sucker was the preferred bait, as it has 

been successfully used to attract hellbenders in previous trapping studies (Kem 1984, Foster et 

al. 2008). However, sardines were substituted when white suckers were not available. Deer 

blood was mixed with fish bait for surveys conducted in 2015 based on the historic account of 

Bishop (1941) indicating that hellbenders are attracted to bleeding carcasses. 

Surveys were conducted by 3-6 searchers using bright spotlights to view the stream 

bottom. When water conditions were extremely clear and shallow, searchers slowly walked the 

site in an upstream direction stopping every few feet to search for hellbenders foraging and for 

any hellbenders visibly looking out from under cover rocks. When water conditions were less 
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favorable, bait was concentrated in a shallow area upstream from a patch of large cover rocks. 

Searchers spread out through the baited area and remained stationary. Spotlights were turned off 

to avoid discouraging animals from approaching the bait, with only a red-filtered light left on 

throughout the survey. Every 5 minutes, spotlights were turned on briefly to sweep across the 

site in search of any hellbenders approaching the bait. Spotlights were also used to investigate 

any animals observed with the red light to verify their identity. Nocturnal surveys were 

conducted between late June and late September 2012-2015. 

3.2.4.3 Cobble and Gravel Searches 

Larval and juvenile hellbenders are known to use different parts of the stream habitat than 

adults. While adults are most often found under large flat rocks, younger animals may use gravel 

beds or cobble piles that provide more protection from predators. Careful searches of these 

habitat features may increase the chances of detecting young animals (Nickerson et al. 2003 , 

Foster et al. 2008). Because cobble searches are quite labor intensive, survey efforts for young 

age classes were limited to locations where hellbenders were observed most recently or where 

habitat quality for young animals was extremely high. 

From 2013-2015 , surveys were conducted between June and August by teams of 3-5 

searchers. Cobble piles along the banks were divided into sections approximately 1 meter wide. 

All substrate in that area was carefully lifted by two searchers. Additional searchers watched for 

any animals attempting to move out of the search area. Substrate was restored to its original 

configuration to the greatest extent possible before moving to the next I-meter section. Gravel 

areas, including small gravel beds accumulated behind potential cover objects, were searched by 

placing handfuls of substrate into a plastic bin and sifting through it to isolate any small 

organisms. For larger gravel areas, I-meter transects were established every 10 meters across the 
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width of the stream. Ten percent of cobble plots and gravel transects were randomly selected for 

search in each site. However, in sites with recent nesting activity, all cobble areas within the site 

were thoroughly searched for juvenile hellbenders. 

3.2.4.4 Camera Scoping 

To search for hellbender nests, a 15-meter ZHOL USB waterproof wire endoscope with 

color camera and LED lighting was used to inspect rock cavities. A Panasonic CF-73 

Toughbook computer was used to view footage in real time. An additional thick metal wire was 

attached to the endoscope to allow greater control while maneuvering it into the rock cavity. 

Two searchers were required to perform this method: one to manage the endoscope and another 

to direct the process based on the video feed. Camera scope surveys were performed in October 

2014 at sites with historic records of hellbender occurrence and sufficiently low water levels to 

access potential nest rocks . 

3.2.5 Environmental DNA (eDNA) Analysis for Hellbender Presence 

Environmental DNA ( eDNA) has recently emerged as a powerful tool for detecting rare 

aquatic species (Jerde et al. 2011). The procedure has been successfully used to detect 

hellbenders in several locations (Olson et al. 2013 , Santas et al. 2013 , Spear et al. 2015 , Pitt et al. 

2017, Takahashi et al. 2018). Sites were selected for eDNA samples based on two criteria: 1) 

historical or anecdotal records of hellbender occurrence, 2) the presence of high-quality habitat 

as determined through the modeling and habitat assessment process. At each site selected, the 

highest density of suitable rock was visually identified. Three 2-liter water samples were then 

collected approximately 50 meters downstream of that point - one at each bank and one at the 

center of the stream. When depth or flow conditions were unsuitable for crossing the stream, all 

three samples were collected at the most accessible bank. Water was collected using I-liter 
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wide-mouth Nalgene bottles, which were cleaned with a 10% bleach solution for a minimum of 

30 minutes to destroy any DNA that may have been present from previous water collections. 

Samples were kept in a cooler or refrigerator to provide a cold, dark environment until they 

could be filtered. 

Filtration was performed within 48 hours of sample collection in a location where no 

previous work with hellbender DNA had been done. A 10% bleach solution was used to clean 

all surfaces and equipment for a minimum of 30 minutes prior to filtration. A Welch Vacuum 

Technology vacuum pressure pump was used to draw water samples through a filter paper with 

0.45 µm pore size. Disposable filter cups were used for each sample to avoid contamination. 

After filtration, filter papers were removed from the funnel using either disposable, single-use 

plastic forceps or metal forceps that were soaked in a 50% bleach solution for a minimum of 30 

minutes. Filters were placed in microcentrifuge tubes filled with 95% ethanol. For each filtration 

event, a negative control was obtained by filtering 2 liters of distilled water following the same 

filtration protocol as described for stream water samples. Negative controls were filtered 

immediately following the filtration of field samples. Gloves were worn throughout the 

collection and filtration processes and were changed between sites to avoid cross-contamination. 

DNA extractions were performed on a laboratory bench sterilized with 10% bleach. 

Gloves were worn during all parts of the process, and were changed between sites to avoid cross

contamination. Filter papers were divided in two equal parts, with one half placed in long-term 

storage at -80°C and the other used for extraction. The portion of the filter to be extracted was 

tom into small pieces using disposable plastic forceps, placed back in the original tube after the 

ethanol was removed and left to dry overnight. Once dry, DNA was extracted using a Qiagen 

DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit with QiaShredder spin after an overnight lysis buffer digestion 
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(Spear et al. 2015). Amplification of a species-specific region of the mitochondrial cytochrome 

b gene was performed using a qPCR protocol, with primers and probe designed by Spear et al. 

(2015). Each 15-µl qPCR reaction contained the following: 7.5 µ1 Qiagen QuantiTecht 

Multiplex PCR NoRox Master Mix, 0.75 µ1 primer probe mix (8 µMeach forward and reverse 

primer, 4 µM probe), 3.75 µ1 RNase-free water, and 3 µ1 sample. The thermal regime was 

modified from Spear et al. (2015), with an initial denaturing step of 95 °C for 15 minutes and 50 

cycles of a 60 second denaturing step at 94 °C followed by a 60 second annealing step at 53°C. 

Bio-Rad CFX Manager Software with an automatically calculated baseline was used to estimate 

starting DNA quantities for each sample. Samples (including negative controls) were randomly 

arranged on each 96-well plate, along with PCR negatives (RNase-free water) in 10% of wells. 

To ensure repeatability of results, 10% of samples were randomly selected to be run in triplicate. 

These samples were considered positive only if at least 2 replicate runs were positive. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Model Performance and Predicted Habitat Distribution 

The regional-scale predictive model of hellbender distribution performed well, exhibiting 

an area under the curve (AUC) training value of 0.930 and a test value of 0.932 (Figure 3.4). 

Prediction of validation data was significantly better than random for all threshold values tested 

(p < 0.05 using a one-tailed binomial test). Maxent's internal jackknife test of variable 

importance indicated that stream size, geography, and gradient provided the most useful 

information for predicting hellbender habitat, as they provide a greater increase in gain compared 

to other variables (Figure 3.5). 

The confusion matrix comparing predicted with ground-truth values for 150 randomly

generated test points across the study area indicated that the model performed with high accuracy 
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when discriminating between three suitability classes: not suitable, low suitability, and high 

suitability (Table 3.3; Accuracy= 0.9733 , p < 0.05 ; Kappa= 0.9125). The model performed 

extremely well in identifying high suitability sites, and had little difficulty distinguishing low 

suitability sites with those that are entirely uninhabitable for the species. When a fourth category 

was added (moderate suitability), the model did not predict the ground-truth categories as well 

(Table 3.4; Accuracy= 0.900, p < 0.05 ; Kappa= 0.6977). In particular, the model was no better 

than random predictions when classifying sites as moderate (Sensitivity= 0.5000) versus low 

habitability (Sensitivity= 0.4500). 
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Figure 3.4. Plot of area under curve (AUC) training and test data for Maxent predictive model of 
hellbender (C. alleganiensis) distribution. This model, which included 9 environmental variables and 118 
training points, exceeded random predictions based on AUC. 
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Figure 3. 5. Results of Maxent jackknife test of variable importance of predictor variables for C. 
alleganiensis. Stream size was the most important predictor, followed by geology and gradient. 

Table 3.3. Confusion matrix comparing predicted with three ground-truth classifications for 150 
randomly-selected points within the study area. Accuracy= 0.9733 (P < 0.05); Kappa= 0.9125 

Predicted Values Actual Values 
Not Suitable Low Suitability High Suitability 

Not Suitable 122 3 0 
Low Suitability 0 16 0 
High Suitability 0 1 8 

Table 3.4. Confusion matrix comparing predicted with four ground-truth classifications for 150 
randomly-selected points within the study area. Accuracy= 0.9000 (p < 0.05); Kappa= 0.6977). 

Predicted Values Actual Values 

Not Suitable Low Suitability Moderate High Suitability 
Suitability 

Not Suitable 121 0 0 0 
Low Suitability 1 9 0 0 
Moderate Suitability 0 11 3 0 
High Suitability 0 0 3 2 
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3.3.2 Habitat Assessment 

In the Susquehanna drainage HUC8 watersheds, the species distribution model identified 

a total of approximately 710 km on 35 streams with an estimated suitability index greater than 

0.45 (Figure 3.6). In the Allegheny basin, approximately 70 km were identified on 10 previously 

unsearched streams (Figure 3.7). After eliminating reaches deemed unsuitable based on Google 

Earth imagery, those subject to high pollution loads, and those containing only small, isolated 

patches of habitat with marginal suitability estimates, approximately 250 km on 27 streams were 

selected for habitat surveys in the Susquehanna basin. Approximately 35 km from 7 streams 

were selected for habitat assessment in the Allegheny drainage. Stream names are omitted to 

protect sensitive habitat locations. 

A total of 160 potentially habitable sites were identified on 25 streams throughout the 

study area (Table 3.4). No sites were located in the Conewango Creek watershed, although three 

streams were surveyed. In all cases, the stream reaches examined lacked sufficient rock cover 

and water clarity to be likely hellbender habitat. One potential site was identified in the Upper 

Allegheny basin. Only three streams were surveyed in that watershed, as hellbender populations 

in most of the potentially habitable waterways have been studied in the recent past (Gottlieb 

1992, Foster et al. 2009, Jensen 2013 , K. Roblee, NYSDEC, personal communication, A. 

Rothrock, NYSDEC, personal communication). Four sites were located in the French Creek 

watershed. Two of these were historical locations known from museum specimens (Carnegie 

Museum ofNatural History, Catalog #30331 ; Cornell University Museum of Vertebrates, 

Catalog #3414). In the Susquehanna region, the majority of sites identified were located in the 

Upper Susquehanna watershed. Of 11 streams surveyed, ten were found to contain habitable 

reaches. Seventy-five potential sites were recorded, and 33 of those were previously unknown 
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locations of moderate to high habitat quality. Additionally, 26 previously unknown moderate to 

high quality sites were identified in the Chenango watershed, and 20 were located among the 

other three Susquehanna basin HUC8 watersheds. 

Figure 3.6. Estimated distribution of habitable area for C. alleganiensis in the Susquehanna 
region ofNew York State based on a Maxent model built with 118 hellbender occurrence 
location from New York, Pennsylvania, and Maryland. Yellow indicated low-quality habitat 
(estimated suitability index 0.45-0.60), orange indicates moderate habitat quality (estimated 
suitability index 0. 61-0. 7 4 ), and red indicates high quality habitat ( estimated suitability index 
0.75 or higher) . 
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Figure 3.7. Estimated distribution of habitable area for C. alleganiensis in the Allegheny region 
ofNew York State based on a Maxent model built with 118 hellbender occurrence location from 
New York, Pennsylvania, and Maryland. Yellow indicated low-quality habitat ( estimated 
suitability index 0.45-0.60), orange indicates moderate habitat quality (estimated suitability 
index O.61-0. 7 4 ), and red indicates high quality habitat ( estimated suitability index O.7 5 or 
higher). The area shaded in light gray represents the portion of the Upper Allegheny watershed 
that has been well-studied in recent decades, and is therefore unlikely to contain previously 
unsurveyed streams. 

Table 3.5. Distribution of potential habitat sites for C. alleganiensis across the eight potentially 
inhabited HUC 8 watersheds in New York State. *The Susquehanna River was counted in both 
the Upper Susquehanna and Owego-W appasening watersheds 

Sites in Each Priority Ranking Category 
HUC8 Major Streams Streams with Low Moderate High Historic/ 

Watershed Searched Potential Anecdotal 
Sites 

Chemung Susquehanna 5 3 6 6 2 2 

Chenango Susquehanna 5 5 16 9 17 2 

Owego- Susquehanna 6* 5* 5 4 0 2 
W appasening 

Tioga Susquehanna 1 1 1 2 6 0 

Upper Susquehanna 11 * 10* 18 25 8 24 
Susquehanna 

Conewango Allegheny 3 0 0 0 0 0 

French Allegheny 1 1 0 2 0 2 

Upper Allegheny 3 1 0 1 0 0 
Alle hen 
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3.3.3 Field Surveys 

Physical surveys for hellbender presence were conducted at three sites in the Allegheny 

River basin, all in the French Creek watershed. Rock lifting was the only method used at these 

locations. A total of five surveys were conducted totaling 70 person-hours. Two sites were 

surveyed twice - once during the summer and once during the breeding season. No hellbenders 

were found in any of the three locations. One potential site was located in the Upper Allegheny 

watershed but was not surveyed because property access was not granted. 

Physical surveys were also conducted at 34 locations across the five HUC8 watersheds 

that comprise the New York portion of the Susquehanna River basin (Table 3.6). A total of925 

person-hours of effort and four search methods were employed in this region. The majority of 

that effort - 805 person-hours - was spent on rock lifting surveys. The rock lifting method was 

used at 33 of the 34 Susquehanna sites where physical surveys were performed, and 280 person

hours of that effort were spent at six sites with confirmed records of past hellbender occurrence. 

An additional 120 person-hours of survey effort were performed using other methods, including 

camera scoping and cobble/gravel searches at three sites each and baited nocturnal surveys at 

four sites, including one location where rock lifting could not be used due to water depth and 

rock size. Although most surveys were conducted during spring or summer, several were done 

during the fall breeding season to look for indications ofreproduction. Of the 33 sites in which 

the rock lifting method was used, three were surveyed between late August and early October. 

In addition, baited night-lighting was conducted during the breeding season in three sites, and all 

camera scoping surveys were conducted between late September and mid-November. A list of 

all physical survey activity by site is located in Appendix E. 
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Of these efforts, only a single rock lifting survey yielded any hellbenders or signs of 

reproductive activity. A single adult male was captured with an active nest during a breeding

season rock lift survey in a site known to have been occupied in the early to mid-1990s 

(Lindberg and Soule 1991 , Blais 1996). No hellbenders of any age class and no signs of 

hellbender nests were observed using the additional survey methods. Overall catch per unit 

effort was 0.0011 hellbenders/person-hour for all methods combined, and 0.0012 

hellbenders/person-hour for rock lifting alone. When only rock lifting surveys in historically

occupied sites are considered, catch per unit effort increases to 0.0036 hellbenders/person-hour. 

Previous reports of hellbender surveys using the rock lifting method exist for several of 

the study sites, allowing for a comparison of hellbender capture rates over time (Table 3.7). In 

particular, the sites designated USUS3 and USUS4 in this study have been surveyed several 

times in the past. A single-day survey ( estimated based on an 8-hour work day) conducted by 

Lindberg and Soule (1991) at USUS3 resulted in the capture of 6 animals. By comparison, four 

separate days of surveying, totaling 80 person-hours of search effort, yielded only a single 

animal in the present study. In USUS4, Lindberg and Soule reported observing 11 animals 

during their 1991 survey, while survey efforts totaling 60 person-hours over three days yielded 

no hellbenders in recent surveys. Blais (1996) also conducted rock lifting surveys at these sites 

in 1994, reporting 25 hellbenders captured in 107.2 person-hours of survey effort. Quinn and 

Gibbs (2010) found only one hellbender during a single-day survey ofUSUS4 in 2008. 
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Table 3.6. Total catch per unit effort by method for the New York portion of the Susquehanna 
River watershed. Only sites with verified occurrence records were considered to be historic. 
Effort was measured in person-hours (PH), the combined time spent on the survey by all active 
searchers. 

All Sites Historic Sites 
Survey Method # of Effort Animals Catch per # of Effort Animals Catch per 

Sites (PH) found Effort Sites (PH) found Effort 
Rock Lifting 33 805 1 0.0012 6 280 1 0.0036 
Baited Nocturnal 4 56 0 0 4 56 0 0 
Camera Scoping 3 12 0 0 2 8 0 0 
Cobble/Gravel 3 52 0 0 2 28 0 0 
All Methods 34* 925 1 0.0011 7* 372 1 0.0027 

Table 3.7. Estimated catch per person-hour for previous surveys in the study area compared with 
current capture rates. *Lindberg and Soule (1991) and Quinn and Gibbs (2010) reported only 
number of searchers and date. Eight hours search times were assumed to estimate effort. 
Because multiple surveys were sometimes conducted on the same date, this likely represents an 
overestimation of actual search effort. **Blais (1996) reported combined effort and captures for 
both subpopulations on this stream, so current results from these sites were also combined to 
facilitate comparison. 

Past Surveys Current Survey 
Site ID Source Effort Animals Catch per Effort Animals Catch per 

(PH) found Effort (PH) found Effort 
USUS3 Soule and Lindberg 1991 16* 6 0.3750 80 1 .0125 
USUS4 Soule and Lindberg 1991 16* 11 0.6875 60 0 0 
USUS33 Soule and Lindberg 1991 16* 4 0.2500 18 0 0 
USUS3/4** Blais 1996 107.2 25 0.2231 140 1 0.0071 
CHNG3 Quinn and Gibbs 2010 16* 0 0 24 0 0 
USUS4 Quinn and Gibbs 2010 16* 1 .0625 60 0 0 

3.3.4 Environmental DNA 

Fifty-three sites, including 22 associated with historic reports of hellbender presence and 

31 anecdotal or newly-identified high-priority locations, were selected for eDNA testing on 17 

streams throughout the New York portion of the Susquehanna River drainage. An additional 

three sites were tested on a single stream in the French Creek region of the Allegheny River 

watershed - two historic locations and one with no previous record of hellbender occurrence. 

Due to its large size (925 meters in length), the newly-identified location was treated as two 
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separate sites, with water samples collected in the upstream and downstream segments of the 

stream reach (Table 3.7, Appendix F). 

Only six of the 32 sites with no previous verifiable records of hellbender occurrence 

tested positive for the presence of hellbender DNA (Table 3.8). One of these, located in the 

Chenango River watershed, was associated with an anecdotal report of a hellbender caught by a 

resident fishing in 1960 (Appendix C: Young Fishermen Land Real Prizes 1960). Another was 

the site of a recent streambank mitigation designed to create hellbender habitat (K. Gilbert, 

NYSDOT, personal communication). All six sites are located in close proximity to known 

historic locations. Twelve of the 24 historically-occupied sites tested had detectable amounts of 

hellbender DNA in the water. Many of these sites had been presumed extirpated since no 

hellbender sightings had been reported in over 20 years (Table 3.9). At two sites - one in the 

French Creek watershed and the other in the Upper Susquehanna - no hellbenders had been 

reported since the 1930s. 

In general, eDNA concentrations were lower across the Susquehanna basin sites than in 

the French Creek locations (Table 3 .10). All of the French Creek watershed sites yielded 

positive results for at least two of the three samples tested, and all but one had estimated DNA 

concentrations greater than 0.001 ng/µ1. Only 15 of the 53 sites tested across the Susquehanna 

region were positive, and of those only two had average estimated concentrations greater than 

0.001 ng/µ1. At five sites, two of three samples tested were negative, and seven sites had eDNA 

concentrations less than 0.0001 ng/ µ1. 
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Table 3.8. Distribution of environmental DNA (eDNA) sample locations across the study area. 
Sites were tested in all but one of the HUC8 watersheds associated with the Susquehanna River 
basin, and in the French Creek portion of the Allegheny River basin. Positive eDNA results 
were found in only five locations not historically associated with hellbender presence. Half of 
the historically-known sites tested were positive for the presence of hellbender DNA. *Sites with 
unsubstantiated anecdotal records were grouped with new locations. Only sites in the state 
Natural Heritage database or records with associated photos or specimens were considered 
historic. 

New Locations* Historic Sites* 
HUC8 Major Watershed Number of Number Number of Number 

Sites Tested Positive Sites Tested Positive 
Chemung Susquehanna 4 0 0 0 
Chenango Susquehanna 10 1 1 1 
Owego-Wappasening Susquehanna 1 0 1 0 
Tioga Susquehanna 0 0 0 0 
Upper Susquehanna Susquehanna 16 4 20 9 
Conewango Allegheny 0 0 0 0 
French Allegheny 1 2* 2 2 
Upper Allegheny Allegheny 0 0 0 0 
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Table 3.9. Date oflast reported occurrence of C. alleganiensis at all historic sites at which 
eDNA testing was conducted. Dates based on New York State Natural Heritage Program (2015) 
and Lindberg and Soule (1991). 

Site ID HUC8 Watershed Last Reported Occurrence eDNAResult 
CHNG2 Chenango 1998 Positive 
OWEGl Owego-W appasening 2005 Negative 
USUS3 Upper Susquehanna 1994 Positive 
USUS4 Upper Susquehanna 2011 Positive 
USUS15 Upper Susquehanna 1991 Positive 
USUS17 Upper Susquehanna 1992 Negative 
USUS18 Upper Susquehanna 1982 Negative 
USUS19 Upper Susquehanna 1935 Negative 
USUS20 Upper Susquehanna 1981 Positive 
USUS21 Upper Susquehanna 1981 Positive 
USUS22 Upper Susquehanna 1935 Negative 
USUS23 Upper Susquehanna 1935 Negative 
USUS24 Upper Susquehanna 1964 Negative 
USUS27 Upper Susquehanna 1982 Positive 
USUS28 Upper Susquehanna 1931 Negative 
USUS29 Upper Susquehanna 2007 Positive 
USUS30 Upper Susquehanna 2008 Negative 
USUS31 Upper Susquehanna 1935 Positive 
USUS32 Upper Susquehanna 1991 Negative 
USUS33 Upper Susquehanna 1991 Positive 
USUS35 Upper Susquehanna 1991 Negative 
USUS37 Upper Susquehanna 1991 Negative 
FRCH2 French Creek 1952 Positive 
FRCH3 French Creek 1937 Positive 
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Table 3.10. Quantitation from all sites with positive eDNA results . Three samples were 
collected from each site. For samples run in triplicate, only those with at least two positive 
results were considered positive. Only positive runs were used in determining average Cq 
(quantification cycle) and average starting quantity of DNA (ng/µl) . 

Site ID Major Watershed Site Type Positive Average Cq Average Starting 
Samples Quantity (ng/µl) 

CHNG2 Susquehanna Historic 2 40.50 4.08E-04 
CHNG13 Susquehanna Anecdotal 2 40.57 2.14E-03 
USUS3 Susquehanna Historic 2 42.26 l.31E-04 
USUS4 Susquehanna Historic 3 39.64 4.87E-05 
USUS15 Susquehanna Historic 2 38.60 6.l lE-04 
USUS16 Susquehanna Anecdotal 1 39.90 5.51E-05 
USUS20 Susquehanna Historic 2 39.24 2.36E-04 
USUS21 Susquehanna Historic 1 43.45 3.96E-05 
USUS25 Susquehanna Historic 2 38.47 l.27E-03 
USUS27 Susquehanna Historic 1 39.82 7.18E-05 
USUS29 Susquehanna Historic 1 41.31 4.37E-05 
USUS31 Susquehanna Historic 2 41.95 2.73E-05 
USUS33 Susquehanna Historic 1 39.27 3.81E-05 
USUS34 Susquehanna No Record 2 39.55 6.94E-04 
USUS36 Susquehanna No Record 2 41.10 6.64E-04 
FRCHlA Allegheny No Record 3 38.64 2.l 7E-03 
FRCHlB Allegheny No Record 3 39.58 l.60E-03 
FRCH2 Allegheny Historic 2 38.58 l.46E-03 
FRCH3 Allegheny Historic 3 41.19 4.34E-04 

3.4. Discussion 

3.4.1 Status and Distribution ofHellbenders in Poorly Studied Areas ofNew York 

Historically, research into hellbender populations in New York State has been largely 

limited to the Upper Allegheny watershed, which was known as hotspot for collectors in the 

1800s (see Chapter 2). Beginning in the 1930s, numerous studies have focused on documenting 

the extent of the species' distribution in this small portion of its range, and on examining the 

dynamics of these well-known populations over time (Bishop 1941 , Gottlieb 1991 , Bothner and 

Gottlieb 1991 , Foster et at. 2009, Jensen 2013 , Piecuch et al. 2016). In addition, several studies 
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have focused on the Upper Susquehanna and Chenango River watersheds (Lindberg and Soule 

1991 , Blais 1996, Quinn 2013). The remaining five watersheds - two in the Allegheny River 

basin and three in the Susquehanna River basin - have never previously been assessed for 

hellbender habitat or occupancy, and any populations that may exist in these areas have not been 

actively managed or monitored. The hellbender's recognition as a High Priority Species of 

Greatest Conservation Need by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 

(NYSDEC 2015) highlights the importance of documenting any unstudied population in these 

peripheral habitat areas. 

Although large numbers ofhellbenders have historically been reported from the lower 

reaches of French Creek in Pennsylvania (Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program 2015), 

hellbenders are not known to occur in the French Creek watershed within the confines of New 

York State (New York State Natural Heritage Program 2015). Records from the Pennsylvania 

Natural Heritage Program (2015) do not indicate any hellbender locations upstream of Union 

City, PA, where a dam constructed in 1970 (Johnson and Minnotte 1989) likely poses a 

substantial barrier to upstream movement from potential source populations in the lower region 

of the French Creek basin. However, the existence of two museum specimens ofhellbenders 

from French Creek in New York suggest that the species was present in the area during the mid-

1900s (Appendix C: CUMV Amphibian Collection #3414, CM Herps Collection #3031). 

The habitat for hellbenders in the New York portion of the French Creek basin is 

decidedly poor. Even the single stream identified by the model has having suitable habitat 

patches was marginal at best, with only a handful of locations with appropriate rock cover, and 

considerable sedimentation at every location visited. Despite the isolation and relatively low 

habitat quality of the Upper French Creek watershed, hellbender DNA was detected in water 
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samples from all three of the sites that were tested. Starting eDNA concentrations, which ranged 

from 0.000177 to 0.00428 ng/µl , were comparable to those reported in sites with low to 

moderate hellbender abundance (based on rock lifting surveys) in New York, Pennsylvania, and 

Virginia (Terrell et al. 2016). However, no hellbenders were found during rock lifting surveys, 

which were conducted at two of the three eDNA-positive sites, as well as a third site at which 

eDNA testing was not performed. 

Given the habitat conditions in the area and lack of apparent connections to potential 

source populations, the positive eDNA results obtained may indicate the presence of a small, 

remnant population in this watershed. Alternatively, hellbenders in this stream may be using 

different portions of the habitat, therefore being missed by traditional survey methods which 

focus on large cover rocks. Several studies tracking the post-release movement of captive-reared 

hellbenders determined that in addition to utilizing rock cover, they may seek shelter in bank 

crevices or under root masses and other objects along the bank area (Bodinof et al. 2011 , 

Burgmeier et al. 201 lb, Boemer 2014). Additional surveys focused on searching these less 

conventional cover types may improve hellbender detection in suboptimal habitat areas, such as 

those present in the Upper French Creek watershed. 

Unlike French Creek, several of the HUC8 watersheds associated with the 

Susquehanna River have been associated with previous hellbender occurrences. A few 

populations in the Upper Susquehanna have been regularly monitored since the early 1990s 

(Breisch 1990, Lindberg and Soule 1991 , Blais 1996, Quinn 2013), and a number of other 

occurrences have been noted from that watershed as well as the Chenango and Owego-

W appasening basins (New York Natural Heritage Program 2015). Suitable habitat was abundant 

in these areas, particularly on tributaries of the Susquehanna and Chenango Rivers. Although 
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habitat was much less abundant, contained fewer large rocks, and had higher sedimentation in 

the Chemung and Tioga watersheds, all five of the Susquehanna basin HUC8 watersheds 

appeared to be capable of supporting hellbender populations. 

Interestingly, despite a preponderance of apparently suitable sites, many of which had 

characteristics associated with high-quality habitat, the only streams in which hellbenders were 

detected were the four streams from which they were already known. It appears that the majority 

of apparently habitable sites have not supported hellbender populations at any point in the 

recorded environmental history of the region. One possible explanation for the absence of 

hellbenders in these sites is that they are, in fact, not habitable. Hellbenders are sensitive to a 

variety of physical and chemical parameters, and many of these are not evident with a cursory 

visual inspection of the habitat. For example, Pitt et al. (2017) found that the current presence of 

hellbenders in historically occupied sites in Pennsylvania was strongly related to conductivity. A 

second possible explanation for the lack of hellbender presence in sites that appear habitable may 

be these areas were simply never colonized. Netting (1932) and Hulse (1996) both speculated 

that hellbenders may have crossed from the Allegheny River watershed to the Susquehanna 

River basin during the course of a stream capture event. Given the species ' relatively low level 

of vagility, dispersal from an introduction site in Pennsylvania (where the two watersheds run 

closest to each other) to the upper reaches of the Susquehanna basin in New York would 

presumably have been a very slow process. Hellbenders may have colonized upstream areas in 

very small numbers, only taking hold in only a few locations. 

Hellbender populations in the Upper Susquehanna region appear to have undergone a 

substantial decline over the past several decades . Hellbender presence was detected at only 10 of 

the 22 historically-occupied sites at which eDNA - a 54.5% loss of inhabited sites. Of the 
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locations that tested negative, two had occurrences reported since 2000, and five were associated 

with reports in the 1980s or 1990s. Hellbenders had not been observed at the remaining sites 

since at least the 1960. In most cases, the last reports of occurrence date to the 1930s, at which 

time hellbenders were considered to be abundant in most of the known sites along the Upper 

Susquehanna and its tributaries (Bishop 1941). 

For those locations where hellbender eDNA was detected, populations are likely quite 

small. The extremely low capture success of rock lifting surveys supports the conclusion of 

population decline. A pair of sites in close proximity along a Susquehanna tributary stream 

provides a basis for direct comparison of capture success over time. These sites were surveyed 

on several occasions, with hellbender captures reported by every researcher: first in the early 

1991 (Lindberg and Soule 1991), again in 1994 (Blais 1996), and during present study. 

Although Lindberg and Soule did not provide measures of catch per unit effort, they did report 

number of searchers and indicated that each survey took place on a single day. Catch per person

hour was estimated for each site based on an 8-hour work day. Blais provided a measure of 

catch per effort, but pooled them, treating the two sites as a single unit. Catch per person-hour 

for the two sites combined declined over time, beginning with a value of 0.5313 hellbenders per 

person-hour in 1991 , dropping to 0.2231 hellbenders per person-hour in 1994, and totaling only 

0.0071 hellbenders/person-hour in the current study. Despite the seemingly large drop in values 

between 1991 and 1994, Blais actually reported more hellbenders than Lindberg and Soule (25 

versus 17), with the difference being due to the much larger amount of effort employed by Blais. 

However, only a single hellbender was captured in the current study despite a substantial 

increase in effort over all past survey efforts at the sites, and the use of additional survey 

techniques, including nocturnal searches, cobble searches, and nest scoping. 
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Environmental DNA concentrations may provide further support for the conclusion that 

the hellbender populations remaining in the Upper Susquehanna region are relatively small. 

DNA concentrations were very low at most locations, with average starting quantities ranging 

from a high value of 0.00214 ng/µl down to 0.0000273 ng/µ1. Only two locations had average 

starting quantities above 0.001 ng/µ1. Although several studies have found a relationship 

between eDNA concentration and measures of abundance (Takahara et al. 2012, Pilliod et al. 

2013 , Doi et al. 2017), it is unclear if this is the case for hellbenders. Spear et al. (2015) did not 

find a strong relationship between DNA concentration and hellbender density; however, Terrell 

et al. (2016) did detect a correlation using a larger sample set (which included the data presented 

here). 

It is likely that hellbenders in this region were already in decline by the 1990s and may 

never have been exceedingly abundant. For any given time period, past reports of hellbender 

sightings in the New York portion of the Susquehanna watershed are relatively low in number 

when compared with records from the Upper Allegheny region (New York Natural Heritage 

Program 2015) or from areas of Pennsylvania where hellbenders are known to be fairly abundant 

(Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program 2015). Catch per unit effort was rarely reported for 

hellbender studies in the 1980s or early 1990s, so few comparisons to other regions are available. 

Wheeler et al. (2003) reported average captures per sampling day during the 1980s and 1990s for 

several Missouri streams. Average single-day catch numbers for the 1980s ( 41. 6±5. 6 and 

40.2±7.79 for the Big Piney and Gasconade Rivers, respectively) equate to much higher catch 

per unit effort values than Blais (1996) experienced, even if a large number of person-hours per 

day are assumed. The Missouri numbers for the late 1990s were much lower (10.0±2.52 and 

5.6±1.56 for the same locations), but still higher than or equivalent to the catch rate reported by 
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Blais. Catch per unit effort values for surveys of the Upper Allegheny watershed in 2004 and 

2005 were also much higher than those reported during Blais 's study, with 0.427 hellbenders per 

person-hour reported by Foster et al. (2009). 

Hellbenders in the New York Susquehanna region face several ongoing issues which 

threaten their populations. Habitat loss, water quality issues, disease, and persecution by anglers 

and other recreational stream users affect hellbenders throughout their range (Mayasich et al. 

2003). The fungal disease Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd) has played a major role in 

global amphibian declines (Collins and Storfer 2003 , Skerratt et al. 2007), and is known to be 

widespread in hellbender populations from both the Allegheny and Susquehanna watersheds in 

Pennsylvania (Regester et al. 2012). The pathogen is also present in hellbenders from the Upper 

Allegheny watershed (Piecuch et al. 2016) and was detected from swabs taken from the single 

adult hellbender captured in this study in the Upper Susquehanna watershed. More research is 

needed to determine the extent of infection and impact on populations in the Upper Susquehanna 

region. 

Hellbenders in the Susquehanna River basin are also potentially threatened by the 

presence of the rusty crayfish (Orconectes rusticus) , an invasive species known for its aggressive 

nature and tendency to extirpate native crayfish and disrupt aquatic ecosystems (Olden et al. 

2006). Orconectes rusticus has established at high densities throughout the watershed, causing 

notable changes to the crayfish community (Kuhlmann and Hazelton 2007). During the current 

study, rusty crayfish were found at high densities in nearly all streams surveyed. At two 

locations, attempts to utilize a trapping method for hellbenders that was successful in the Upper 

Allegheny watershed (Foster et al. 2008) were abandoned due to the extremely high number and 

aggressive behavior of rusty crayfish in the traps. As many as 50 crayfish were present in a 
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single trap, and on several occasions, were observed feeding on what appeared to be the remains 

of fish that were tom apart after becoming trapped with them. Any hellbenders captured would 

most likely have been at risk of injury or death from the crayfish. Although hellbenders have 

been observed feeding on rusty crayfish (Cava et al. 2018), the impact of this invader on 

hellbender populations is currently unknown. 

In addition, the Susquehanna River basin is one of the most flood-prone watersheds in the 

United States (Chaouch et al. 2014). The Upper Susquehanna experienced record flooding in 

both 2006 (Suro et al. 2009) and 2011 (Lumia et al. 2014), with potentially devastating effects on 

hellbender populations. Although a lack of pre-flood data on population size or habitat 

characteristics make it impossible to determine the actual impact of these floods on hellbenders 

in the watershed, several property owners interviewed during this study described substantial 

changes to the stream habitat, in both depth and substrate size composition. Nickerson et al. 

(2007) describe a similar "storm of the century" in Tennessee that caused significant alterations 

to the stream bed and may have wiped out most hellbenders from the affected study site. As 

increasingly warm climate conditions are expected to increase the frequency of large flood 

events (Milly et al. 2002), the threat to hellbenders posed by these events should be investigated. 

3.4.2 Methods for Detecting Presence ofLow-density Hellbender Populations 

Detecting presence for species that are rare or particularly elusive is often extremely 

challenging. Rare species may be present at low densities across broad areas, or may be found in 

relatively high abundance in a few areas, but occupy only a small portion of the habitat available 

to them (Gaston 1994). For the areas examined in this study, both of these patterns were evident. 

In the French Creek watershed, very few patches of suitable habitat were located, but hellbender 

presence was detected at all locations tested. In the Susquehanna basin, however, habitat was 
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abundant and widespread, but no hellbenders appear to be present throughout the majority of that 

potentially habitable area. In sites where hellbenders were detected, they appear to be present in 

low numbers, based on the lack of reports by local anglers and the failure of targeted field 

surveys to locate any animals in most of these locations. 

The combination of methods used here to overcome the challenges posed by the rare and 

elusive nature ofhellbenders in the areas studied illustrates the benefits of a multi-faceted 

approach. In order to detect a species, you must first know where to look. In the cases of both 

French Creek and the majority of the tributaries of the Upper Susquehanna and Chemung Rivers, 

few to no previous efforts to determine the extent of suitable habitat have been untaken. Quinn 

et al. (2013) surveyed a number of tributary streams in two of the five Susquehanna HUC8 

watersheds, but limited their searches to areas with access points at bridges - a factor that may 

have eliminated many potential sites from their assessment. 

The use of a species distribution model to identify previously unknown patches of 

suitable habitat led directly to the identification of two occupied sites in the French Creek 

watershed and two previously unknown hellbender sites and large areas of unoccupied but 

suitable habitat in the Upper Susquehanna basin. Traditionally, hellbender populations have 

often been located through angler reports, or by identifying topographic features that are often 

associated with erosional zones that produce the type of rock habitat preferred by hellbenders 

(Lindberg and Soule 1991 , Foster et al. 2009, Quinn et al. 2013). Species distribution models 

have been quite successful for improving survey efforts for rare species (Guisan et al. 2006), and 

have been successfully used to assess factors related to hellbender occupancy in New York 

(Quinn et al. 2013) and West Virginia (Greathouse 2015). Application ofregional-scale SDM to 

guide survey efforts in areas where habitat has not been previously assessed has considerable 
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potential to improve surveys for hellbenders and other rare or elusive organisms. In addition, the 

use of SDM may lead to the discovery of highly suitable, but unoccupied, habitat that may have 

significant value for species restoration or augmentation programs. 

While SDM may help with the location of suitable habitat and thus new occurrences, the 

issue of poor detection in low-density populations requires a different approach. In general, 

wildlife survey methods may vary in their effectiveness with habitat type or season, particularly 

for rare or elusive species (Vine et al. 2009), and observer experience may affect the likelihood 

of detecting species presence at low densities (Fitzpatrick et al. 2009). For hellbenders, a 

combination ofmethods is often most effective for ensuring that all age classes are detected 

(Nickerson et al. 2003 , Foster et al. 2008). However, only a single hellbender was physically 

observed in any of the sites surveyed during this study despite the use of multiple field methods. 

Searches of cobble habitat, which have been successful for locating larval and juvenile 

hellbenders in other parts of the range (Foster et al. 2008, Foster et al. 2009, Unger et al. 2013), 

yielded no results in the Susquehanna basin sites where they were employed. It is unknown 

whether this is indicative of a lack ofjuvenile age classes at these sites, or if young hellbenders 

are using a different portion of the habitat as cover. Hellbenders of all age classes have been 

found utilizing other cover types, including root masses, bank crevices, logs, and holes in 

bedrock (Peterson 1987, Nickerson and Krysko 2003 , Burgmeier et al. 201 lb, Bodinof et al. 

2012, Boemer 2014). Lindberg and Soule (1991) speculated that hellbenders in the upper 

reaches of the Susquehanna River watershed used these habitats extensively, and suggested 

trapping as a more effective means of hellbender capture. However, the high numbers of Rusty 

Crayfish, along with their aggressive nature, make trapping a poor option at this time. 
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The use of eDNA has been shown to improve species detection as compared to traditional 

survey methods, particularly at low densities (Jerde et al. 2011 , Dejean et al. 2012, Janosik and 

Johnston 2015). Recognition of eDNA as an effective method for verifying hellbender presence 

has increased in recent years (Olson et al. 2012, Santas et al. 2013 , Spear et al. 2015 , Terrell et 

al. 2016, Pitt et al. 2017, Takahashi et al. 2017). Spear et al. (2015) reported positive eDNA 

results for 12 sites where rock lifting failed to locate any hellbenders. Although eDNA is likely 

to be more sensitive to hellbender presence than any of the field methods currently used for the 

species, its limitations must be considered. Many factors can influence DNA concentration in 

stream water samples, including flow rate (Jane et al. 2015), season (Goldberg et al. 2011 , Spear 

et al. 2015), and temperature and light conditions affecting the rate of DNA degradation (Pilliod 

et al. 2014). For hellbenders, DNA concentrations in stream water sample appear to increase 

significantly during the fall breeding season as compared to other times of year (Spear et al. 

2015 , Takahashi et al. 2017). 

The potential for false results - either positive or negative - must also be taken into 

account when interpreting the results of eDNA studies. The high sensitivity of the assay for 

small amounts of target DNA make cross-contamination make false positives a real concern, and 

the importance of rigorous cleaning standards and the use of negative controls in eDNA studies 

is widely recognized (Darling and Mahon 2011 , Thomsen and Willerslev 2015). Spear et al. 

(2015) found that hellbender DNA was present on wetsuits and sampling equipment, 

highlighting the importance of implementing thorough decontamination protocols. False 

negative results also may be common in eDNA surveys, often due to PCR inhibition (Thomsen 

and Willerslev 2015). However, recent eDNA surveys performed in known hellbender sites 

have indicated a low incidence of false negatives (Spear et al. 2015 , Terrell et al. 2016, 
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Takahashi et al. 2017). Regardless, the possibility of imperfect detection necessitates cautious 

interpretation of negative eDNA results as definitive indicators of absence. 

Another major limitation of eDNA is that, at present, it is not a reliable means of 

estimating abundance (Buxton et al. 2017), nor can it provide any indication of the health or 

demographic structure of a population. Changing environmental conditions make meaningful 

comparisons of eDNA concentrations between sites or time periods difficult. More information 

is needed about how different environmental conditions affect the production, degradation, and 

detection of eDNA (Lodge et al. 2012, Pilliod et al. 2013). Despite these limitations, however, 

there can be little doubt that eDNA outperforms traditional field surveys for the detection of low

density hellbender populations, particularly in areas that pose challenges to the search process, 

such as deep water, unliftable rock substrate, and an abundance of root masses, bank crevices, or 

other alternative cover types. The results of this study support the conclusion of Spear et al. 

(2015) that eDNA is more effective than traditional rock lifting and snorkeling methods for 

confirming hellbender presence. Because eDNA testing requires only a water sample, it causes 

no disturbance to hellbender habitat and allows for the survey of large areas in relatively short 

time periods. Particularly when guided by species distribution models and historical accounts of 

hellbender occurrences, eDNA has the potential to greatly enhance our understanding of 

hellbender distribution across the species ' range. 
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Chapter 4: Historical evidence for a recent range expansion in the Eastern Hellbender 
(Cryptobranchus alleganiensis) 

4.1 Introduction 

Changes in historical distribution patterns, such as vicariance events or range expansions, 

have significant implications for the ecological and evolutionary development of a species. 

Understanding these past processes is an important aspect of wildlife conservation and 

management. It is well-established that humans transported both plants and animals across 

landscapes throughout prehistoric and early historic periods (Anderson 1952, Kirch 1982, 

Grayson 2001 , Anderson 2009, Ahlgren et al. 2016, Boivin 2017). In the absence of historic 

accounts or archaeological data, it can therefore be difficult to definitively determine whether 

populations in disjunct portions of a species' range are native to those locations. Although there 

is not widespread agreement on how to definitively classify organisms as native or nonnative 

(Colautti and Macisaac 2004), here I will adopt a classification based on human intervention in 

which nonnative species are those that have been introduced beyond their native range as a direct 

or indirect result of human action (Jeschke et al. 2014). Carlton (1996) introduced the term 

"cryptogenic species" to describe species of uncertain origin (i.e. native or nonnative), and 

highlighted both the potentially large number of species which may have cryptogenic 

backgrounds and the biological consequences of failing to recognize this . 

A variety of methods have emerged to shed light on the origins of cryptogenic species. 

Distribution and dispersal modeling (Dawson et al. 2005), phylogeography and molecular 

techniques (Burridge et al. 2007, Blakeslee et al. 2008, Hamilton et al 2010, O'Brien et al. 2015), 

and archaeogenetics (Nikulina and Schmolcke 2015) have all proven useful for identifying non-

native populations, tracking invasion routes, and verifying historic dispersal or vicariance events. 

In addition, historical ecology has the potential to offer considerable insight into past 
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distributional changes (Clavero and Villero 2014). Comparison of historical sources with 

modem occurrence data have been used to detect range shifts in both plants and animals (Tingley 

and Beissinger 2009). Archival records have been combined with other information sources, 

such as archaeological specimens and population genetic analyses to sort out issues of past 

distribution and clarify a species' status as native or nonnative to a particular region (Beebee et 

al. 2005 , Metcalf et al. 2012, Clavero et al. 2016). 

The Eastern Hellbender (Cryptobranchus alleghaniensis alleganiensis) is a fully-aquatic 

salamander known to inhabit the Mississippi and Susquehanna River watersheds (Behler and 

King 1998). Hellbenders have a widespread distribution throughout the Mississippi River 

portion of their range, with populations recorded from numerous tributaries of the Ohio, 

Tennessee, and Missouri River systems ranging from New York to Georgia and west to 

Missouri. A second subspecies of hellbender, C. a. bishopi, extends the range into the Ozark 

Mountain region of Arkansas and Missouri (Mayasich et al. 2003). Although their numbers have 

declined across much of their range in the past several decades (Wheeler et al. 2003 , Foster et al. 

2009, Burgmeier et al. 201 la), hellbenders were known to be quite abundant historically

particularly in parts of the Allegheny and Ohio watersheds (Harlan 1825, Townsend et al. 1882, 

Green 1935, Bishop 1941 , Swanson 1948, Peterson 1987, Mayasich et al. 2003). Their 

distribution within the Susquehanna basin, however, is much more limited. They have only been 

reported from a relatively small number of Susquehanna tributaries ( see Chapter 3 ), and have 

rarely been observed in high abundances outside the region of the West Branch Susquehanna 

watershed in Pennsylvania (Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program 2015). 

The origin of hellbender populations in the Susquehanna River basin has been the subject 

of speculation for many years. In his discussion of the amphibians of Pennsylvania, Surface 
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(1913) described the native range of the hellbender as encompassing "the Ohio Valley and 

southward." He speculated that to enter streams east of the Alleghenies, the hellbender 

"probably merely followed down the streams from the central part of the State [Pennsylvania] , 

having crossed the divide at an elevated swamp." Netting (1932) suggested that the hellbender 

may have travelled to the Susquehanna River via stream capture, a geological process during 

which a stream is diverted from its own bed and flows into a neighboring system. In this case, 

he believed that a headwater stream of the Allegheny River watershed was captured by the 

Susquehanna basin, bringing with it the hellbender and other species, including the Blanding' s 

Turtle (Emydoidea blandingii) and Map Turtle (Graptemys geographica). Netting, who was 

curator of amphibian and reptile specimens at the Carnegie Museum in Pennsylvania, posed this 

as one of several hypotheses to explain the discontinuous distribution of species common in the 

Allegheny River but also found in the Susquehanna basin. Hulse (1996) also posed stream 

capture as an explanation for the presence ofhellbenders in the Susquehanna watershed. 

However, no evidence has ever been examined to determine whether or not hellbenders are, in 

fact, a relatively recent arrival to the Susquehanna. 

Two major mechanisms can generally be invoked to explain the origin of spatially 

disjunct distributions : vicariance, in which the continuous range of ancestral forms is divided by 

environmental or geological events, and dispersal, in which the distribution is caused by 

movement across a geographic barrier (Ronquist 1997). In addition to the Susquehanna River 

watershed, hellbenders have been found in several locations that are outside their largest area of 

contiguous habitat, including the Coosawatee River system (part of the Mobile Bay watershed) 

in Georgia (Albanese et al. 2011), and the Savannah River watershed (part of the Atlantic basin) 

in South Carolina (Neill 1957). Fossil remains of Cryptobranchid salamanders were also found 
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at paleontological sites on tributaries of the Potomac River. Although these bones were 

originally classified as belonging to a closely-related species known as Cryptobranchus guildayi, 

re-examination of the specimens determined they are in fact conspecific with C. alleganiensis , 

thus implying that the prehistoric range ofhellbenders may have included the Potomac River 

watershed (Bredehoeft and Schubert 2015). 

The objective of this study was to examine the available historical evidence relating to 

the origins of hellbender populations in the Susquehanna River watershed. Through the use of 

historical, archaeological, and paleontological sources, including specimen records, natural 

history texts, scientific articles, newspapers, and other popular print media sources, I aim to 

identify the earliest records ofhellbenders in the Susquehanna drainage and seek evidence to 

support or refute the hypothesis of a recent introduction by stream capture (Netting 1932, Hulse 

1996) or other means. Improving our knowledge of the historical relationship between 

hellbender populations in the Mississippi and Susquehanna River watersheds will fill a key 

knowledge gap about this species and have important implications for ongoing conservation 

planning. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Study Area 

This study focuses primarily on the portion of the hellbender' s range surrounding the 

division between the Mississippi and Susquehanna River basins - a region encompassing 

tributaries of the Allegheny, Monongahela, Ohio, and Susquehanna Rivers in New York, 

Pennsylvania, and Maryland (Figure 4.1). Examination of the spatial and temporal distribution 

of hellbender sightings throughout the history of this region will highlight patterns of spread that 

may have occurred as a result of a range expansion. In addition, archaeological and 
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paleontological records of Cryptobranchus remains were examined throughout the known range 

of C. a. alleganiensis (the Ozark region inhabited only by C. a. bishopi was not included), and in 

areas outside the current range in all states where hellbenders have ever been known to occur 

(Figure 4.2). Examination of hellbender distribution over this wider area in prehistoric and early 

historic times will illustrate potential range contractions from a wider prehistoric range. 

Figure 4.1. Area of interest for historical (1650-1999) occurrence of C. a. alleganiensis , 
including all tributaries of the Ohio River (brown) and Susquehanna River (green) in New York, 
Pennsylvania, and Maryland. This region includes the headwaters of both major river systems, 
and includes the entirety of the region dividing the two basins. Examination of historical 
accounts of hellbender occurrences in this region will highlight patterns of spread that may 
indicate historic range expansion. Watersheds are displayed at the HUC8 scale. 
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Figure 4.2. Area of interest for archaeological and paleontological occurrence of 
Cryptobranchus, including all states in which hellbenders have been reported: Alabama, 
Arkansas, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, New York, North 
Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. The dark 
brown area indicates the Susquehanna River watershed. The light brown areas indicate portions 
of the Mississippi River basin currently known to contain populations of C. a. alleganiensis. 
Examination of prehistoric accounts of hellbender occurrences in this region will highlight any 
potential range contractions that may have occurred in this species. 

4.2.2 Historical Occurrence Records and Range 

Information on location-specific occurrence and relative abundance for the time period 

ranging from 1650-1999 was collected using internet-available records, including newspapers, 

natural history texts, memoirs, journals, and travelogues, periodicals, books, and scientific 

articles (see Chapter 2 for a complete discussion of search methods, Appendix A for a list of 

databases, Appendix B for search terms used, and Appendix C for a complete list of historical 
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sources). Historic hellbender occurrences of were mapped using ArcGIS 10.2 in 50-year time 

blocks. Because fewer than five records were dated prior to 1800, these were grouped into the 

first time block (pre1800-1849). County-level human population records for each time period 

were obtained from the Historic County Boundaries and Total Population, United States dataset 

created by the Minnesota Population Center as part of the National Historical Geographic 

Information Systems (NHGIS) project (Manson et al. 2017). Since population data were not 

available for all years, and county boundaries changed from year to year, population records 

from the first year of each time period were utilized. Hellbender occurrence records were 

mapped over human population density, which was calculated for each county in each time 

period using the ArcGIS field calculator. 

In order to determine the extent of the hellbender's distribution in each time period, 

information on the general range of the hellbender was also collected from each historical 

source. Range descriptions were classified as 1) present in Mississippi basin, 2) absent in 

Mississippi basin, 3) rare in Mississippi basin, 4) present in Susquehanna basin, 5) absent in 

Susquehanna basin, and 6) rare in Susquehanna basin. A single source could provide multiple 

descriptors . Descriptions of hellbender occupation in any of the major Mississippi tributaries, 

including the Allegheny, Ohio, and Tennessee River systems, were grouped together under the 

larger heading of the Mississippi River watershed. Rarity in a watershed, which may be 

indicative of a population expanding into new areas or one that is in decline, was determined 

based on the range description. Phrases such as "rare," "occasionally found," or "almost 

unknown from" were interpreted as indicators that hellbenders were present but not common in a 

particular part of the range. Range data was collected for all sources predating 1975. By the 

mid-1970s, scientific study of hellbender populations was well underway and their presence in 
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the both the Mississippi and Susquehanna River basins was well-established (Nickerson and 

Mays 1973). 

4.2.3 Archaeological and Paleontological Evidence 

An internet search was conducted to locate archaeological and paleontological sources 

containing complete faunal analyses. Because the bones of small animals often do not survive 

for long periods of time and many archaeological analyses focus primarily on larger species that 

provided food, herpetofauna are often not included in archaeofaunal descriptions, or are grouped 

under a generic category such as "fish or turtle" (Olsen 1968). In order to locate records that 

included the appropriate level of identification detail, various combinations of search terms were 

used, including the common and scientific names not only of the hellbender, but also of several 

common amphibian species, including the bullfrog (Rana catesbieana/Lithobates catesbieanus) 

and American Toad (Buja americanus/Anaxyrus americanus) and several common amphibian 

genera (Rana/Lithobates, Plethodon, Bufo/Anaxyrus, and Ambystoma). A complete list of search 

terms can be found in Appendix G. Searches were performed using general internet search 

engines (Google, Yahoo) and scientific search engines and databases (Google Scholar, Web of 

Science, Jstor). 

For each list of faunal remains found to include amphibians identified to genus or 

species, the following information was recorded: 1) Cryptobranchus presence or absence, 2) 

approximate date of bones/fossils found at the site, 3) approximate location of the site, 4) 

watershed the site falls within, and 5) whether the location is within the current range of C. a. 

alleganiensis. Sites were classified as archaeological if the herpetofaunal assemblage was 

associated with human activity, and paleontological if it was not. Historical and archaeological 
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records were visually represented using ArcGIS 10.2. Because many archeological and 

paleontological site locations are not disclosed to the public, location was estimated based on site 

description when precise coordinates were not provided. Locations were mapped against the 

current range of C. a. alleganiensis, created using 10-digit Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC 10) 

watershed boundaries and modem records of hellbender distribution (Mayasich 2003). 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Historical Evidence 

A total of 78 historical sources describing the general range of the hellbender were 

obtained, with publication dates ranging from 1805-1970 (Table 4.1 ; Appendix C). No source in 

any time period refers to hellbenders as being absent or rare from the Mississippi basin, and its 

abundance in Mississippi tributaries - particularly the Allegheny and Ohio watersheds - was 

often mentioned. For the Susquehanna River basin, however, a pattern of increasing recognition 

of hellbender presence over time was apparent. Of the three pre-1825 sources, none recognized 

the hellbender as an inhabitant of the Susquehanna, and two sources described the species as 

being absent in that drainage. The earliest account of a hellbender occurrence in the 

Susquehanna, published in 1874, claims that the species was "almost entirely unknown to waters 

of the Susquehanna" but common in streams of the Allegheny mountains until the capture of a 

hellbender in approximately 1830 at Sinnemahoning Creek- a headwater tributary of the West 

Branch Susquehanna River (marked with a star in figure 4.3A). Following this first known 

sighting of the species in the watershed, it is described as increasing in numbers and moving 

downstream, until it was "taken at York Furnace [ about 13 miles upstream of the Maryland 

border] in the summer of 1873" (Taylor 1874). By the early 1900s, most sources acknowledged 

the presence ofhellbenders in the Susquehanna River, but several still described them as rare 
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(Jackson 1860, Pennsylvania Department of Fisheries 1906, Davis 1925), particularly in areas 

outside the West Brach Susquehanna, where they were reported to be quite common by that time 

(West Branch Alligators 1893). It wasn't until after 1950 that the Susquehanna was mentioned 

without the caveat ofhellbenders being a rare organism there, and even through the 1960s some 

sources considered the hellbender to be primarily a denizen of the Allegheny region. 

Table 4.1. Description of Eastern Hellbender range provided by a variety of formal and informal 
scientific sources from 1800 to 1974. By 1975, the range of the hellbender was well-established 
as potentially including all major tributaries of the Mississippi and Susquehanna basins. Note 
that a single source may contain information about both watersheds. N = number of sources per 
time period. 

Allegheny/Ohio/Mississippi Susquehanna 
N Present Rare Absent Present Rare Absent 

1800-1824 3 3 0 0 0 0 2 
1825-1849 8 7 0 0 1 1 0 
1850-1874 7 6 0 0 2 1 0 
1875-1899 27 25 0 0 2 1 1 
1900-1924 19 16 0 0 3 2 0 
1925-1949 8 6 0 0 3 2 0 
1950-1974 6 6 0 0 4 0 0 
Total 78 69 0 0 15 7 3 

Visualization of the spatial distribution ofhistoric hellbender reports over time indicates a 

pattern of spread throughout the Susquehanna basin from locations in the West Branch and lower 

Susquehanna regions (Figure 4.3). The earliest reports encountered in the historic literature 

(indicated by the black markers in Figure 3A) were from the Allegheny River watershed and pre

date the formal discovery of the species (Sonnini and Latreille 1801 , Michaux 1805) and its 

subsequent scientific naming (Daudin 1803). The oldest point, dating to approximately 1653, 

refers to the observation of a single unknown animal on French Creek- a tributary of the 

Allegheny River - made by Pierre Esprit Radisson during his "captivity voyage" with the 

Mohawks of Eastern New York. Radisson described a dark-colored animal with a two-foot long 
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body, wide head and neck, 4 feet, small nose at the tip of the head, and a tail. Although it cannot 

be certain this description was of a hellbender, no other animal known to be found in the French 

Creek watershed fits this description well (Wykoff 1995). A second pre-1800 sighting was 

reported by naturalist John Bartram at the Ohio River in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania in 1763. He 

described it as a "small alligator" with a "flat proboscis" and believed it to be a new genus of 

"water lizard" (Darlington 1849). 

All other reports originated after the hellbender was formally known to science, and so 

are more specific in terms of species identification. From the period ranging from 1800-1849, 

two additional encounters were reported in the Allegheny and Ohio watersheds - approximately 

a dozen animals captured in a relatively uninhabited portion of the Allegheny region ofNew 

York and 34 hellbenders taken near Pittsburgh. During the same time frame, three reports were 

made in the Susquehanna watershed, each of only a single animal. No Susquehanna observation 

was found that predated the ca. 1830 Sinnemahoning animal reported by Taylor (1874). Both of 

the other pre-1850 sightings occurred on the lower reaches of the Susquehanna River near 

Columbia, Pennsylvania between 1844 and 1849. 

During each successive time period, reports ofhellbenders became more numerous and 

widespread. The pattern of spread, however, appears to differ considerably between the two 

major watersheds in both the distribution of points and numbers of animals reported (Figure 4.3 

B-D). In tributaries of the Mississippi River, reports often indicated multiple animals captured 

together, frequently in the context of scientific collection. Hellbenders sightings ranged 

throughout the Allegheny, Ohio, and Monongahela subbasins, with the largest concentrations of 

reports coming from areas with the highest human populations, such as Pittsburgh and Meadville 

in Pennsylvania, and Olean in New York. In the Susquehanna watershed, nearly all hellbender 
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reports before 1900 occurred in the lower reaches of the Susquehanna River and on the West 

Branch (near the initial report from the Sinnemahoning region), and all reports indicate 

observation of only a single animal. Only three hellbender occurrences were reported upstream 

of the confluence of the main stem Susquehanna with the West Branch before 1900, and 

hellbenders were not reported from the upper reaches of the river in New York until the 1920s 

despite significant human habitation in the areas around Binghamton and Oneonta. 

Human Population 
Density (# per km2)A 

0.05 

---•----•--• • 800.00 

Estimated munber 
of hellbenders 

•
• 1 

••• 
1000 

Figure 4.3. Location and relative abundance ofhellbenders reported in historic documents from 
(A) <1800-1849, (B) 1850-1899, (C) 1900-1949, and (D) 1950-1999. Main rivers in the 
Allegheny/Ohio basin are shown in blue, and the Susquehanna River is shown in red. Size of 
location marker indicates number ofhellbenders reported. Shape of marker indicates watershed 
(Mississippi basin: Circle, Susquehanna Basin: Square). Background color indicates population 
density (Manson et al. 2017). Starred location in 3A represents the point of the first reported 
hellbender in the Susquehanna watershed, in Sinnemahoning Creek ca. 1830. 
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Overall, hellbenders appear to have always been more widespread and more numerous in 

the Allegheny and Ohio River regions of the Mississippi basin than in the Susquehanna (Table 

4.2). For all time periods, the estimated number ofhellbenders reported and average number of 

animals per report were higher for the Mississippi tributaries. For all time periods except 1850-

1899, these streams also had a greater number ofreports and exceeded the Susquehanna basin 

streams in the maximum number of animals reported in a single event. During the late 1800s, 

several instances were recorded oflarge numbers ofhellbenders taken together, usually on 

catfish lines, in the West Branch Susquehanna or its tributaries (West Branch Alligators 1893). 

However, the total number of animals reported from 1850-1899 was still highest in the 

Mississippi portion of the study area - 3 24 individuals, compared with 213 reported from the 

Susquehanna - despite those large West Branch captures. 

Table 4.2. Summary ofhellbenders reported in historical documents, by watershed and time 
period. MISS: Mississippi River tributaries, including the Allegheny, Ohio, and Monongahela 
Rivers. SUSQ: Susquehanna River watershed 

<1800 - 1849 1850 - 1899 1900 - 1949 1950 - 1999 

MISS SUSQ MISS SUSQ MISS SUSQ MISS SUSQ 

No. of Reports 6 3 17 26 71 53 61 59 

Est. No . of Animals 48 3 324 213 2290 538 542 340 

Average Animals/Report 8.00 1.00 19.06 8.19 32.25 10.15 8.89 5.76 

Highest Single Report 34 1 100 165 750 250 152 52 

4.3.2 Archaeological Evidence 

A total of 46 archaeological sites with complete faunal analyses were found within the 

current known range of C. a. alleganiensis: 37 in the major tributaries of the Mississippi River 

basin, including the Allegheny, Ohio, Monongahela, and Tennessee watersheds, and 9 in the 

Susquehanna River system. An additional six paleontological deposits were found with 
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amphibian assemblages identified: four in the Mississippi and two in the Susquehanna watershed 

(Figure 4.4; Table 4.3). Additional faunal analyses were examined from 19 archaeological and 

10 paleontological sites outside the hellbender's present known range, but within states it is 

currently known to inhabit. The majority of sites (75 .6%) within portions of the Mississippi 

basin that are currently part of the hellbender's range did contain identifiable Cryptobranchus 

remains-usually in the form of vertebral bones. However, none of the faunal analyses for the 11 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

.,• 
• • -• 

it 

Figure 4.4. Archaeological and paleontological sites containing hellbender remains. The darker brown 
area indicates the Susquehanna River drainage. The larger light brown area represents the portion of the 
Mississippi River basin in which hellbenders (Cryptobranchus alleganiensis alleganiensis) are currently 
known to occur. Lightly shaded areas indicate portions of the Mississippi basin in which C. a. 

alleganiensis are not known to occur. Green markers indicate that C. a. alleganiensis remains were 
identified at the site. Blue indicates no hellbender remains were identified. Circles denote archaeological 
sites, and triangles indicate paleontological sites. Site details and sources can be found in Appendix H. 
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Susquehanna watershed sites identified any artifacts as Cryptobranchus specimens. By 

comparison, of the 29 archaeological and paleontological sites outside the known hellbender 

range with faunal records including reptile and amphibian species, seven sites (24 .1 % ) contained 

hellbender remains. Five sites in the Potomac River watershed contained Pleistocene fossils of 

C. alleganiensis (previously identified as C. guildayi) (Hubbard and Grady 2001 , Bredehoeft 

2010), one site in the lower reaches of the Mississippi River contained bones from a single C. 

alleganiensis specimen (Kassabaum 2014), and a site in the Mobile River watershed in Alabama 

contained two bone fragments identified as coming from a hellbender (Lovett 2010). 

Table 4.3. Summary of Cryptobranchus identified from archaeological and paleontological 
faunal records. 

Region Total Sites Cryptobranchus Present Percent Present 

Mississippi 41 31 75 .6 

Susquehanna 11 0 0 

Out of Range 29 7 24.1 

4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 The Prehistoric Range ofthe Hellbender: Archaeological and Paleontological Evidence 

The archaeological and paleontological evidence examined supports the hypothesis that 

hellbenders are a relatively recent arrival to the Susquehanna River system. Fossil specimens 

and archaeological remains provide the earliest available evidence pertaining to the hellbender's 

prehistoric range. The majority of sites for which amphibian remains had been identified to 

genus or species level were found in the Mississippi River basin, particularly in the region along 

the Appalachian highlands, including the Monongahela, Upper Ohio, and Upper Tennessee River 

valleys. Although the absence of Cryptobranchus from the identified faunal remains does not 

necessarily indicate absence from the location, it seems unlikely that in all 11 locations, 
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Cryptobranchus remains would have been fully destroyed or overlooked. Furthermore, remains 

at several Susquehanna sites were examined by paleontologist John Guilday (Guilday and 

Bender 1958, Guilday et al. 1962, Guilday et al. 1964, Guilday and Parmalee 1965), who 

identified Cryptobranchus bones at numerous sites throughout the Mississippi watershed and 

was quite familiar with the species. 

Although the hellbender appears to have been absent from the Susquehanna watershed in 

prehistoric and early historic times, there is evidence that the species ' range has undergone a 

contraction. Pleistocene deposits from the Potomac watershed in West Virginia, Maryland, and 

Virginia appear to indicate that Cryptobranchus was likely found in this region at that time 

(Hubbard and Grady 2001 , Bredehoeft 2010). Five of the seven Pleistocene faunal assemblages 

from the Potomac River basin contained identifiable hellbender remains. Only two additional 

locations outside the known range of C. a. alleganiensis included the species among their faunal 

remains. The first - an archaeological site along the Lower Mississippi River in southern 

Mississippi - could indicate that hellbenders were once found lower in the Mississippi drainage 

than they are today. However, with only a single specimen recorded (Kassabaum 2014), it is 

equally possible that hellbenders were transported to that location by humans, or that animals 

occasionally were washed down into the lower reaches of the Mississippi by floodwaters. The 

second instance of hellbender remains reported outside the known range comes from an 

archeological site on Pine Barren Creek in the Mobile River watershed in Alabama. Although no 

other prehistoric or historic records were found for this region, a modem survey in Georgia 

discovered hellbenders in the Coosawattee River System (Albanese 2011 ). Both the 

Coosawattee and Pine Barren Creek ultimately flow to the Mobile River via the Alabama River. 
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It is unknown whether hellbenders entered this watershed through stream capture, human 

intervention, or some other mechanism. 

4.4.2 Historic Spread ofHellbenders in the Susquehanna River Basin 

The historical records examined for this study indicate that hellbenders have been 

widespread throughout the Allegheny and Upper Ohio River region since the earliest written 

accounts were produced. Naturalists such as John Bartram (Darlington 1849), Andre Michaux 

(Michaux 1805), and Benjamin Smith Barton (1812), who explored the Allegheny Mountains, 

referred to hellbenders ( or "river alligators") in their writings during the 1700s and early 1800s. 

Maximilian, Prince of Wied (1906) led an expedition through the North American interior in the 

1830s and reported seeing large numbers of the "great Alleghany salamander" in the waters 

surrounding Pittsburgh. As knowledge of the hellbender spread after its formal scientific 

description (Daudin 1803 ), the Allegheny region became a hotspot for collectors. By the mid-

1800s, large numbers ofhellbenders were being taken for scientific research and commercial 

collection (represented by the large green dots in Figure 4.3). Many of these animals were 

transported long distances for research and education, and others were sold as food in cities 

along the east coast (see Chapter 2 for a more complete discussion of the commercial demand for 

hellbenders). 

The Susquehanna watershed, however, shows a very different pattern of historical 

sightings in comparison. Early explorers of the region did not report them in their accounts. 

John Bartram, who in 1762 wrote about the "alligators" found near Pittsburgh and speculated 

that they belonged to a previously undiscovered genus (Darlington 1849), had journeyed over 

parts of the Susquehanna River and West Branch in 1743 (Hoffman and Van Home 2004). Had 
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Bartram observed hellbenders in the Susquehanna, surely he would have mentioned this in his 

later correspondence about this "new genus" of "water lizard." 

No account of any type could be located that predated the Sinnemahoning Creek report 

ca. 1830 (Taylor 1874). Approximately 10 years later, reports ofhellbenders captured while 

fishing began to occur in the Susquehanna River below Harrisburg and by 1854 they were 

reported all the way downstream at the mouth of the Susquehanna River on Chesapeake Bay. By 

the late 1800s, the pattern of sightings appears to follow the river system upstream, both in the 

Juniata River, which meets the Susquehanna River about 15 miles upstream of Harrisburg, 

Pennsylvania, and on the main stem Susquehanna River. By the 1880s, sightings were being 

reported on the Susquehanna's North Branch, and hellbenders were known to as far upstream as 

the Wilkes-Barre area, about 65 miles from the confluence of the main stem Susquehanna with 

the West Branch. By the 1920s, hellbenders were captured in the upper reaches of the 

Susquehanna River and its tributaries in New York. At approximately the same time, they were 

becoming extremely numerous in the West Branch of the Susquehanna River. Several 

publications from the late 1800s describe them as a nuisance to fisherman, and relate stories of 

tens or even of hundreds of animals encountered in a single fishing event. By the 1930s, a 

variety of sportsmen's groups and state agencies were sponsoring hellbender hunts, and bounties 

were offered in an attempt to reduce their numbers or eradicate them entirely (see Chapter 2). 

Considering the distribution of the human population in relation to historic hellbender 

sighting reports further illustrates the difference in the pattern of occurrences between the two 

major watersheds (Figure 4.3). In the Allegheny region, hellbenders were first reported from the 

most populated areas, including Pittsburgh and Olean. In the Susquehanna, the earliest report -

the Sinnemahoning record- comes from an area that had a very small human population in the 
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1800s. The next set of reports, coming from the Harrisburg area, were associated with a larger 

human population. However, as reports spread upstream throughout the watershed, the timing 

does not seem to coincide with the growth of the human population. For example, Harrisburg, 

PA, where hellbender sightings were relatively common in the late 1800s, was one of the 100 

largest cities in the United States in 1890, with a population of approximately 39,000 (US 

Census Bureau 1998). The same year, Binghamton, New York was also one of the largest cities, 

although slightly smaller than Harrisburg with just over 35 ,000 people. Scranton, Pennsylvania, 

was a much larger city, with over 75 ,000 people in 1890. However, no hellbenders were 

reported in Scranton until 1900, and they do not appear in records for the New York reaches of 

the drainage until the 1920s. When hellbenders were first reported in that region, it was in 

relatively unpopulated areas of Chenango and Otsego counties. Therefore, the pattern of 

movement upstream from points along the West Branch and Lower Susquehanna appears to 

follow the river system, and not the spread of the human population through the region. This is 

in clear contrast to sightings in the Allegheny region, which were widespread in all time periods, 

with more frequent sightings in places where they were more humans to find them and no 

apparent pattern of spread along any particular route. 

Additional historical factors lend further support to the conclusion that hellbenders 

arrived in the Susquehanna watershed in the early 1800s ( or sometime prior to that time period), 

and spread slowly throughout the drainage until reaching the headwater regions in New York in 

the early 1900s. General descriptions of the hellbender's range published in natural history texts, 

encyclopedias, and newspapers indicate that the species was not universally considered part of 

the Susquehanna River fauna until 1924, and sources published in the northern reaches of the 

watershed continued to refer to it as rare until nearly 1950. For example, sources published in 
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Scranton newspapers in 1925 and 1931 describe hell benders as a denizen of the Allegheny 

region, and rare in the Susquehanna River (Appendix C: Davis 1925, Museum Musings 1931). 

The reactions to hellbenders expressed by residents of the Susquehanna basin also 

indicate that the species was unknown to many. Of 24 animals reportedly brought into captivity 

by private citizens (see Chapter 2), 22 were captured in the Susquehanna River or its tributaries. 

The majority of these animals were reportedly displayed in private homes or businesses as 

curiosities. For example, an 1878 account from Harrisburg reports on a hellbender "on display 

in a small reservoir outside Lawser's gun store." It goes on to remark that the animal "somewhat 

resembles a cat-fish" and that the "singular creature attracts much attention." An 1886 record 

describes a hellbender captured by an angler in the Susquehanna River near Wilkes-Barre, saying 

that "the creature attracted great attention, only one man having ever seen one before." Another 

Wilkes-Barre report in 1916 concludes that a hellbender captured in the river "doubtless escaped 

from some zoological garden upstream." No accounts from the Allegheny region contain similar 

descriptions. Although not always a popular animal, the hellbender seemed to be well-known to 

Allegheny area residents, even before the species was formally named. For example, Bartram's 

correspondence regarding the Pittsburgh "alligator" indicated that the locals were familiar with 

the animal and had given it that name (Darlington 1849). 

Historical sources produced by naturalists and biologists from the Susquehanna region in 

the late 1880s and early 1900s frequently referred to the growing population ofhellbenders, 

particularly in the West Branch, and alluded to its nonnative origins. A description of 

hellbenders in Taylor (1874) stated that "its reputation for voracity makes it an unwelcome guest 

at this time, in the midst of stocking the Susquehanna and its tributaries with Black Bass and 

Trout." The Pennsylvania Department of Fisheries (1906), in describing a report of a hellbender 
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captured in a Susquehanna tributary, stated that "this gives interesting light on the distribution of 

this salamander. It is generally supposed to live only west of the Alleghenies." A later report by 

the Pennsylvania Board of Fish Commissioners (1938) stated that the hellbender occurred in 

streams of the Ohio watershed, and that "it has also reached the Susquehanna drainage, probably 

by stream capture." Numerous sources published between 1880 and 1930 described the 

hellbender as having recently become very abundant in West Branch Susquehanna waters, 

implying that prior to that time, it was not commonly encountered. 

4.4.3 Possible Routes and Mechanisms ofMovement 

The earliest reported sightings ofhellbenders in the Susquehanna River basin suggest two 

potential entry points - the Sinnemahoning and Lower Susquehanna regions. Sinnemahoning 

Creek has been the source of only a few historical records, although hellbenders were known to 

persist in the watershed until a train derailment and subsequent sodium hydroxide spill 

presumably wiped out populations in the Sinnemahoning's headwaters in 2006 (Hartle 2006). 

Early hellbender sightings were much more numerous in the lower reaches of the Susquehanna, 

particularly in the area from Harrisburg to York Furnace in Pennsylvania. However, the Lower 

Susquehanna River reports did not emerge until at least 10 years after the initial sighting in the 

Sinnemahoning. 

Considering the possible mechanisms of movement may provide insight into the most 

likely route of arrival. Two possible means of transfer into the Susquehanna watershed appear 

plausible: 1) a natural range expansion through a stream capture event, or 2) an anthropogenic 

introduction. Although there is no definitive means of determining exactly where and how 

hellbenders reached the Susquehanna River, examination of other hypothesized stream capture 
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introductions to the watershed, as well as of the history of hellbender use by humans, may shed 

light on the relative likelihood of each mechanism. 

4.4.3.1 Natural Range Expansion via Stream Capture 

A number of species typically considered members of the Allegheny faunal assemblage 

have made their way into the Susquehanna River drainage, and stream capture has been the most 

commonly proposed explanation. Netting (1932) proposed that the Blanding's Turtle 

(Emydoidea blandingii) and Map Turtle (Graptemys geographica) may both have travelled to the 

Susquehanna along with the hellbender in a stream capture event. However, he cites records of 

all three species in the Lewistown area of Pennsylvania as the basis for this hypothesis. 

Lewistown is located along the Juniata River - an area hellbenders were not reported from until 

1912. Although the headwaters of the Raystown Branch of that river system do flow relatively 

close to the headwaters of the Stoneycreek River in the Allegheny basin, this is not a region that 

has often been suggested as a likely location for stream capture events. 

Portions of the West Branch headwaters, which approach very near to streams of the 

Allegheny in several places, seem to be the more plausible option. Ortmann (1913) suggested 

Cush-cushion Creek as the likely point of entry, via stream capture, of a mussel species 

belonging to the genus Strophitus . He describes this stream as being no more than 20 to 25 miles 

from the nearest locations in the Allegheny watershed, and suggests that stream capture events 

may be ongoing. However, the Sinnemahoning Creek watershed also appears to be a likely point 

for stream capture events to occur between the Allegheny and Susquehanna basins. The 

greenside darter (Ethyostoma blennioides) was well-established in the Allegheny drainage and 

first found in the Susquehanna within the Sinnemahoning portion of the watershed in the 1960s. 
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Examination of meristic data from E. blennioides in the Allegheny, Genesee, and Susquehanna 

watersheds led Denoncourt et al. (1977) to conclude that the species had migrated to the 

Susquehanna from the Allegheny drainage via stream capture in Holocene (i.e. post-Pleistocene) 

times. Although the exact location of any case of a species crossing the divide between the 

Allegheny and Susquehanna basins cannot be definitely determined, the Sinnemahoning area 

appears to be an excellent candidate. Not only were both the hellbender and the greenside darter 

first found in Sinnemahoning waters, but the distance between the two watersheds is small 

enough that the local native people and early travelers often portaged their canoes and moved 

between them on foot (Maclay 1887, Leeson 1890). This eventually became the location of the 

Allegheny Portage Railroad, which opened for use in 1834 (Roberts 1878). 

4.4.3.2 Historic Human Uses for Hellbenders and Implications for Cross-basin Movement 

Although hellbenders are not generally thought of as ever having any substantial 

economic value, historically there was demand for them both as scientific and education 

specimens and as a food item. Large-scale scientific collection ofhellbenders appears to have 

been going on since at least the late 1800s. The earliest record indicating large numbers of 

hellbenders collected as scientific specimens referred to nearly 100 animals collected from the 

Allegheny River in New York in 1876 (Grote 1876). In 1877, a second collection of fifty 

animals from the same location was commissioned by German scientists interested in studying 

the species (A Paper Menagerie 1877). 

However, scientific collection and subsequent shipping ofhellbenders from locations in 

the Allegheny and Ohio River watersheds was occurring even before hellbenders were formally 

known to science. In 1762, Bartram referred to the loss of a specimen of his Pittsburgh 
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"alligator" that had been sent off for study (Darlington 1849). Hellbenders from Pittsburgh were 

also sent to Harlan (1825) at the Philadelphia Museum, and were listed in the specimen records 

of the British Museum's catalogue of amphibian specimens in 1850 (British Museum 1850). 

Maximilian, Prince of Wied recounts capturing "numerous" specimens from the Pittsburg area in 

1833, and described taking 34 specimens for study (Maximilian 1906). Annual reports made by 

the Smithsonian Institution's Board ofRegents often reported hellbenders among their yearly 

specimen acquisitions, always from portions of the Mississippi watershed. Examples include 

specimens sent from Tennessee's Holston River (Smithsonian Institution 1855) and from the 

Wabash River in Mount Carmel Illinois (Smithsonian Institution 1876). 

Many accounts of hellbender transport in the 1800s indicate that animals were shipped 

live, both across the country and internationally. Townsend (1882) described how "tenacious of 

life" hellbenders are, claiming that he once carried specimens captured in western Pennsylvania 

six miles on horseback in a bag behind him, later keeping them in a tub of water for five weeks 

without food, with no apparent ill effect. Hell benders were sent out to a variety of museums, 

colleges, and zoological gardens in Europe, and two major sources appear to have supplied this 

international hellbender trade - the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC and the Fulton 

Fish Market in New York City. 

The records of the Smithsonian are well-kept and easy to access, as many of the 

organization's annual reports have been digitized and made available through internet sources. 

These reports indicate that hellbenders were commonly donated to the Smithsonian, which 

appeared to be actively seeking them. The institution's tenth annual report (Smithsonian 

Institution 1856) states that "large numbers" were "always wanted for dissection and 

distribution." However, the Smithsonian was also known to supply hellbenders to other 
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facilities. A "large number of living specimens" captured in western Pennsylvania and donated 

to the Smithsonian were "transmitted to Zoological Gardens in Europe" in 1867, and more were 

expected to be sent the following spring (Smithsonian Institution 1868). Three animals from this 

batch reportedly reached the Zoological Gardens of London in good condition - marking the first 

time that hellbenders arrived in Europe alive (Sclater 1879). 

The Fulton Fish Market in New York was known as a one of the premier suppliers of 

freshwater and marine organisms in the 1800s. Although the market had several prominent fish 

dealers, one man in particular was associated with the sale ofhellbenders - Eugene Blackford, 

who in addition to being a fishmonger was also a member of the New York State Fish 

Commission and an amateur ichthyologist (Ingersoll 1891). Blackford was widely known and 

respected among scientists and naturalists around the world, and many relied on him for both 

information and specimens of a variety ofNorth American aquatic species. He provided many 

specimens to the Smithsonian (White 1893), and was the supplier ofrecord for two live 

hellbenders received by the Liverpool Museum in England (City of Liverpool 1889). The 

market also provided hellbenders for gourmet chefs and freshwater food enthusiasts, particularly 

during the late 1800s. During that time a group ofNew York anglers - including Eugene 

Blackford - formed a group known as the Ichthyophagous Club, which claimed their mission 

was to overcome dietary prejudice and reduce food waste by sampling all creatures that come 

from the water (Mather 1901). The group was known to regularly serve hellbender at their 

functions and claimed it was a delicacy "equal to the finest salmon" (Strange dishes at a fish 

dinner 1884). One chef who prepared food for the club later ordered hellbenders "by the dozen" 

from western Pennsylvania to supply politically-influential diners at the Capitol Restaurant in 

Washington, DC (The Muskrat is all right 1893). 
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In all accounts ofhellbender transport examined during this study, the origin of the 

hellbender specimens was located in the Allegheny, Ohio, or Tennessee River systems - all areas 

of the Mississippi basin known to have harbored large hellbender populations. Not only does 

this further reinforce the conclusion that hellbenders were simply not abundant throughout the 

Susquehanna watershed ( which would have been much closer to both the Smithsonian and the 

Fulton Fish Market), but it also provides insight into the possible mechanism of accidental 

introduction by humans. Although the Erie Canal began operation in 1825 (Shaw 1966), it 

would not have been the most likely route for collectors traveling from the Allegheny Region to 

the major buyers in New York or Washington, DC. Instead, the Allegheny Portage Railroad, 

which allowed people, boats, and goods to be transported over the mountains between the 

Allegheny headwaters and Sinnemahoning Creek, would have provided a much more direct 

route. The railway was in service from 1834 until it was replaced in the 1850s by more direct 

rail service between Pittsburgh and cities to the east (Baumgartner and Hoenstine 1952). Prior to 

its construction, travel between the watersheds was still undertaken, usually by carrying canoes 

and goods and traversing over the ridgeline on foot (Maclay 1887, Leeson 1890). 

The trade in hellbenders occurring in the 1800s provides a plausible mechanism for the 

introduction ofhellbenders to locations outside its primary range. This is suspected to have 

occurred in the Delaware River, where hellbenders were rumored to have been released around 

1860, most likely unintentionally when one or more hellbenders escaped from a 'travelling 

menagerie." One was observed at the Mouth of Belle Brook in New Jersey in 1873 (Abbott 

1874). The species persisted in the Delaware for some time (or was introduced more than once), 

as another was caught in 1938 at Florence, New Jersey and sent to the Philadelphia Zoo 

(Hellbender Caught in Delaware River 1938). Similarly, hellbenders could have been introduced 
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into the Sinnemahoning watershed or elsewhere in the Susquehanna River basin as live animals 

were transported from western Pennsylvania, southwestern New York, or the Tennessee Valley 

to points along the east coast. 

4.4.3.3 Multiple Points ofEntry 

Although there is considerable evidence that hellbenders were regularly moved over long 

distances and that accidental introductions could ( and did) occur, the timing of the earliest 

accounts in the Susquehanna watershed notably predate the earliest accounts of large-scale 

collection and transport ofhellbenders. Hellbenders were known from the Sinnemahoning by 

the 1830s and were captured with increasing regularity downstream of Harrisburg by the late 

1840s, yet the earliest reports of intensive collections of animals for transport did not occur until 

the 1870s. Some animals were certainly transported prior to that time, and surviving records of 

collections and transactions involving hellbenders during the 1700s and 1800s are sparse. 

However, given the low human population density of the Sinnemahoning region in the 1800s, 

hellbenders may have been present for some time and merely gone unnoticed until a local angler 

happened to catch one on the line. The discrepancy in the timing of the earliest sightings and the 

rush for hellbender specimens seems to support the stream capture hypothesis for the 

Sinnemahoning, and by extension, West Branch hellbender populations. 

The hellbender records originating below Harrisburg in the 1840s raise the possibility of 

a secondary entry point into the watershed. For hellbenders to appear in the Sinnemahoning in 

the early 1800s and have reached Harrisburg and Columbia by the end of the 1840s would 

require a downstream movement of well over 150 river miles. Hellbenders are generally known 

to have low vagility and small home ranges (Peterson 1987, Humphries and Pauley 2005 , 
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Burgmeier et al. 201 lb). However, many stream salamanders disperse in downstream currents, 

particularly in the larval stage (Johnson and Goldberg 1975, Stoneburner 1978, Theismeier and 

Schuhmacher 1990). Flooding also has the potential to move salamanders downstream. 

Although not specifically documented in hellbenders, post-release monitoring of Chinese giant 

salamanders (Andrias davidianus) in the Reihe River in China's Shaanxi Province documented 

the loss of five animals from the study area following a flood. The loss of contact with the 

animals ' VHF radio transmitters indicated that they had been swept at least 25 km downstream 

(Zhang et al. 2016). Therefore, natural downstream movement could help to explain the rapid 

spread ofhell benders to the Lower Susquehanna. However, this would require traversing the 

Sinnemahoning Creek, West Branch Susquehanna, and main stem Susquehanna in a series of 

relatively rapid downstream dispersals. A more likely origin for the Lower Susquehanna 

hellbender populations may be accidental introduction by humans transporting hellbenders down 

the Susquehanna River to reach the Smithsonian, or to ship specimens out via Chesapeake Bay. 

In fact, a hellbender specimen was collected in 1902 from Susquehanna Flats (Appendix C: 

National Museum ofNatural History), a brackish region at the mouth of the Susquehanna River 

at Chesapeake Bay. As hellbenders would not be likely to survive long in brackish conditions, 

the most likely explanation may be that this animal was lot from a ship heading out into the bay. 

A second introduction point in the Lower Susquehanna may also help to explain the apparent gap 

of more than 30 miles along the Susquehanna River, from the confluence with the West Branch 

to the Harrisburg area, from which no historic (Figure 4.3) or modem (Pennsylvania Natural 

Heritage Program 2015) reports are known. 

Although the exact mechanism and route of arrival for hellbenders in the Susquehanna 

may be difficult to definitively determine, recognition of the species' status as a recent arrival to 
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the watershed from the Allegheny River basin has important implications for hellbender 

management. The results of this historical analysis suggest that populations in the Susquehanna 

watershed are likely descended from two or more founding events originating in the Allegheny 

region. Additional investigation of Susquehanna populations and their prospective sources using 

genetic techniques may provide additional insights into their origins and routes of establishment. 

Understanding the history of these populations and their relationships to hellbenders in other 

portions of the range adds an important new dimension to discussions of how to best manage 

hellbenders in the Susquehanna basin. 
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Research Summary 

This dissertation research examined the potential for historical ecology to enhance 

conservation of the Eastern Hellbender, an elusive species of aquatic salamander. Each distinct 

study undertaken here explores a different way in which historical information can be applied to 

enhance our understanding of the patterns of decline experienced by this species over time, and 

the processes driving population changes. First, historical sources were used to delineate the 

distribution of the hellbender in the northeastern region of its range over a span of 200 years, to 

examine spatial and temporal changes in distribution and relative abundance, and to identify 

factors contributing to hellbender mortality in the early stages of population declines. Second, 

high-quality location-specific historical occurrence records were used to facilitate the 

identification of previously unknown patches of hellbender habitat and populations via the 

creation of a presence-only species distribution model, which served as a guide for 

environmental DNA collection and field survey planning. Finally, a combination of archival, 

paleontological, and archaeological sources was employed to assess the hypothesis of a recent 

range expansion ofhellbenders from the Allegheny River to the Susquehanna River basin, by 

natural process or human intervention. Taken together, these three studies provide a framework 

for using non-traditional historical sources to fill major data gaps affecting conservation planning 

for species lacking strong scientific evidence ofpast conditions. 

5. 2. Significance 

Although nontraditional historical sources have been used extensively in marine science 

(Lotze and Worm 2009, McClenachan et al. 2012, Kittinger et al. 2015), there are few examples 

of their application to herpetofauna or freshwater conservation issues (Stein et al. 2010, 
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Worthington et al. 2011 , Clavero et al. 2014, Pitt et al. 2017). Both herptiles and freshwater 

oragnisms have suffered significant biodiversity losses and are among the most threatened 

groups (Stuart et al. 2004, Darwall et al. 2009, Hilton-Taylor et al. 2009, Collen et al. 2014). In 

addition, conservation efforts for both groups are hindered by substantial and widespread 

deficiencies in data pertaining to current status and to spatial and temporal changes in 

populations (Pascual et al. 2002, Bohm et al. 2013 , Howard and Bickford 2014). The 

cosmopolitan distributions and uncertain histories of many reptiles, amphibians, and freshwater 

organisms suggest some species commonly thought of as indigenous may be more accurately 

classified as cryptogenic (Carlton 1996, Kraus 2009, Hamelin et al. 2016, Pociecha et al. 2016). 

The application of historical methods has considerable potential to enhance evidence

based conservation planning by providing a means to fill data gaps and improve our 

understanding of long-term population trends and the processes driving them. The research 

presented in this dissertation illustrates how historical information may be combined with other 

techniques to answer questions about past and present populations using the Eastern Hellbender, 

an elusive stream salamander, as a model. Each chapter serves as one component of an 

integrated approach to examining the history and current distribution of hellbender populations 

in the northeast, with the overarching goal of providing information with direct applications for 

conservation management. 

The historical analysis of hellbender occurrence records from 1750-1999 (Chapter 2) 

demonstrates the utility of nontraditional archival sources, including newspapers, magazines, 

cookbooks, travelogues, and journals, for delineating changes in the distribution of a species over 

time. Combined with more commonly used scientific sources of historical information, such as 

museum specimens, journal articles, and natural history texts, these records confirmed that past 
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populations ofhellbenders in the region were considerably more widespread and present in much 

higher numbers than is indicated by scientific baseline studies conducted in the 1970s or later. 

The issue of shifting baselines is a significant problem in conservation planning for many 

species, particularly herpetofauna and other organisms that were not taken as game or prized for 

their beauty or economic value. This study is one of only few that apply historical methods to 

examine decline of non-marine species, and is the first to use historical sources to assess changes 

in distribution and relative abundance of an amphibian on a regional scale over time periods 

exceeding 200 years. Furthermore, this chapter demonstrates the potential for these sources to 

answer questions about past mortality factors that may have driven early population declines. 

The sources used here suggested several major drivers ofmortality at the onset of hellbender 

declines throughout the study area, and highlighted the importance ofhuman attitudes as a 

potential factor in hellbender losses. This is of particular importance for herpetofauna 

conservation, as the causes of decline for both reptiles and amphibians are often enigmatic and 

may be the cumulative result ofmultiple impacts (Gibbons et al. 2000, Collins and Storfer 2003). 

The species distribution model (SDM) and subsequent multi-method survey described in 

Chapter 3 illustrate the potential for presence-only models based on historical occurrence data to 

improve survey efficiency for elusive herpetofauna species. Similar models have been created to 

assess features associated with habitat occurrence (Quinn et al. 2013 , Greathouse 2015 , Renan et 

al. 2017) and predict potential future distributional changes (Ficetola et al. 2007, Rodder and 

Weinsheimer 2009) for a variety of reptiles and amphibians. However, only a few herpetological 

studies using Maxent and similar modeling programs have focused on producing relatively fine

scale distribution estimates designed to guide field surveys, and even fewer have presented 

information on ground-truthing success (Groff et al. 2014, Stratmann et al. 2016). Given the 
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high number ofherpetofauna species for which data on current distribution and abundance is 

deficient (Bohm et al. 2013 , Howard and Bickford 2014), the use ofSDM to identify priority 

survey locations is highly recommended. In addition, this research adds further support to the 

growing body of evidence suggesting that environmental DNA (eDNA) surveys are more 

effective for the detection of low-density populations of aquatic organisms than traditional field 

survey methods (Jerde et al. 2011 , Dejean et al. 2012, Janosik and Johnston 2015 , Spear et al. 

2015). Used in combination, SDM and eDNA have tremendous potential for improving 

assessment of data deficient populations of rare aquatic species. 

This use of historical, archaeological, and paleontological records to demonstrate a 

relatively recent range expansion ofhellbenders from the Allegheny to the Susquehanna River 

basin (Chapter 4) further highlights the potential for the historical approach to fill significant data 

gaps. Considerations of a population's origin ( as native, nonnative, or cryptogenic) often plays a 

significant role in its management, with native, rare, and distinct groups given highest priority 

for conservation (Fleischman et al. 2006). As many species introduced during prehistoric or 

early historic times are automatically assumed to be native, clarification of a species' or 

population's origins may add important new insights for conservation decision-making (Clavero 

et al. 2016). Historical information may also be used to provide context for interpreting genetic 

analyses to detect signals of vicariance or expansion, and may shed light on mechanisms driving 

historical range shifts. 

5.3 Management Implications for Cryptobranchus alleganiensis 

The research presented here provides historical evidence of declines in hellbender 

populations in the northeastern portion of the species' range, highlights the important of SDM 

and eDNA for assessing presence/absence, and demonstrates that hellbender populations in the 
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Susquehanna River basin arrived there relatively recently (most likely within the past 250 years) 

from the Allegheny River watershed. The information provided in each chapter of this 

dissertation contributes new insights with direct applications for hellbender conservation and 

management. Altogether, this research provides a framework for using historical information to 

assess past and present populations that can be applied to hellbender populations range-wide. 

5.3.1 Declines Began Before Baseline Studies Occurred 

The historical records of occurrence and relative abundance presented in Chapter 2 

provide evidence of declines in hellbender populations throughout the northeastern segment of 

the range beginning in the early 1900s. In some areas, such as the Pittsburgh, PA region, once

abundant populations had virtually disappeared by 1915. In other areas, declines became 

apparent a few decades later, from the 1930s to 1950s. Reports including some measure of 

abundance, such as hellbenders captured within a particular amount of time, imply that historic 

numbers in some locations were much higher than those observed even in populations 

considered to be healthy and stable today. These records indicate that in the northeast region, 

hellbender populations had already been declining for decades - more than 50 years in some 

areas - before scientific baseline estimates were made. Hellbender managers should be 

cognizant of this shifting baseline issue when assessing populations and setting restoration goals. 

Similar historical analyses in other segment of the hellbender's range could provide further 

evidence for evaluating the extent of declines range-wide. 

5.3.2 Regional Differences in Driver ofDecline May Influence Restoration Strategies 

In addition to delineating population losses and declines in abundance, Chapter 2 placed 

these trends in the context of regional environmental histories and highlighted patterns of decline 
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related to major environmental events and population stressors. In the northeastern portion of 

the hellbender' s range, major historical mortality factors included pollution and deforestation, 

scientific collection, and vermin hunting. Because the timing of decline varied throughout the 

study area, the causes of decline also may have differed. Examining the major stressors that a 

population was exposed to near the time at which declines first become apparent may illuminate 

key factors contributing to those losses. Understanding the factors driving declines is an 

important aspect of planning for restoration and ongoing conservation of the species. 

5.3.3 Public Education is a Vital Component ofHellbender Conservation 

Examination of human attitudes toward hellbenders over time (Chapter 2) indicates that 

historically, hellbenders were feared and reviled. These attitudes were strongly promoted in 

historic print media until approximately 1940, resulting in large-scale vermin hunts and 

numerous angler-caught hellbenders killed rather than released. Although in some areas these 

attitudes appear to have improved substantially (Reimer et al. 2013), many modem sources 

available to the public still present hellbenders as ugly or frightening in appearance. As only one 

or two generations have passed since the persecution ofhellbenders was widespread and 

embedded in public policy, it is likely that among some groups of people these attitudes may 

persist. This research highlights the importance of supporting conservation efforts - particularly 

reintroductions into areas where hellbenders may have been intentionally eradicated - with 

educational outreach programs to dispel myths about the species and improve its public image. 
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5.3.4 Regional Distribution Models Identify Priority Survey Areas 

The regional species distribution model, generated using the presence-only modeling 

software Maxent and trained with historical and modem occurrence records from three states, 

was effective for identifying high-priority hellbender habitats in areas where past survey work 

had not been performed (Chapter 3). Although the model did not lead to the capture of any live 

hellbenders in previously unknown sites, it did lead to the discovery of several new populations 

detected with eDNA and identified many areas containing high-quality unoccupied habitat. 

Similar models have been created to examine habitat characteristics associated with hellbender 

presence (Quinn et al. 2013 , Greathouse 2015), but no previous models were used to guide 

survey planning. The use of a regional-scale SDM is highly recommended for identifying and 

prioritizing hellbender habitat for surveys in data-deficient portions of the range. 

5.3.5 Environmental DNA (eDNA) is Highly Effective for Detecting Low-density Populations 

The use of eDNA to detect aquatic organisms is becoming increasingly common. Several 

researchers have used this method to assess hellbender presence and have generally found it to 

be effective - often more effective than traditional field methods (Santas et al. 2013 , Spear et al. 

2015 , Pitt et al. 2017, Takahashi et al. 2018). Hellbenders are known to utilize alternative cover 

objects, including bank crevices, bedrock holes, and root masses (Bodinof et al. 2011 , Burgmeier 

et al. 2011 , Boemer 2014), limiting the effectiveness of traditional rock lifting surveys. Deep or 

turbid water, high rock density, or the presence of very large, unliftable rocks also reduce the 

effectiveness of rock lifting for detecting hellbenders (Foster et al. 2008). These issues are 

exacerbated by low population densities . In this study (Chapter 3), an eDNA assay was able to 

detect hellbender presence in several historically-occupied sited from which no animals had been 
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reported in several decades, as well as at sites from which hellbenders were previously not 

known to occur. Traditional field methods were unable to locate hellbenders in all but one of the 

eDNA-positive sites surveyed in the Susquehanna River basin, and no hellbenders were located 

in the French Creek location despite relatively high concentrations of eDNA. This study 

supports the recommendations of previous researchers that eDNA is the superior choice of 

survey method for detecting low-density hellbender populations. In addition, eDNA should be 

employed to verify negative field survey results in locations where search conditions are poor or 

cover objects cannot be properly lifted. This approach has the added benefit of reducing 

disruption to habitat that may be caused by repeated rock lifting. 

5.3.6 Susquehanna River Hellbenders are Recent Arrivals to the Watershed 

The historical, archaeological, and paleontological evidence presented in Chapter 4 

support the hypothesis posed by Surface (1913), Netting (1932), and Hulse (1996) that 

hellbenders moved from the Allegheny River basin into the headwaters of the Susquehanna 

River via stream capture in relatively recent historic time. Specimen records from archaeological 

and paleontological sites throughout the Susquehanna watershed lack any evidence of hellbender 

presence, whereas many sites throughout the Mississippi and Potomac River watersheds did 

contain hellbender remains. Historical records identified the first known hellbender in the 

Susquehanna basin as one captured in Sinnemahoning Creek - a Susquehanna headwater stream 

located within a short distance of the Allegheny River headwaters - in approximately 1830. 

Although the large-scale trade in hellbenders as scientific specimens in the 1800s raises the 

possibility of an accidental release, the proximity of this report to the Allegheny headwaters 
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appears to support the hypothesis of stream capture, and the initial Sinnemahoning report 

predates the most intense period of the hellbender trade. 

The evidence presented here has two major implications for the management of 

hellbender populations in the Susquehanna River basin. First, Susquehanna hellbenders appear 

to have been separated from Allegheny River basin populations only within the past 250 years. 

Although genetic analysis should be conducted to estimate the degree of divergence, this is a 

relatively short span of time, especially when considering a long-lived species. Therefore, it is 

likely that the Allegheny and Susquehanna River groups share a similar evolutionary history and 

may be best managed as a single conservation unit. Second, the status ofhellbenders in the 

Susquehanna River basin as cryptogenic may be a relevant point of discussion when determining 

conservation priorities for the watershed. It cannot be determined at this time whether surviving 

hellbender populations reached the Susquehanna River through natural processes or human 

intervention. Although hellbenders were almost certainly introduced to the Lower Susquehanna 

region through hellbender trade, most populations known today are found in the West Branch or 

areas upstream - groups that are more likely descended from a founding population that may 

have entered the Susquehanna headwaters through natural geologic processes. Additional 

historical study focused on tracking the timing and location of arrival of other species from the 

Allegheny, such as the Blanding' s turtle and map turtle (Netting 1932), may help to further 

support or refute the stream capture explanation for the hellbender' s range expansion. 
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Appendix A: Archives and Databased Used to Locate Historical Sources 

1. Google Books 
https://books.google.com/ 

2. Forgotten Books 
https://www.forgottenbooks .com 

3. Biodiversity Heritage Library 
https ://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/ 

4. Newspapers .com 
https ://www.newspapers .com/ 

5. Chronicling America 
https :// chroniclingamerica. loc. gov/ 

6. Internet Archive 
https://archive.org/ 

7. Fulton History 
http://fultonhistory.com/ 

8. Pennsylvania Power Library 
https ://www.powerlibrary.org/ 

9. Genealogy Bank 
https ://www.genealogybank.com/ 

10. Help the Hellbender 
https :// ag. purdue. edu/ extension/hellbender/Pages/publications .aspx 

11 . Pennsylvania Angler Legacy Issues Archive 
http://www. fishandboat. com/Transact/ Angler Boater/LegacyIssues 

12. Vertnet 
http://vertnet.org/ 

13 . Jstor 
https://www.jstor.org/ 

14. Sidney Memorial Library Digital Archives 
http://sidney.advantage-preservation.com/ 

15 . Newspaper Archive 
https://newspaperarchive.com/ 

16. Google Newspaper Archive 
https://news.google.com/newspapers 
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Appendix B: Keywords for Historic Searches 

Keywords (with common variant spellings) 

1. Hellbender (hell bender, hell-bender) 

2. Waterdog (water dog, water-dog) 

3. Ground puppy 

4. Tweeg 

5. Menopoma(Menopome, Menophome) 

6. Protonopsis 

7. Cryptobranchus 

8. Abranchus 

9. Salamandra horrida 

10. Allegheny salamander (Alleghany salamander, Allegany salamander) 

Location Keywords (Used to narrow searches geographically) 

1. Allegheny (Alleghany, Allegany) 

2. Susquehanna 

3. Monongahela 

4. Ohio River 

5. Youghiogheny 

6. NewYork 

7. Pennsylvania 

8. Maryland 
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Appendix C: List of Historic Sources and their Applications 

Source Citation 
A Fish Season Freak. Evening Report (Lebanon) May 2, 1900. 

https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed June 12, 2014) 
A "Hell Bender." Harrisburg Daily Independent August 7, 

1878. https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed August 15, 
2014) 

A Hellbender. Juniata Sentinel and Republican September 21 , 
1892. https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed August 15, 
2014) 

A Hellbender. Lebanon Daily News June 1, 1892. 
https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed June 12, 2014) 

A Hellbender. Delta Herald-Times November 3, 1911. 
https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed August 25 , 2015) 

A Mud Devil at the Zoo. The Times -Philadelphia, November 
28, 1887. https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed August 
5, 2016) 

A Paper Menagerie. The McHenry Plaindealer, February 7, 
1877. https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed August 25 , 
2017) 

A Pretty Ugly Creature Seems in Danger of Disappearing. The 
Philadelphia Inquirer, August 23 , 1998. 
https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed October 16, 2017) 

A Real Old Reptile. Binghamton Sunday Press March 31 , 1968. 
Fultonhistory.com (Accessed January 12, 2014) 

A Salamander. The News (Newport, PA). July 23 , 1887. 
https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed August 23 , 2017) 

A Shawkey Story. Warren Times Mirror March 25 , 1935 . 
https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed May 10, 2014) 

Academy ofNatural Sciences Museum. 1856. Donations to 
Museum in September and October, 1856. Proceeding of 
the Academy ofNatural Sciences of Philadelphia 8: xviii 

Academy ofNatural Sciences Museum. 1910. Additions to the 
Museum, 1910. Proceeding of the Academy ofNatural 
Sciences of Philadelphia 62 (3): 691 

Adams, C. K. (ed). 1896. Johnson's Universal Cyclopaedia, 
Vol. IV. D. Appleton and Co.: New York, NY. 

Alexander, William P. 1927. The Allegheny Hellbender and its 
Habitat. Hobbies 7(10): 13-18 

Altoona Tribune, October 20, 1931 . 
https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed August 25 , 2017) 

Applications 
Attitudes: Nl 
Location-specific (R3) 
Attitudes: NA 
Location-specific (R3) 
Abundance Indicators 
Attitudes: NA 
Location-specific (R3) 

Attitudes: N2, N3 
Location-specific (R3) 
Attitudes: N2, N3 
Location-specific (R3) 
Attitudes: N2, N3 
Range: A/O/M 

Attitudes: NA 
Location-specific (R3) 

Attitudes: Nl , C 

Attitudes: NA 
Location-specific (R1) 
Attitudes: NA 
Location-specific (R3) 
Abundance Indicators 
Attitudes: Nl 
Location-specific (R3) 
Location-specific (R2) 

Location-specific (R2) 

Attitudes: N3 
Range: A/O/M 
Attitudes: Nl , N3 
Location-specific (R2) 
Range: A/O/M 
Abundance Indicators 
Attitudes: N3 , N4 
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Amphibians, Reptiles Target of State Project. Indiana Gazette, 
April 6, 1993 https ://www.newspapers.com (Accessed 
October 17, 2017) 

An Allegheny Hellbender. Harrisburg Daily Independent 
September 7, 1882. https://www.newspapers.com 
(Accessed May 10, 2014) 

Angler Lands "Hellbender" Centre Daily Times June 5, 1970. 
https://www.genealogybank.com (Accessed July 3, 2014) 

At Camp Betsy Jane. The News-Herald (Franklin, PA), October 
24, 1914. https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed August 
25 , 2017) 

Baird, S. F. 1850. Revision of the North American tailed-
batrachia, with descriptions of new genera and species. 
Journal of the Academy ofNatural Sciences of 
Philadelphia. Series 2 (1): 281-294. 

Barnes, D.H. 1826. An Arrangement of the Genera of 
Batrachian Animals, with a description of the more 
remarkable species; including a monograph of doubtful 
reptils. American Journal of Science and Arts XI:268-297 

Barton, B. S. 1812. Memoir Concerning an Animal of the Class 
of Reptilia, or Amphibia, which is known, in the United-
States, by the names of Alligator and Hell-bender. Griggs 
and Dickinson, Philadelphia, PA 

Batavia Daily News, November 4, 1922 . fultonhistory.com 
(Accessed September 18, 2014) 

Beach, F. C. (ed) . 1912. The Americana: A Universal 
Reference Library. Scientific American Compiling 
Department: New York, NY. 

Bell, E. L. 1957. Some Herpetological Records form Central 
Pennsylvania. Herpetologica 13 (2): 138-139 

Better than snapping turtle. Pittsburgh Dispatch, May 29, 1892. 
https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed August 5, 2016) 

Big Feller! Pennsylvania Angler July 1977. 
http://www.fishandboat.com/Transact/ Angler Boater/ 
Legacyissues (Accessed March 21 , 2015) 

Big Hellbender Caught by Master Joe Livengood. The Republic 
(Meyersdale, PA), June 24, 1926. 
https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed August 25 , 2017) 

Biologists Trying Like Heck to Save the Rare Hellbender. The 
Daily Times, (Salisbury), September 20. 1998. 
https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed October 16, 2017) 

Bishop, S. C. 1925. Records of Some Salamanders from North 
Carolina and Pennsylvania. Copeia 139: 9-12 

Attitudes: U 

Attitudes: NA 
Location-specific (R3) 
Range: A/O/M, Sus(R) 
Abundance Indicators 
Attitudes: Nl 
Location-specific (R3) 
Attitudes: N4 
Location-specific (R3) 
Abundance Indicators 
Range: A/O/M, Sus(R) 

Range: A/O/M 

Attitudes: Nl , N3 , N4 
Range: A/O/M, Abs. Sus 
Abundance Indicators 

Attitudes: NA 
Location-specific (R3) 
Abundance Indicators 
Attitudes: Nl , N3 
Range: A/O/M 

Location-specific (R2) 

Attitudes: Nl , N3 , U 

Attitudes: NA 
Location-specific (R1) 

Attitudes: Nl 
Location-specific (R3) 
Range: A/O/M 
Attitudes: C 

Location-specific (R1) 
Abundance Indicators 
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Bishop, S. C. 1941. The Salamanders of New York. New York 
Museum Bulletin No. 324. New York State Museum: 
Albany, NY 

Blais, D. P. 1996. Movement, home range, and other aspects of 
the biology of the eastern hellbender (Cryptobranchus 
alleganiensis alleganiensis): a radio telemetry study. M. S. 
Thesis, SUNY Binghamton, Binghamton, New York. 63 
pp. 

Blankenship, K. 1997. Some Pennsylvania Streams are a 
Hellbender's Heaven. Pennsylvania Angler and Boater, 
September 1997. http://www.fishandboat.com/Transact/ 
AnglerBoater/Legacyissues (Accessed October 16, 2017) 

Bothner, R. C. and J. A. Gottlieb. 1991. A study of the New 
York State populations of the hellbender, Cryptobranchus 
alleganiensis alleganiensis. Proceedings of the Rochester 
Academy of Science 17 (1): 41-54 

Boulenger, George Albert. 1882. Catalogue of the Batrachia 
Gradientia, S. Caudata, and Batrachia Apoda in the 
Collection of the British Museum. British Museum, 
London. pp. 81-82 

Bower, W. 1997. Out and About. Tyrone Daily Herald, March 
5, 1997. https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed October 
20, 2017) 

Buel, J.W. 1891. The Living World: A Complete Natural 
History of the World's Creatures. Historical Publishing 
Company, Philadelphia, PA. pp. 151-152 

Camp Tidbits . Altoona Tribune, January 30, 1906. 
https://newspapers .com (Accessed July 15, 2014) 

Can Salamanders Live Through Fire? Democrat and Chronicle 
(Rochester), December 17, 1960. 
https://www.newspapers.com (Accessed October 16, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 1550-1559. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do? r=cm _ herps 
(Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 2835. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do? 
r=cm herps (Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 2838-2839. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do? 
r=cm herps (Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Attitudes : NA 
Location-specific (R1) 
Range: A/O/M, Sus 
Abundance Indicators 
Location-specific (R1) 
Abundance Indicators 

Attitudes: Nl , P, C 

Location-specific (R1) 

Attitudes: NA 
Range: A/O/M 

Attitudes: NA 

Attitudes: NA 
Range: A/O/M 

Attitudes: U 

Attitudes: Nl , N3 

Location-specific (R1) 

Location-specific (R1) 

Location-specific (R1) 
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Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 3746-3747. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do? 
r=cm herps (Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 4054. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do? 
r=cm herps (Accessed June 8, 2017). 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID:urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 4072. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do? r=cm _ herps 
(Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 4138. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org: 8080/ipt/resource.do ?r=cm _ herps 
(Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 5939-5940. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do? 
r=cm herps (Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 6032. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do? 
r=cm herps (Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 6217-6221. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do? r=cm _ herps 
(Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 6256. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do? 
r=cm herps (Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 7433. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org: 8080/ipt/resource.do ?r=cm _ herps 
(Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 7568. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do? 
r=cm herps (Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 9804-9805. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do? 
r=cm herps (Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Location-specific (R 1) 

Location-specific (R 1) 

Location-specific (R 1) 

Location-specific (R 1) 

Location-specific (R 1) 

Location-specific (R 1) 

Location-specific (R 1) 
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Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 9813-9817. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do? 
r=cm herps (Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 10541. Source: 
http ://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do?r=cm _ herps 
(Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 17172. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org:8080/ipt/resource.do?r=cm _ herps. 
(Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
Record ID: urn:catalog:CM:Herps: 18365. Source: 
http://ipt.vertnet.org: 8080/ipt/resource.do ?r=cm _ herps 
(Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
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(Accessed June 8, 2017) 
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cessed June 8, 2017) 
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http://ipt.vertnet.org: 8080/ipt/resource.do ?r=cm _ herps 
(Accessed June 8, 2017) 

Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
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http://ipt.vertnet.org: 8080/ipt/resource.do ?r=cm _ herps 
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Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
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Carnegie Museum ofNatural History. CM Herps Collection. 
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Appendix D: Dates of Last Known Hellbender Occurrence and Abundance for All Stream 
Reaches in which Hellbender Populations Appear to Have Declined During the Study 
Period 

Stream Reach 
Bald Eagle (1) 
Chemung (1) 
Conemaugh (1) 
Conemaugh (2) 
Conemaugh (3) 
Conemaugh ( 4) 
Conemaugh (5) 
Clarion (1) 
Clarion (2) 
Clarion (3) 
Clarion (4) 
French (1) 
French (2) 
French (3) 
Kiskiminetas ( 1) 
Kiskiminetas (2) 
Lower Allegheny (1) 
Lower Allegheny (2) 
Lower Juniata (1) 
Lower Juniata (2) 
Lower Juniata (3) 
Lower Monongahela ( 1) 
Lower Monongahela (2) 
Lower Monongahela (3) 
Lower Susquehanna (1) 
Lower Susquehanna (2) 
Lower Susquehanna (3) 
Lower Susquehanna ( 4) 
Lower Susquehanna ( 5) 
Lower Susquehanna ( 6) 
Lower Susquehanna-Penns (1) 
Lower Susquehanna-Penns (2) 
Lower Susquehanna-Swatara (1) 
Lower Susquehanna-Swatara (2) 
Lower Susquehanna-Swatara (3) 
Lower Susquehanna-Swatara (4) 
Lower West Branch Susquehanna (1) 

Date of Last 
Record 

1974 
1922 
1932 
1909 
1959 
1928 
1995 
1929 

Present 
Present 
Present 

1925 
Present 
Present 

1937 
Present 

1917 
1935 
1953 
1957 
1994 
1896 
1932 
1963 
1904 
1954 
1911 
1924 
1917 
1917 
1961 
1977 
1904 
1913 
1991 

Present** 
Present* 

Date of Last Abundance 
Indicator 

NA 
NA 
1932 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
1940 
1932 
NA 
1882 
1906 
1935 
1874 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
1950 
1938 
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Lower West Branch Susquehanna (2) 
Lower West Branch Susquehanna (3) 
Middle Allegheny-Redbank (1) 
Middle Allegheny-Tionesta (1) 
Middle Allegheny-Tionesta (2) 
Middle Allegheny-Tionesta (3) 
Middle West Branch Susquehanna (1) 
Raystown (1) 
Shenango (1) 
Shenango (2) 
Upper Allegheny (1) 
Upper Allegheny (2) 
Upper Allegheny (3) 
Upper Ohio (1) 
Upper Juniata (1) 
Upper Susquehanna (1) 
Upper Susquehanna (2) 
Upper Susquehanna (3) 
Upper Susquehanna-Lackawanna (1) 
Upper Susquehanna-Tunkhannock (1) 
Upper Susquehanna-Tunkhannock (2) 
Upper West Branch Susquehanna (1) 
Upper West Branch Susquehanna (2) 
Y oughiogheny (1) 
Y oughiogheny (2) 

1949 NA 
1902 1893 
1971 NA 
1948 1948 

Present 1980 
Present 1979 

1910 1893 
1978 NA 
1951 NA 
1953 1912 
1970 1912 
1915 1915 
1981 NA 
1891 1906 
1932 1932 

Present 1967 
Present 1991 

1991 NA 
1965 NA 
1937 NA 
1958 NA 
1898 NA 
1893 1893 
1959 NA 
1930 NA 

*Although hellbenders were relatively common here until 2006, repeated surveys since that time 
have yielded no animals (P. Petokas, Lycoming College, personal communication). 

**Ongoing presence in this location is based only the presence of a single deceased specimen 
collected in 2006. It is possible that this individual washed downstream from another location. 
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Appendix E: Survey methods and effort (person-hours) completed in each site from 2012-
2015. Stream names and specific locations are withheld to protect sensitive habitat areas. 

Site 
HUC8 

Watershed 
Site Type 

Rock 
Lift 

Survey 

Person 
Hours 

Baited 
Nocturnal 

Survey 

Person 
Hours 

Cobble/ 
Gravel 
Survey 

Person 
Hours 

Camera 
Scope 
Survey 

Person 
Hours 

CHEMl Chemung Anecdotal 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CHEM2 Chemung 
No 

Record 
0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CHEM3 Chemung 
No 

Record 
0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CHEM4 Chemung 
No 

Record 
0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CHNGl Chenango 
No 

Record 
0 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CHNG2 Chenango Historic 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CHNG3 Chenango 
No 

Record 
0 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CHNG4 Chenango Anecdotal 0 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CHNG5 Chenango 
No 

Record 
0 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CHNG6 Chenango 
No 

Record 
0 60 0 0 0 24 0 0 

CHNG7 Chenango 
No 

Record 
0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CHNG8 Chenango 
No 

Record 
0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CHNG9 Chenango 
No 

Record 
0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FRCHlA* French Creek 
No 

Record 
0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FRCHlB* French Creek 
No 

Record 
0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FRCH3 French Creek Historic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FRCH4 French Creek 
No 

Record 
0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TIOGl Tioga 
No 

Record 
0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TIOG2 Tioga 
No 

Record 
0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUSl 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
Anecdotal 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUS2 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
No 

Record 
0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUS3 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
Historic + 80 0 20 0 12 0 4 
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USUS4 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
Historic 0 60 0 12 0 16 0 4 

USUS5 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
No 

Record 
0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUS6 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
Anecdotal 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUS7 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
No 

Record 
0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUS9 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
No 

Record 
0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUSlO 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
No 

Record 
0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUSll 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
No 

Record 
0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUS13 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
No 

Record 
0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUS14 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
No 

Record 
0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUS15 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
Historic 0 60 0 12 0 0 0 0 

USUS16 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
Historic 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUS33 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
Historic 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUS34 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
No 

Record 
0 25 0 0 0 0 0 4 

USUS36 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
No 

Record 
0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 

USUS37 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
Historic 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 

USUS39 
Upper 

Susquehanna 
No 

Record 
0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Appendix F: Results of Environmental DNA Analysis. 

Cq (quantification cycle) indicates the cycle at which the fluorescence curve crosses the threshold value. 

Starting quantity (ng/µl) was estimated using an automatically calculated baseline. *Due to its substantial 

length (925 meters), site FRCHl was treated as two sites for the purposes of environmental DNA testing. 

The site was divided at a natural break in habitat, and a water sample was collected 50 meters below the 

area of highest rock density in each portion of the site. FRCHlA refers to the upstream end of the site, 

and FRCHlB refers to the downstream portion. 

Starting
Site HUC8 Watershed Site Type Result Cq 

Quantity (ng/µl) 

CHEMl-1 Chemung Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

CHEMl-2 Chemung Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

CHEMl-3 Chemung Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

CHEM2-l Chemung No Record 0 NA NA 

CHEM2-2 Chemung No Record 0 NA NA 

CHEM2-3 Chemung No Record 0 NA NA 

CHEM3-l Chemung No Record 0 NA NA 

CHEM3-2 Chemung No Record 0 NA NA 

CHEM3-3 Chemung No Record 0 NA NA 

CHEM5-l Chemung Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

CHEM5-2 Chemung Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

CHEM5-3 Chemung Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

CHNG2-l Chenango Historic + 39.76 8.67E-04 

CHNG2-2 Chenango Historic + 41.23 3.56E-04 

CHNG2-3 Chenango Historic 0 NA NA 

CHNG3-l Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG3-2 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG3-3 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG4-l Chenango Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

CHNG4-2 Chenango Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

CHNG4-3 Chenango Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

CHNG5-l Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG5-2 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG5-3 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG6-l Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG6-2 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG6-3 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG8-l Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG8-2 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG8-3 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 
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CHNG9-l Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG9-2 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG9-3 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNGl0-1 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNGl0-2 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNGl0-3 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNGl 1-1 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNGl 1-2 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNGl 1-3 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG12-l Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG12-2 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG12-3 Chenango No Record 0 NA NA 

CHNG13-l Chenango Anecdotal + 42.31 7.29E-04 

CHNG13-2 Chenango Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

CHNG13-3 Chenango Anecdotal + 38.83 3.545E-03 

*FRCHlA-1 French Creek No Record + 37.14 4.28E-03 

*FRCHlA-2 French Creek No Record + 39.02 l.36E-03 

*FRCHlA-3 French Creek No Record + 39.76 8.68E-04 

*FRCHlB-1 French Creek No Record + 38.48 l.89E-03 

*FRCHlB-2 French Creek No Record + 42.38 l.77E-04 

*FRCHlB-3 French Creek No Record + 37.87 2.74E-03 

FRCH2-l French Creek Historic + 37.77 2.91E-03 

FRCH2-2 French Creek Historic 0 NA NA 

FRCH2-3 French Creek Historic + 37.95 2.60E-03 

FRCH3-l French Creek Historic + 40.09 7.45E-04 

FRCH3-2 French Creek Historic + 41.00 4.50E-04 

FRCH3-3 French Creek Historic + 42.18 2.35E-04 

OWEGl-1 Owego-Wappasening Historic 0 NA NA 

OWEGl-2 Owego-Wappasening Historic 0 NA NA 

OWEGl-3 Owego-Wappasening Historic 0 NA NA 

OWEG2-l Owego-Wappasening Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

OWEG2-2 Owego-Wappasening Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

OWEG2-3 Owego-Wappasening Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

USUS2-l Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS2-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS2-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS3-l Upper Susquehanna Historic + 42.66 l.49E-04 

USUS3-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic + 41.85 2.43E-04 
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USUS3-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic - NA NA 

USUS4-l Upper Susquehanna Historic + 38.44 8.65E-05 

USUS4-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic + 37.56 l.54E-04 

USUS4-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic + 40.15 2.82E-05 

USUS5-l Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS5-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS5-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS6-l Upper Susquehanna Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

USUS6-2 Upper Susquehanna Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

USUS6-3 Upper Susquehanna Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

USUS7-l Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS7-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS7-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS9-l Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS9-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS9-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUSl0-1 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUSl0-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUSl0-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUSl 1-1 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUSl 1-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUSl 1-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS12-l Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS12-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS12-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS13-l Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS13-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS13-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS14-l Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS14-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS14-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS15-l Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS15-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic + 38.83 8.28E-04 

USUS15-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic + 37.83 l.55E-03 

USUS16-l Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS16-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS16-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record + 39.90 5.51E-05 

USUSl 7-1 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 
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USUS17-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS17-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS18-l Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS18-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS18-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS19-l Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS19-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS19-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS20-l Upper Susquehanna Historic + 39.28 4.98E-05 

USUS20-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS20-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic + 39.20 6.58E-04 

USUS21-l Upper Susquehanna Historic + 43.45 3.96E-05 

USUS21-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS21-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS22-l Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS22-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS22-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS23-l Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS23-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS23-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS24-l Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS24-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS24-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS25-l Upper Susquehanna No Record + 38.45 l.93E-03 

USUS25-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record + 38.48 l.90E-03 

USUS25-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS26-l Upper Susquehanna Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

USUS26-2 Upper Susquehanna Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

USUS26-3 Upper Susquehanna Anecdotal 0 NA NA 

USUS27-l Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS27-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic + 39.82 7.18E-05 

USUS27-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS28-l Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS28-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS28-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS29-l Upper Susquehanna Historic + 41.32 4.37E-05 

USUS29-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS29-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 
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USUS30-l Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS30-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS30-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS31-l Upper Susquehanna Historic + 41.69 2.42E-05 

USUS31-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic + 42.20 5.76E-05 

USUS31-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS32-l Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS32-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS32-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS33-l Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS33-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic + 39.27 3.81E-05 

USUS33-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS34-l Upper Susquehanna No Record + 40.07 7.21E-04 

USUS34-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record + 39.02 l.36E-03 

USUS34-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS35-l Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS35-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS35-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS36-l Upper Susquehanna No Record + 38.46 l.91E-03 

USUS36-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record + 43.74 7.73E-05 

USUS36-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS37-l Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS37-2 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS37-3 Upper Susquehanna Historic 0 NA NA 

USUS38-l Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS38-2 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 

USUS38-3 Upper Susquehanna No Record 0 NA NA 
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Appendix G: Keywords for Archeological and Paleontological Record Searches 

Each search contained a specimen type keyword and a taxon keyword. All possible 
combinations of keywords were used. 

A. Specimen Type Keywords 

1. Archaeology ( archaeological) 

2. Paleontology (paleontological) 

3. Pleistocene 

4. Fossil 

5. Bones 

Taxon Keywords (with common variant spellings) 

1. Hellbender (hell bender, hell-bender) 

2. Cryptobranchus 

3. Menopoma (Menopome, Menophome) 

4. Protonopsis 

5. Rana 

6. Lithobates 

7. Bufo 

8. Anaxyrus 

9. Plethodon 

10. Spadefoot 

11. Toad 

12. Frog 

13. Salamander 

14. Amphibian 

15. Reptile 

16. Herpetofauna 
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Appendix H: Archaeological and Paleontological Sites 

Site Name Site Age State Range Location Presence Source 

Ashworth Site 7900 BCE-1500 KY Mississippi (Salt- Absent DiBlasi 1981 
(15Bu236) CE Ohio) 

Banks V (40CF111) 800-900 CE TN Mississippi Absent Robison 1977 
(Tennessee) 

Bat Cave 8,000-14,000 MO Mississippi Present Hawksley et 
BCE (Gasconade) al. 1973, 

Woodruff 
2016 

Bell Cave (Acb-2) Ca 10,000 BCE AL Mississippi Present Holman et al. 
(Tennessee) 1990 

Biltmore Mound 400-600 CE NC Mississippi Present Kimball et al. 
(31BN174) (Swannanoa- 2010 

Tennessee) 

Byrd Leibhart 1675-1685 CE PA Susquehanna Absent Webster 1985 
(36YO170) 

Carter Creek Site ca. 320 CE IL Out (Illinois- Absent Holt 2005 
(l 1Md817) Mississippi) 

Cathead Creek 300-700 CE GA Out (Atlantic- Absent Reitz and 
(9Mc360) coastal) Quitmyer 

1988 

Chota ( 40MR2) 1700-1800 CE TN Mississippi Present Bogan 1976 
(Little Tennessee) 

Church Rockshelter # 1 500-1000 CE NC Mississippi Present Whyte 2013a 
(31WT155) (Watauga-Tennessee) 

Church Rockshelter #2 500 BCE-1600 NC Mississippi Present Whyte 2013b 
(31WT39) CE (Watauga-Tennessee) 

Clark's Cave Ca. 8000 BCE VA Out (James) Absent Guilday et al. 
1977 

Coweeta Creek 1700-1840 CE NC Mississippi Present V anDerwarker 
(31MA34) (Little Tennessee) and Detwiler 

2000 
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Crab Orchard (44TZ1) 1400-1600 CE VA Mississippi Present Lapham2005 
(Clinch-Tennessee) 

Croley-Evans 1000-1600 CE KY Mississippi Present Jeffries et al. 
(15KX24) (Cumberland-Ohio) 1996 

Cumberland Cave Pleistocene MD Out (Potomac) Present Bredehoeft 
2010 

Dallas Hylton 800-1600 CE VA Out (Roanoke- Absent V anDerwarker 
(44Hr20) Atlantic) 2001 

Drew (36AL62) 1150-1250 CE PA Mississippi (Ohio) Present Buker 1970 

Dust Cave (1Lu496) 10,000 BP AL Mississippi Absent Walker et al. 
(Tennessee) 2001 

Eastman Rockshelter 200 BCE- 300 TN Mississippi Present* Manzano 
(40SL34) CE (Tennessee) 1986 

Engelbert Site 2500 BCE- NY Susquehanna Absent Rinehart 1999, 
(SuBi-300) 1600 CE Biewsaw 2006 

Ervin Site (40MU174) ca. 7500-4500 TN Mississippi Present Hofman 1985 
BP (Tennessee) 

Eschelman Site 1600-1625 CE PA Susquehanna Absent Guilday et al. 
(36LA12) 1962 

Eva Site (40BN12) ca. 6000 BP TN Mississippi Absent Hofman 1984 
(Tennessee) 

Fairchance Mound ca. 500 CE WV Mississippi (Ohio) Present Guilday and 
(46MR13) Tanner 1969 

Feltus Site (22Je500) 700-1200 CE MS Out (Lower Present Kassabaum 
Mississippi) 2014 

First Unnamed Cave 500-1600 CE TN Mississippi Present Simek et al. 
(Tennessee) 1997 

Fisher Site (11 Wl5) 300-1600 CE IL Out (Kankakee- Absent Parmalee 
Mississippi) 1962 

Frankstown Cave Pleistocene PA Susquehanna Absent Richmond 
(Juniata) 1964 
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Friendsville ( l 8GA23) 1000-1200 CE MD Mississippi Present Jefferson 

(Y oughiogheny) Paterson Park 
and Museum 
2010 

Fusihatchee (1EE191) 1600-1815 CE AL Out (Alabama River- Absent Pavao-
Mobile Bay) Zuckerman 

2007 

Gaston site (31Hx7) 800-1600 CE NC Out (Roanoke- Absent V anDerwarker 
Atlantic) 2001 

Gnagey (36SO55) 800-1200 CE PA Mississippi Present George 1983 
(Y oughiogheny) 

Gravely ( 44Hr29) 800-1600 CE VA Out (Roanoke- Absent V anDerwarker 
Atlantic) 2001 

Hamilton Cave Pleistocene WV Out (Potomac) Present Bredehoeft 
2010 

Henderson Rocks Late Prehistoric WV Mississippi Present Tanner 1981 
(46TA1) (Monongahela) 

Higgs Site ( 40LO45) ca. 2850 BP TN Mississippi (Clinch- Absent Fielder 1974 
Tennessee) 

Indian Hill (1 WX:15) 300-1000 CE AL Out (Alabama River- Present Lovett 2010 
Mobile Bay) 

Isle of Hope Pleistocene GA Out (Atlantic- Absent Hulbert and 
coastal) Pratt 1998 

Johnston (36IN2) 1400-1580 CE PA Mississippi Present Guilday 1955 
(Conemaugh) 

Jordan's Landing 800-1600 CE NC Out (Roanoke- Absent V anDerwarker 
(31Br7) Atlantic) 2001 

King's Bay 300-700 CE GA Out (Atlantic- Absent Reitz and 
(9Caml7la) coastal) Quitmyer 

1989 

Koehler ( 44Hr6) 800-1600 CE VA Out (Roanoke- Absent V anDerwarker 
Atlantic) 2001 

Leatherwood Creek 800-1600 CE VA Out (Roanoke- Absent V anDerwarker 
(44Hrl) Atlantic) 2001 
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Linville Cave 200 BCE-300 TN Mississippi Present Dennison et 
(40SL24) CE (Tennessee) al. 2013 

Logan Site (46LG4) 1000-200 BP WV Mississippi Absent Cole 2016 
(Guyandotte - Ohio) 

Lower Saratown 800-1600 CE NC Out (Roanoake- Absent V anDerwarker 
(31Rkl) Atlantic) 2001 

Mammoth Cave Pliocene- KY Mississippi Present Santucci et al. 
Pleistocene (Green-Ohio) 2001 

McKees Rocks 1000-1550 CE PA Mississippi (Ohio) Present Lang 1968 
(36AL16) 

Meadowcroft 1250 BCE- PA Mississippi (Ohio) Present Adovasio et 
Rockshelter 1600 CE al. 1980 
(36WH297) 

Melrose Caverns Late Pleistocene VA Out (Potomac) Present Hubbard and 
Grady 2001 

Mon City Site ca. 1550 CE PA Mississippi Absent Church 1994 
(36WH737) (Monongahela-Ohio) 

Mount Carbon Site 1400-1500 CE WV Mississippi Present Guilday and 
(46FA7) (Kanawha-Ohio) Tanner 1965 

Mount Joy ( 44BO2) ca. 1350 CE VA Out (James- Absent Whyte 2002 
Chesapeake Bay) 

Mykut Rockshelter 900-1650 CE PA Susquehanna Absent Raber 2008 
(36Hul43) (Juniata) 

Natural Chimneys Late Pleistocene VA Out (Shenandoah- Absent Holman 1986 
Potomac) 

New Paris No. 4 Late Pleistocene PA Susquehanna Absent Guilday and 
(Juniata) Bender 1958, 

Guilday et al. 
1964 

New Trout Cave Pleistocene WV Out (Potomac) Present Bredehoeft 
2010 

Oeffl (40CF32) 800-900 CE TN Mississippi Present* Robison 1977 
(Tennessee) 

Park site ( 40CF5) 800-900 CE TN Mississippi Absent 
(Tennessee) Robison 1977 
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Piper Airport Site 1 1385-1560 CE PA Susquehanna Absent Payne 2009 
(36CN210) (West Branch) 

Prairie Creek (12DA9) Late Pleistocene IN Out (White-Ohio) Absent Holman 1993 

Ravens ford 1150-1750 CE NC Mississippi Present 
(31SW78/1 36) (Little Tennessee) Compton 

2014 

Ripplemead Fissures 7000-9000 BP VA Mississippi Present Weems and 
(New River-Ohio) Higgins 1977 

Saltville (SV-2) Late Pleistocene VA Mississippi Present Holman 1986 
(Tennessee) 

Schultz (36LA 7) 1575-1600 CE PA Susquehanna Absent Webster 1985 

Sheep Rockshelter ca. 6900 BCE- PA Susquehanna Absent Guilday and 
(36HU1) 1460 CE (Juniata) Parmalee 

1965, Kinsey 
1983 

Sheriden Cave 12,000-9170 BP OH Out (Great Lakes) Absent Redmond and 
(33Y252) Tankersley 

2005 
Spencer (40DV191) TN Mississippi Absent 

900-1150 CE (Cumberland-Ohio) Spears et al. 
2008 

Stockton (44Hr35) 800-1600 CE VA Out (Roanoke- Absent V anDerwarker 
Atlantic) 2001 

Strickler (36LA3) 1645-1665 CE PA Susquehanna Absent Webster 1985 

Tomotley ( 40MR5) 1000-17 50 CE TN Mississippi Present Baden 1983 
(Little Tennessee) 

Toqua (40MR6) 1300-1750 CE TN Mississippi Present Bogan 1980 
(Little Tennessee) 

Trout Cave Pleistocene WV Out (Potomac) Present Bredehoeft 
2010 

Turpin Site (33Hal9) 500-1400 CE OH Mississippi (Ohio) Absent Theler and 
Harris 1988 

Varner (36GR1) 1200-1400 CE PA Mississippi Present Guilday 1960 
(Monongahela) 

Vir 150 (44Mc645) 800-1600 CE VA Out (Roanoake- Absent V anDerwarker 
Atlantic) 2001 
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Warren Wilson 1000-1500 CE NC Mississippi Present Wing 1976 
(31BN29) (Swannanoa-

Tennessee) 

Washington Boro 1600-1625 CE PA Susquehanna Absent Webster 1985 
(36LA8) 

Late Pleistocene WV Out (Potomac) Absent Holman 1994 
Worm Hole Cave 

Zoo Cave Late Pleistocene MO Out (White- Absent Holman 1974 
Mississippi) 
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